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Increasing hydrocarbon production via advanced technologies commonly 

involves the use of numerical simulation of the associated processes to minimize the risk 

involved in development decisions.  The oil industry today requires much more detailed 

analysis with a greater demand for reservoir simulations with geological, physical, and 

chemical models than in the past.  Without detailed simulations it is very unlikely that 

cost effective recovery processes can be developed and applied economically.  Although 

reservoir simulation software is currently available, there are still many obstacles to its 

widespread and effective use in the upstream oil and gas industry.  These include: 

 Data preparation and output analysis are often extremely time-consuming 

because of the amount and complexity of the required data. 

 Large uncertainties associated with the petrophysical properties and methods for 

incorporating these uncertainties into performance predictions are not currently 

time- or cost-effective. 
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 Performance optimization using reservoir simulation is tedious and inefficient 

because of the time and effort required for generating, processing, and analyzing 

a large number of scenarios.  

The goal of this dissertation is to design and implement a user-friendly framework 

to overcome some of the abovementioned obstacles to promote the routine application of 

reservoir simulation in the processes of design and optimization.  The framework 

includes several modules to identify the variables that have the most impact on 

hydrocarbon recovery using the concept of experimental design and response surface 

method.  Several oil reservoir simulators such as VIP
1
, ECLIPSE

2
, and UTCHEM are 

integrated to perform the flow simulations associated with different hydrocarbon 

recovery processes.  The framework implements an economic model that automatically 

imports the simulation production data to evaluate the profitability of a particular design.  

A large number of reservoir simulations can be run efficiently using a cluster of 

computers.  This is the first time that a computing platform is developed with all these 

capabilities. 

Several field-scale applications are studied using our approach: 

 Well placement optimization taking into account reservoir and fluid 

uncertainties, 

 Surfactant/polymer flooding design and optimization with uncertainties in 

reservoir characterization, residual oil saturation, surfactant adsorption, price of 

crude oil and chemical, and discount rate, and 

 A surfactant remediation process with uncertainties in aquifer properties 

 
1
2 Mark of Schlumberger 
 Mark of Halliburton 
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According to our experience, the approach proposed in this dissertation can 

significantly save time for process optimization by a large factor compared to traditional 

method.  This time savings includes for input preparation, postprocessing the simulation 

results, and the simulation execution time.  A case study presented in this work shows 

that the clock time savings can be of the order of 40 for processing 158 

surfactant/polymer simulations using UTCHEM. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND 

In recent years the oil industry has given great importance to reservoir 

management and uncertainty analysis.  As a part of this, reservoir simulation studies 

play a significant role in the evaluation of different scenarios (i.e., reservoir and fluid 

property descriptions) that affect production forecast and final hyrocarbon recovery.  

These scenarios represent probable reservoir configurations, in regards to reservoir 

properties, which may cover a wide range of possible inputs for the simulations (i.e., 

input data with uncertainties).  The development of a method that can model and 

quantify uncertainties in reservoir simulation studies in an efficient and practical way is 

clearly desirable.  Different approaches such as experimental design, response surface, 

and Monte Carlo simulation have been used to deal with uncertainties in reservoir and 

fluid properties among others (Damsleth et. al., 1992; Dejean and Blanc, 1999).  

However, to the best of our knowledge they have never been combined to generate a new 

approach that would be efficient when dealing with a large number of possible simulation 

scenarios. 

The Design of Experiment (DOE) theory provides a suitable means for selecting a 

set of points within the design space and for performing analysis based on these points.  

Experimental design is not used routinely in the oil industry.  Instead, the analysis of 

uncertainty in the results of a reservoir simulation project is based on a series of 

sensitivity simulations.  This one-way sensitivity analysis is time consuming and 

demands a large number of simulation runs and consequently excessive computational 

time.  However, there are many experimental design methods that can help to obtain the 

most information with the least number of simulations.  The response surface that is 
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generated based on the results of these simulations may be used as a surrogate in Monte 

Carlo simulation, with special control in the sampling, to optimize the results under 

uncertainty and to avoid exhaustive simulation studies.  The integration of experimental 

design and response surface makes the reservoir simulation study systematic and 

efficient. 

The field of integrated reservoir simulation and optimization has recently 

undergone remarkable changes.  New advances are making available applications of 

simulation that previously had been considered infeasible or beyond the scope of current 

technology to handle.  The ability to guide a series of simulations in the most effective 

way, instead of blindly itemizing scenarios (with the hope that at least one of those 

itemized will be one that is most desirable to implement), has been a long standing goal.  

The integration of simulation and optimization puts this goal within practical reach. 

Computational efficiency becomes a big concern for an integrated reservoir 

simulation study in which a large number of scenarios needs to be evaluated.  Clusters 

of PCs (and/or workstations) have become standard distributed and parallel platforms for 

many scientific, commercial, and educational applications.  High-performance 

distributed cluster computing enables one to execute a large number of simulation runs 

that previously would have been impractical due to excessively long run times.  Also, 

application of clusters in parallel processing has made it possible to parallelize reservoir 

simulators in order to take advantage of possible large amount of distributed memory 

available in such cluster system and also to reduce the clock time required for such 

simulations. 

There are many different reservoir simulators and spatial stochastic field 

generators available in the oil industry.  Each of them implements a set of different 

philosophies of modeling the physics and calculating and reporting the results.  The one 
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that can be used to perform one type of studies satisfactorily may not suitable for dealing 

with another type of applications.  Integration of these different reservoir simulators and 

spatial stochastic field generators enables such an integrated approach to be applied to a 

wide range of reservoir simulation studies and used by different group of users with great 

flexibility. 

In recent years, the emphasis in the development of new methodologies and tools 

has been on integration of data and applications.  Integration is the process of linking all 

of the relevant design and analysis software tools together into an integrated engineering 

model.  New tools and methodologies need to be added into the model from time to 

time.  In order to fulfill all these integrations easily, an object-oriented programming 

language, C++, has been used such that new features can be added as classes and each 

class provides a set of interfaces for the communication with other modules.  Design 

principles like flexibility, reusability, consistent interfacing, evolution, and scalability 

have been considered in implementing the software platform – UT_IRSP. 

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this dissertation is to design and implement a user-friendly 

framework to overcome some of the abovementioned obstacles to promote the routine 

application of reservoir simulation in the design and optimization processes.  The 

framework includes several modules to identify the variables that have the most impact 

on hydrocarbon recovery using the concept of experimental design and response surface 

method.  Several oil reservoir simulators such as VIP of Halliburton, ECLIPSE of 

Schlumberger, and UTCHEM are integrated to perform the flow simulations associated 

with different hydrocarbon recovery processes.  The framework implements an 

economic model that automatically imports the simulation production data to evaluate the 

profitability of a particular design.  A large number of reservoir simulations can be run 
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efficiently using a cluster of computers.  This is the first time that a computing platform 

with all these capabilities is developed. 

Several field-scale applications are studied using our approach: 

 well placement optimization taking into account reservoir and fluid uncertainties 

 surfactant/polymer flooding design and optimization with uncertainties in 

reservoir characterization, residual oil saturation, surfactant adsorption, price of 

crude oil and chemical, and discount rate 

 a surfactant remediation process with uncertainties in aquifer properties 

According to our experience, the approach proposed in this dissertation can 

significantly save time for process optimization by a large factor compared to traditional 

method.  This time savings includes for input preparation, postprocessing the simulation 

results, and the simulation execution time.  A case study presented in this work shows 

that the clock time savings can be of the order of 40 for processing 158 

surfactant/polymer simulations using UTCHEM. 

1.3 REVIEW OF CHAPTERS 

This dissertation is divided into six chapters.  Chapter 2 includes a literature 

survey on the previous work.  Research papers are reviewed on the assessment of 

uncertainty for field development and the design and optimization of improved oil 

recovery processes. 

Chapter 3 states the background theories on risk analysis, experimental design, 

and response surface.  It also gives the theoretical foundation for the related 

optimization technique, OptQuest.  The discounted cash flow model is formulated for 

analyzing the economical aspect of a chemical flooding process. 

Chapter 4 introduces the infrastructure of the integrated reservoir simulation 

system (IRSS).  It addresses the design and implementation principle of the integrated 
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reservoir simulation platform (UT_IRSP).  The pre-processing and post-processing 

modules of UT_IRSP are described in detail. 

Chapter 5 is the application section.  Four real reservoir case studies are 

presented.  A well placement optimization using ECLIPSE (Schlumberger, 2003A_1) is 

presented as the first case study.  The sensitivity analysis and well placement 

optimization under uncertainties using VIP (Landmark Graphics Corporation, 2003.4) is 

the second application of UT_IRSP.  Subsequently, we show how UT_IRSP can be used 

to design and optimize surfactant-enhanced aquifer remediation.  Finally, the 

presentation of an efficient approach to the design and optimization of improved oil 

recovery processes using UTCHEM (UTCHEM-9.0, Volume I, II, 2000) concludes the 

chapter. 

Chapter 6 contains the summaries, conclusions, and recommendations for future 

work.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the process of implementing a commercial oil recovery (particularly an 

enhanced oil recovery) project, technical and financial decisions must be made.  It is 

difficult to establish an optimal decision because all of the mathematical models used for 

oil recovery processes just approximate the performance of such processes.  Even if a 

perfect model existed, it would require data for the reservoir description and fluid 

properties that are not known precisely.  Furthermore, even if the oil production profile 

could be predicted exactly, the profitability of the project would still be uncertain because 

future costs, oil price, and tax cannot be predicted with a great certainty.  Clearly, a 

method is required that helps us make optimal decisions in spite of all these uncertainties. 

Reservoir performance uncertainty studies typically are time-consuming and 

expensive because of the complexities of simulating a large number of scenarios of 

subsurface geological systems under multiple-phase flow conditions.  Obviously, an 

efficient, systematic, and practical approach that uses software as a platform and 

integrates the current high-performance computing technology is needed in order to 

tackle these complicated problems.  To the best of our knowledge, such an integrated 

solution does not currently exist for various reservoir design and optimization problems 

using reservoir simulations. 

Much published work has provided ways to quantify various uncertainties using 

Monte Carlo simulation, experimental design, and response surface methods.  In this 

chapter, we will review some important literature addressing the related areas to this 

dissertation. 
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2.2 ASSESSMENT OF UNCERTAINTY FOR FIELD DEVELOPMENT 

The statistical nature of geological models is an important source of uncertainty in 

hydrocarbon pore volume estimation and reservoir performance prediction.  Bertieg et 

al. (1988) combined Bayesian statistics, resampling techniques, uncertain depth 

conversion from seismic data, spatial variability of geological horizons, and petrophysical 

variables to construct a stochastic geological model.  Based on this model and 

conditions at observed wells, possible realizations of the reservoir description were 

generated.  The distribution of hydrocarbon pore volume was estimated for decision-

making purpose. 

Damsleth et al. (1992) published their classic paper on the application of 

experiment design (ED) and response surface (RS) upon the sensitivity and risk analysis 

for a real field development study.  They applied D-optimal design to obtain a response 

surface that represents the real simulation model and used it in a Monte Carlo simulation 

study with oil recovery as the objective function.  The paper demonstrated that the 

number of simulations may be reduced 30 to 40% without losing information. 

Dejean and Blanc (1999) classified the sources of uncertainty as uncontrolled 

uncertainties on the reservoir description parameters and controlled uncertainties on the 

reservoir development scheme parameters.  They emphasized that in order to make 

accurate production forecasts and optimize the reservoir production scheme, these 

uncertainties should be described and the most influential ones among them should be 

identified.  They proposed the integration of experimental design, response surface, and 

Monte Carlo methods to optimize the production scheme.  They applied their 

methodology to a field to assess the effects of the uncertainties on cumulative oil 

production in time.  From the results obtained, they were able to build confidence 

intervals on the maximum cumulative oil production over time and confidence areas for 
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the optimal location of a new production well.  Friedmann and Chawathe (2001) and 

Kabir et al. (2002) used a similar methodology to that of Dejean and Blanc (1999) to 

assess the uncertainties for the field development process. 

Guyaguler and Horn (2001) addressed the uncertainties associated with well 

placement optimization problems using the utility theory framework along with 

numerical simulations as the evaluation tool.  They evaluated their methodology using 

23 history-matched realizations of a test model based on a real field.  They stated that 

the utility framework offered a means to quantify the influence of the uncertainties in 

conjunction with the risk attitude of the decision maker.  They used a hybrid genetic 

algorithm for the optimizations.  They also formulated the well placement optimization 

problem as a random function to increase the computational efficiency.  Each time a 

well configuration was to be evaluated, a history-matched realization of the reservoir 

properties was selected randomly, and the objective function was evaluated using this 

realization. 

Manceau et al. (2001) combined experimental design and joint modeling methods 

to quantify the impact of the principal reservoir uncertainties on the cumulative oil 

production and to optimize future field development in a risk analysis approach.  Using 

the joint modeling method, they were able to model the production recovery as a function 

of both uncertain engineering parameters as well as discontinuous parameters such as 

geostatistical realizations and equiprobable history-matched models.  They estimated the 

new locations for three vertical wells with this combined method and concluded that this 

framework provided an appropriate methodology for decision making in a risk-prone 

environment. 

Narayanan et al. (2003) presented a decision framework that integrates across the 

E&P value chain and allows professionals across disciplines to preserve and share the 
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interdependent uncertainties.  In their synthetic exercise, the uncontrollable uncertainties 

were from geological model, fluid PVT, fluid contacts, and relative permeability and 

capillary pressure tables.  In the geological model, the faulting, the degree of correlation 

with seismic for porosity, the sedimentary correlation length, and anisotropy were 

considered to be the major uncertainties.  The controllable uncertainties that can be 

considered were how many wells to drill, when to drill them, where to drill them, how 

big should the processing facility be, and should wells be recompleted.  They used a 

sophisticated tool to pick the settings for these decision variables.  However, they used 

an Excel-based discounted cash flow model for the economic calculation, which greatly 

slowed the whole process.  The high-performance computing was not integrated into 

their framework to decrease the simulation time. 

As the second part of Narayanan et al. (2003), Cullick et al. (2003) proposed a 

system that integrated reservoir simulation, an economic model, and a Monte Carlo 

algorithm with a global optimization search algorithm to identify more optimal reservoir 

planning and management decision alternatives under conditions of uncertainties.  They 

claimed that there has not been a single technology that fully integrates rigorous reservoir 

modeling, flow simulation, and economics within a decision-optimization framework and 

explicitly manages risk.  In a real application case, they used an optimizer, OptQuest, to 

maximize the net present value (NPV) from three decisions: (1) the year (2003 to 2012) 

to begin production for each of the three units; (2) the number of wells to be drilled for 

each unit (0 to 4); and (3) the oil processing capacity to construct for each gathering 

center (0 to 20,000 barrels per day). 

Most recently, Peake et al. (2005) used experimental design on the sensitivity 

analysis and history matching to forecast a waterflood performance for a carbonate 

reservoir that has been under limited primary production since 1965.  With two loops of 
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iteration between the processes of experimental design and history matching, the original 

uncertain factors were reduced from 12 to 10.  They used the results from sensitivity 

analysis to pick the parameters that should be adjusted for history matching.  After the 

production data have been successfully matched, the uncertainties were quantified with 

P10/P50/P90 (10th/50th/90th percentile) oil forecasts. 

2.3 DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF CHEMICAL FLOODING 

Brown et al. (1984) described a method using Monte Carlo simulation for 

evaluating the uncertainties in surfactant enhanced-oil-recovery performance prediction.  

They used a simple model derived from fractional flow theory to simulate the surfactant 

flooding processes.  The uncertain parameters considered were surfactant adsorption, 

residual oil saturation to water and surfactant, and the surfactant relative permeability.  

They took the one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) approach to study the sensitivity of those 

factors manually.  The statistical distribution information was obtained for the 

objectives like breakthrough times, displacement efficiency, and oil cut. 

Gittler and Krumrine (1985) developed a Chemical EOR Economics Simulator 

(CEES) to aid in the evaluations of various chemicals either used individually or in 

combination for chemical EOR flooding.  The model used an oil recovery simulator 

with the option of utilizing a Monte Carlo technique to financially quantify the 

uncertainties associated with various chemical EOR alternatives.  The parameters that 

were allowed to vary in the model were oil price, capital and expense escalation, oil 

production and decline curve, and total incremental oil production.  A cash flow 

analysis for each year was completed over the duration of the project and was used to 

produce an internal rate of return. 

Barua et al. (1986) presented a method for making business and technical 

decisions for surfactant flooding projects in spite of the uncertainties associated with 
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reservoir properties, surfactant flood performance, and oil price forecasts.  They used 

the Chemical Flood Predictive Model (CFPM) to represent the surfactant flooding 

process.  CFPM is a simplified mathematical model that cannot provide results as 

accurate as a finite-difference model.  However, it is much faster to run.  For the case 

they reported, Dykstra-Parson’s coefficient and IFT were the only uncertain factors 

considered.  With a discounted cash flow model, the net present value (NPV) was 

optimized by using the Newton-Greenstadt method.  After all these exercises, they 

claimed that the business decisions can be made on surfactant slug size and 

concentration, polymer buffer size, and number of infill wells under the uncertainties. 

Jakobsen and Hovland (1994) used ECLIPSE black oil simulation model with the 

surfactant option to model the surfactant flood process.  The ECLIPSE approach was an 

oversimplification of real micro-emulsion phase and property behavior.  IFT, surfactant 

adsorption, and critical capillary number were the technical uncertainties considered.  A 

discounted cash flow model was used for economic calculation.  The NPV effect from 

oil price, surfactant cost, operating cost, and discount rate was reported.  All of the 

analyses were done using the OFAT approach. 

Wu et al. (1996) used a chemical enhanced reservoir simulator, UTCHEM, to 

systematically study a sandstone reservoir that was a candidate for improved oil recovery 

using chemical flooding.  The simulation results were fed into an Excel based 

discounted cash flow model to optimize the design of a chemical flood using surfactant 

and polymer.  The effect of two technical factors (vertical to horizontal permeability 

ratio and permeability realizations) and five economical factors (oil, surfactant, and 

polymer price, discount rate, and operating cost) were analyzed and reported.  The 

optimal combination of three decision variables (surfactant concentration, slug size, and 

polymer concentration) was obtained.  They found that the best NPV was for the case 
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when low concentrations of both surfactant and polymer were simultaneously injected.  

All the sensitivity and optimization procedures were operated manually. 

Qu et al. (1998) conducted numerical simulation studies using UTCHEM before 

the implementation of a real oil field Alkaline/Surfactant/Polymer (ASP) flooding project 

in China.  They first history matched the waterflooding part of the reservoir.  Then 

they performed a sensitivity study on different chemical agents, chemical concentrations, 

slug sizes, and the starting time of ASP flooding.  They found that the smaller slug size 

with higher chemical concentration gave the best oil recovery. 

Zerpa et al. (2004) compared three different surrogates (polynomial regression 

model, kriging model, and weighted average model) for optimizing two design variables 

(chemical concentration and slug size) in an ASP flood process.  A global optimization 

algorithm (a modified Lipschitzian method called DIRECT) was used as the optimizer for 

these three surrogates.  They found that the weighted average model presented the 

smallest difference between the surrogate estimations for cumulative oil recovery and the 

corresponding values obtained using UTCHEM. 

Zhang et al. (2005b) presented a practical, systematic, and efficient reservoir 

simulation approach to design and optimize improved oil recovery processes with 

distributed computing, taking into account the technical and economical uncertainties.  

An integrated reservoir simulation platform was developed and successfully 

implemented.  This platform integrated the UTCHEM chemical flooding reservoir 

simulator, a discounted cash flow model, an experimental design and response surface 

methodology, and a Monte Carlo algorithm with a global optimization search engine to 

identify the optimum design under uncertainty.  The technical uncertain parameters 

considered were Dysktra-Parson’s coefficient, mean permeability, X-correlation length, 

ratio of X to Z correlation lengths, vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio, residual oil 
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saturation, and surfactant adsorption.  The economical uncertain parameters were oil, 

surfactant, and polymer prices and discount rate.  The decision variables to be optimized 

were surfactant concentration and slug size, polymer concentration in surfactant drive and 

concentration and slug size in polymer drive, salt concentration in every stage of the 

flood, and surfactant flood starting time. 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Foundations 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The theories that are closely related to this research are organized logically from 

many different references and presented here as background.  The material presented in 

each section of this chapter is adopted from several different sources.  References used 

for each section are stated in the introduction part of that section. 

3.2 RISK ANALYSIS 

3.2.1 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 

The Monte Carlo method is named after the city in the Monaco principality, 

because of a roulette, a simple random number generator.  The name and the systematic 

development of Monte Carlo methods date from about 1944.  The method provides 

approximate solutions to a variety of mathematical problems by performing statistical 

sampling experiments on a computer. 

Monte Carlo simulations use random moves to explore the search space to find 

information about the space.  In its simplest form, a MCS represents a large number of 

random trials.  Information is obtained by tabulating the results of these trials.  At an 

elementary level, it is a surprisingly simple concept, but it can be computationally 

expensive to use.  It is easy to code Monte Carlo analyses that take hours or even days 

to run. 

In 1953, Nicholas Metropolis and coworkers (Metropolis et al., 1953) proposed a 

new sampling procedure that incorporates a temperature of the system.  This is done so 

that the Boltzmann average of a property of the system can be easily calculated.  This 



modified Monte Carlo method is known as a Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation on 

which the Monte Carlo algorithm is based. 
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For our applications, MCS algorithm can be summarized by the following: (1) 

generating a large set ( l ) of random number, L,, R , uniformly distributed between 

zero and one according to a random number generating algorithm along with a particular 

seed number, and (2) calculating the corresponding set of the simulated realizations, y , 

using the inverse of the cumulative probability distribution (c f) d function: 

3.2.2 U

ss, damage, or any other undesirable event and the severity associated 

with th

is worth taking.  Performing MCS 

analysi

 

)R(Fy )l()l( 1−= .  

ncertainty Evaluation 

A model represents a process with combinations of data, variables, formulas, and 

functions.  The values of some variables are not definitely certain.  This lack of 

knowledge about particular values or the knowledge that some values might always vary 

contributes to the model’s uncertainty.  Uncertainty can often indicate risk, which is the 

possibility of lo

e event. 

Quantifying risk means determining the chances that the risk will occur and the 

cost if it does, to help you decide whether a risk 

s on a model is one way to quantify the risk. 

Simulation is any analytical method that is meant to imitate a real life system, 

especially when other analyses are too mathematically complex or too difficult to 

reproduce.  MCS randomly generates values from the probability distribution (single 

stochastic or spatial stochastic) for uncertain variables over and over to simulate a model.  

The value from every forecast of the model will be remembered for all the trials 

(scenarios).  After the simulation finishes, a histogram of the results can be created. 

The probability density function (pdf) and cumulative density (distribution) function (cdf) 
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n, standard deviation, variance, and coefficient of variability, can be 

3.2.3 S

or each assumption in the 

mod h

 ndomly selects any valid value from each 

 spreads the 

tion statistics is the primary concern, Latin hypercube sampling method should be 

ic (Probability) Distribution 

3.2.4.1

can be obtained.  Other statistical properties, like interval of confidence, percentiles, 

range, mea

calculated. 

ampling Method 

During each trial of a simulation, a random value f

el as to be selected.  There are two sampling methods: 

Monte Carlo sampling method ra

assumption’s defined distribution. 

Latin hypercube sampling method randomly selects values but 

random values evenly over each assumption’s defined distribution. 

Using Monte Carlo sampling to approximate the true shape of the distribution 

requires a larger number of trials than Latin hypercube sampling.  Latin hypercube 

sampling is generally more precise when calculating simulation statistics than 

conventional Monte Carlo sampling because the entire range of the distribution is 

sampled more evenly and consistently.  Thus, with Latin hypercube sampling, you do 

not need as many trials to achieve the same statistical accuracy with Monte Carlo 

sampling.  The added expense of this method is the extra memory required to hold the 

full sample for each assumption while the simulation runs.  If the accuracy of the 

simula

used. 

3.2.4 Single Stochast

 Introduction 

Seven commonly used single probability distributions will be discussed in this 

section.  Assume R  is randomly sampled between zero and one using a uniform 



distribution (standard random number generator).  Once R  is sampled, the random 

values of x̂  that follow the desired distribution can be calculated by the corresponding 

transformation equations.  These seven transformation equations have been 

implem

g method that determines whether values lie 

under t

is section is based on Miller (2002), Decisioneering, Inc. (2004), 

3.2.4.2

ximum occur 

with u erlying uniform stribution are 

tween the minimum and maximum occur with equal probability. 

 

ented in the SSALG (single stochastic algorithm) class of UT_IRSP. 

Three different methods are used to obtain these transformation equations.  One 

is the inverse CDF method, which relies on simply inverting the CDF function of the 

distribution.  Second is a method that relies on variable transformations to achieve the 

desired values.  Third is a double-samplin

he PDF function of the distribution. 

The material in th

and Evans et al. (2000). 

 Uniform Distribution 

In the uniform distribution, all values between the minimum and ma

 eq al likelihood.  The conditions und  di

 The minimum value ( a ) is fixed. 

 The maximum value (b ) is fixed. 

 All values be

The range is bxa ≤≤ . 

Cumulative density function:  
ab
ax

−
−      (3.1) 

Probability density f cun tion:  
ab −

1      (3.2) 

Mean and Median:  
2

ba +       (3.3) 

Variance:   
12

2)ab( −      (3.4) 

Coefficient of variation: 213 /)ab(
ab
×+

−      (3.5) 
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R)ab(ax̂ −+=   
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on (inverse CDF method): Transformation equati (3.6) 

3.2.4.3

 

e or the future price of gasoline.  The conditions underlying normal 

distribution are 

 Normal Distribution 

The normal distribution is the most important distribution in probability theory 

because it describes many natural phenomena, such as people’s IQs or heights. 

Decision-makers can use the normal distribution to describe uncertain variables such as 

the inflation rat

 The mean (µ ) and the standard deviation (σ ) of the distribution are known. 

The uncertain variable could as likely be  above the mean as it could be below 

 certain variable is more likely to be in the vicinity of the mean than far 

 

the mean (symmetrical about the mean). 

The un

away. 

The range is ∞<<∞− x . 

Cumulative density function:  dx⎟
⎞)x(exp

)(

x

/ ∫
∞−

⎟
⎠

⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −−
2

2

21 22
1

σ
µ

πσ
 (3.7) 

unc n:  Probability density f tio ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −−
2

2

21 22
1

σ
µ

πσ
)x(exp

)( /   (3.8) 

Mean and Median: µ  

riance:  2σ  Va

T  requires two samples,  and 

ples,  and : 

ransformation equation (transformation method) 1R

 2R , and generates two sam 1x̂ 2x̂

⎪
⎨

−−+= )Rln()Rsin(x̂ 122πσµ
     (3.9) 

⎩

⎪ − )Rln()Rcos(x

212

211 122⎧ −+=ˆ πσµ
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3.2.4.4 Triangular Distribution 

T  d

and the 

distribut

 nimum value ( a ) is fixed. 

) is fixed. 

 The most likely value ( m ) falls between the minimum and maximum values, 

forming a triangular-shaped distribution, which shows that values near the 

minimum and maximum are less likely to occur than those near the most likely 

 ge is 

he triangular distribution escribes a situation where the minimum, maximum, 

most likely values to occur are known.  The conditions underlying triangular 

ion are 

The mi

b The maximum value (

value. 

The ran  bxa ≤≤ .

Cumulative density function:  

⎪
⎪
⎨ −
−

b(1
⎩

≤≤
−−

≤

bxmif,
)mb)(ab(

)x

mx
2

2

 (3.10) 

Probability density function:  

⎪⎪
⎧

≤
−−

− aif,
)am)(ab(

)ax(

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

≤≤
−−

−

≤≤ mxaif
−−

−

bxmif,
)mb)(ab(

)xb(

,
)am)(ab(

)ax(

2

2

 (3.11) 

Mean:  
3

       (3.12) 

Variance: 

mba ++

18
bmamabmba −−−++      (3.13) 

Transformation equation (inverse CDF method): 

222

⎪
⎩

⎨

⎧

−
−

−
−

≤≤−−+= 0

ab
am

ab
amRif,)am)(ab(Rax̂

   (3.14) 
⎪

≤≤−−−−= 11 Rif,)mb)(ab)(R(bx̂
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3.2.  L

T al distribution is widely used in situations where values are 

positivel ally 

(symmet wer 

limi f t increase  any price without limit.  Generally, if the coefficient 

of vari u normal distribution.  Otherwise, use the 

normal  underlying the lognormal distribution ar

 The uncertain variable can increase without limits, but cannot fall below the 

minimum value ( a ). 

 The uncertain variable is positively skewed with most of the values near the 

low

 The natural logarithm of the uncertain variable yields a normal distribution. 

 The mean (

4.5 ognormal Distribution 

he lognorm

y skewed.  Stock prices are usually positively skewed, rather than norm

rically) distributed.  This is because stock prices cannot fall below the lo

t o zero, but migh  to

ability is greater than 30%, se a log

 distribution.  The conditions e 

er limit. 

µ ) and the standard deviation (σ ) of the distribution are known. 

 The range is ∞≤≤ xa . 

Cumulative density function: ∫ ⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛ −−−
−

x

a

dx])ax[ln(exp
)ax(

2

2
1

2
1

σ
µ

πσ
(3.15) 

Probability density function: 

⎟⎜ 2

⎟⎟
⎠

⎜⎜
⎝− 2

2

22 σπσ
exp

)ax(
 (3.16) 

Mean:  

⎞⎛ −−−11 µ ])ax[ln(

µ  

Variance: 2σ  

Transformation equation (transformation method) requires two samples, R  and 

 R , and generates two samples, x̂  and x̂ : 

1

2 1 2

[ ]
[ ]+−−+= a)Rln()Rsin(expx̂ 122πσµ

    (3.17) 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨

212

⎧ +−−+= a)Rln()Rcos(expx̂ 211 122πσµ
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3.2.4.6 Exponential Distribution 

widely used to desc

points een fai

between arrivals at a service booth.  It is related to the Poisson distribution, which 

describes the number of occurrences of an event in a given interval of time.  An 

important characteristic of the exponential distribution is the “memoryless” property, 

which  distribution, 

regardless of the time it existed.  In another word, time has no effect on future 

outcomes.  The conditions underlying the exponential distribution are 

 

 

 

The exponential distribution is ribe events recurring at random 

in time, such as the time betw lures of electronic equipment or the time 

means that the future lifetime of a given object has the same

The exponential distribution describes the amount of time between occurrences. 

The distribution is not affected by previous events. 

The exponential rate is λ . 

The range is ∞≤≤ x0 . 

Cumulative density function:  

 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎝
⎛−

λ
xexp1     (3.18) 

Probability density function:  

⎜−

⎟
⎠⎝

−
λλ

exp     (3.19) 

Mean:  

⎞
⎜
⎛ x1

λ  

Variance: λ  

Coefficient of variation: 1 

Transformation equation (inverse CDF method): )Rln(x̂ −−= 1λ   ( .20) 3

3.2.4.7 Beta Distribution 

The beta distribution is a very flexible distribution commonly used to represent 

variability over a fixed range.  One of the more important applications of the beta 

distribution is its use as a conjugate distribution for the parameter of a Bernoulli 

distribution.  The value of the beta distribution lies in the wide variety of shapes it can 
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assume when the two parameters, alpha α  and beta β  are varied.  If the parameters 

are equal, the distribution is symmetrical.  If rameter is 1 and the other 

parame ribution is J-shaped.  If 

 either pa

α  is less than βter is greater than 1, the dist , the 

distribu on is p es are near the minimum value).  If ti ositively skewed (most of the valu

α  is g n reater tha β , the di

the ma e).  

 is a random value between minimum value ( ) and 

maximum value ( ). 

 

stribution is negatively skewed (most of the values are near 

ximum valu The conditions underlying the beta distribution are 

The uncertain variable a

b

The shape of the distribution can be specified using two positive values, α  and 

β . 

 Th

Cumulative density function: 

 

e range is bxa ≤≤ . 

∫ −−
−+Γ+Γ +

a

)xb()ax(
)ab)(()(

βα
βαβα 11

   ++Γ x)( βα 2 (3.21) 

Probability density function:  

 βα

βα βα

βα )xb(x(
)ab)(()(

)(
−+Γ+Γ

+Γ
11

2    (3.22) )a −−
+

+

Mean:  α         (3.23) 
βα +

Variance: 
)()( 12 +++ βαβα

αβ       (3.24) 

Coefficient of variation: 
)( 1++ βαα

β  

Transformation equation (double sampling method) requires two samples, 1R  

 and 2R , and a multistep procedure: 

βα
αβ

+
+

=
bam         (3.25) 

βα
βαβα

βα )mb()am(
)ab)(()(

)(fmax −−
−+Γ+Γ

++Γ
= +11

2    (3.26) 



1R)ab(ax̂ −+=         (3.27) 

maxfRŷ 2=  

if βα
βαβα

βα )x̂b()ax̂()(ŷ −−
−+Γ+Γ )ab)(()(

++Γ
> +

2 , then re-sample 1R  and  

2

3.2.4.8 Weibull (Rayleigh) Distribution 

The 

11

  R  and go to Step 3.  Otherwise, is the sample from the distribution. 

Weibull distribution describes data resulting from life and fatigue tests.  It is 

commo e in reliability studies 

materials in reliability and quality control tests.  It also used to represent various 

physica eed.  T flexible.  

When 

 x̂  

nly used to describe failure tim and the breaking strengths of 

l quantities, such as wind sp he Weibull distribution is very 

the Weibull shape parameter β  is equal to 1 tribution is .0, the Weibull dis

ull location parameter αidentical to the exponential distribution.  The Weib  lets you 

 dist her than zero.  When the shape 

parame

set up an exponential ribution to start at a location ot

ter is less than 1.0, the Weibull distribution becomes a steeply declining curve.  

A manufacturer might find this effect useful in describing part failures during a burn-in 

period.  When the shape parameter is 2.0, a special form of the Weibull distribution, 

called the Rayleigh distribution, results.  A researcher may find the Rayleigh 

distribution useful for analyzing noise problems in communication systems or for use in 

reliability studies.  Its range is ∞<≤ x0 .  The pdf and cdf of the Rayleigh 

distribution are the following: 

Cumulative density function:  ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞⎛ 2

1 x
⎜⎜
⎝
−− 22α

exp    (3.28) 

Probability density function:  ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
−

2

2
1

αα
xexpx    (3.29) 

Transformation equation (inverse CDF method): 

⎜ 22

)Rln(x̂ −−= 12α  (3.30) 
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quentia

(GSLIB) by Deutsch and Journel (1998). 

 sp

property simulation has been developed 

and use

the mathematical foundation for 

generat

3.2.5 Spatial Stochastic (Probability) Distribution 

3.2.5.1 Introduction 

Considerable amount of research effort has been focused on geostatistical 

property distributions in hydrocarbon reservoirs.  UT_IRSP integrates two spatial 

stochastic field generators, the matrix decomposition method (MDM) by Yang (1990) 

and the se l Gaussian simulation (SGSIM) of geostatistical software library 

 Both of these geostatistical programs can help 

us to study the uncertainties related to the atial stochastic field, like permeability, 

porosity, and saturation.  They can be used for conditional or unconditional simulation 

of equiprobable stochastic field realizations. 

The MDM program for 3D geostatistical 

d for research for many years at The University of Texas at Austin.  It uses a 

weighted-averaging method in which the weighting matrix is related to the covariance (a 

measure of correlation similar to the semivariogram) matrix.  MDM does not support 

the modeling of a nugget and can be very computationally demanding, especially when 

the correlation length is large. 

GSLIB is a geostatistical software package developed at Stanford University and 

released for public usage.  It supports a number of methods for property simulation such 

as Sequential Gaussian Simulation, Sequential Indicator Simulation, and Simulated 

Annealing.  The computational time in GSLIB is generally much less than in MDM. 

Spatial Statistics (Geostatistics) provides 

ing the spatial stochastic realizations.  The following sections review some of the 

closely related theories on Geostatistics.  The material in these sections is based on 

Armstrong (1998), Deutsch and Journel (1998), Deutsch (2002), and Jensen et al. (2000). 
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to characterize spatial 

 produce estimates of variables at unsampled locations.  The idea 

behind 

t e

ng from the variogram. 

u

or estima t is surro

il

V o quantify spatial correlations 

n obse nction has been fitted to the experimental 

variogr

come 

as the d  variograms disclose 

3.2.5.2 Basics of Geostatistics 

Geostatistics is a branch of statistics that is used 

distributions and to

geostatistics is quite simple: samples taken closer together are more similar on 

average than samples taken farther apart.  Using this principle, we can make a 

mathematical model (variogram) of how dissimilarity changes with distance (Figure 3.1). 

As the separation distance increases, the dissimilarity, on the vertical axis, 

increases and hen lev ls off.  This mathematical model can then be used in a procedure 

known as kriging (named after the South African engineer, Danie Krige) to help estimate 

values for variables at unknown locations; kriging is basically a weighted averaging 

approach, with weights comi

Kriging and its variants (e.g., cokriging, kriging with local means, indicator 

kriging, and various types of sim lation) have been used for years in the mining and 

petroleum industry.  One useful aspect of the kriging-based simulation procedures is 

that the err te for a given poin not only based on the density of unding 

samples, but also on how sim ar those surrounding samples are. 

3.2.5.3 Variogram 

ariogram, a basic tool in geostatistics, is used t

betwee rvations.  Once a mathematical fu

am, this model can be used to estimate values at unsampled points.  It 

statistically describes the roughness of a surface.  Variogram is a function of two 

components, 1h  and h , or alternatively, of the modulus of vector h  and its 

orientation.  For a fixed angle, the variogram indicates how different the values be

2

istance increases.  When the angle is changed, the

directional features such as anisotropy. 
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The probability distribution of a random variable (RV) Z  is usually location-

dependent; hence, the notation )(Z u , with u  being the coordinate location vector.  A 

random function (RF) is a set of RVs defined over some field A  of interest, also 

denoted simply as )(Z u , A∈u .  The value of )(Z u  at location u  is expressed as 

)u(z .  The vario

ues separated approxi

gram for lag distance h  is defined as the average squared difference 

of val mately by h : 

∑ +−=
)h(N)h(N

where )h(N  is the number of pairs for lag h . 

)]hu(z)u(z[)h( 212γ       (3.31) 

The RF is said to be stationary within the field A  if all the moments are 

invaria t n under any transformation.  This means that th ean and the covariance 

between an po d

e m

y two ints u  an  hu +  depend on the lag vector  but not on the 

io n

h

location vector u .  Therefore, the probabilistic notat n of variogram ca  be expressed 

as 

{ }2)]hu(Z)u(Z[E)h +−=   2 (γ     (3.32) 

−+⋅=      (3.33) 

The nugget effect is the apparent discontinuity at the origin of the variogram.  

This discontinuity is the sum of measureme

n odel for pure nugget effect is 

expressed a

Correspondingly, the covariance can be written as 

C { } 2)]}u(Z[E{)hu(Z)u(ZE)h(

nt error and geological variability at scales 

smaller than the smallest experime tal lag h .  The m

s 

0
00

>=
==

hc)h(
h)h(

γ
γ

        (3.34) 

An acceptable variogram model consists of an isotropic nugget effect and any 

positive linear combination of the following standard variogram models: 
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1. Spherical model defined by an actual range a  and positive variance contribution or sill 

value c . 
31.5 0.5( ) ,

( )
,

h h
a ac if h ahh c Sph

a c if h a
γ

⎧ ⎡ ⎤⋅ − ≤⎪⎛ ⎞ ⎣ ⎦= ⋅ = ⎨⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ≥⎪⎩   (3.35) 

2. Exponential model defined by an effective range a  (integral range 3/a ) and 

positive variance contribution value c . 
3( ) 1 exph hh c Exp c

a a
γ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ = ⋅ − −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦     (3.36) 

3. Gaussian model defined by an effective range a  and positive variance contribution 

value c . 
2

2( ) 1 exph c
a

γ (3 )h⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
= ⋅ − −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦      (3.37) 

4. Power model defined by a power 20 << ω  and positive slope  c .
( )h c h ωγ = ⋅         (3.38) 

5. Hole effect model defined by a length to the first peak (size of the underlying 

cyclic features) and positive variance contribution value c . 

a  

( ) 1.0 cos hh c
a

γ π⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= ⋅ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠   

re not used to fit 

variogram models.  There are three 

rwise the variance could turn out to be negative).  

Polynom ese conditions.  

ndependent of observations, which 

is clearly not true of the ex

− ⋅⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦     (3.39) 

People often ask why least squares or other automatic methods a

reasons for this.  First, the model must be a 

positive-definite function (othe

ials obtained by least-squares regression would rarely satisfy th

Second, least-squares assumes that sample points are i

perimental variogram.  It consists of squared differences of 

combinations of values.  Third, the behavior of the variogram very close to the origin 
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(i.e., for vital, and least 

. 

3.2.5.4 Kriging 

All versions of Kriging are elaborations on the basic linear regression algorithm 

and corresponding estimator: 

    (3.40) 

lue of RV , the 

distances shorter than the first lag) is not known and yet it is 

squares does not take account of this (Armstrong, 1998)

)]u(m)u(Z)[u()]u(m)u(Z[
n

*
SK α

α
ααλ −=− ∑

=1

where )}u(Z{E)u(m =  is the location-dependent expected va )u(Z

αλ ’s ar  the n  weights, the αu ’s are the n  data locations, and )u(Z *
SK  is the line r 

n estimator, also called the “simple kriging” (SK) e

e a

regressio stimator. 

Let )u(m)u(Z)u(Y *
SK

* −=  and )u(m)u(Z)u(Y ααα −= .  The expected 

value of th tionary residual is 

defi  

e residual variable Y  is 0.  The variogram of the sta

ned as 

{ }2)]hu(Y)u(Y[E)h( +−=γ       (3.41) 

covariance is defined as 

2

and the  

}+⋅        (3.42) 

The lin nce is 

{ u(YE)h(C = )hu(Y)

k between the variogram and the covaria

)h()(C)h(C γ−= 0        

ulation of kriging.  Now consider the linear 

estimator

 (3.43) 

This is how variogram comes to the calc

 at a location where no data are available: 
n

∑
=

     (3.44) 

The error variance for this estimator 

⋅=* )u(Y)u(Y
1α

ααλ   

may be defined as 



{ } { } { } { }
{ } {

n n n

iijji

***
E

u(YE)u(Y)u(YE

)]u(Y[E)u(Y)u(YE)]u(Y[E)]u(Y)u(Y[E)u(

2

2 2222

⋅−⋅=

+⋅⋅−=−=

∑∑ ∑λλλ

σ

}

iancevar
closeness

i
ii

redundancy

i j
ijji )(C)uu(Cuu(C 02

11 1

+−⋅−− ∑∑∑
== =

λλλ
n

i
i

)

)(C)u(Y) 0
1

=

+⋅
=

 (3.45) 

There are three terms in the equation for the estimation variance. 

1. Redundancy: the more redundant the data (the covariances between them, 

2. Closeness: the closer th

n n

i j1 1= =

)u,u(C ji , will be higher), the larger the estimation variance. 

e data to the location being estimated (the covariances 

)uu(C i−  will be higher), the smaller the estimation variance. 

3. Variance: the estimation variance is equal to the variance or when all data are 

too distant to receive any weight, that is, 0=iλ , n,,i …1=  nd the estimate is 

th

a

e local mean  assumed 

Simple Kriging (SK) 

Minimize the error variance by setting 

)u(m)u(Y * = known. 

n,,i)uu(C)uu(C)]u([ n
E …1022
2

==−⋅−−⋅= ∑λ
σ

i
j

ijj
i 1∂

∂

=λ
  (3.46) 

The following equations can be obtained: 

j
ijj n,,i),uu(C)uu(C

n

…1=−=−∑λ  i
1=

    (3.47) 

which 
⎤

⎢

⎡

⎥

⎤

⎢

⎡

⎥

⎤

⎢

⎡ CCC λ
can be written in matrix form as 

⎥

⎥

⎦⎢

⎢

⎣

=
⎥

⎥

⎦⎢

⎢

⎣⎥

⎥

⎦⎢

⎢

⎣ nnnnn

n

CCC 0

011

1

111

λ
       (3.48) 

This approach is called simple kriging.  The spatial stochastic field generator 

MDM uses the matrix decomposition method to solve this system of equations.  The 

⎥
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major disadvantage is the large storage required for the matrices and the computation 

time needed to decompose the coefficient matrix. 

Ordinary Kriging (OK) 

Unfortunately, the *Z  from SK is biased, because we did not constrain SK to 

estimate the true mean at unsampled locations.  The SK bias can be determined as 

(E)Z(EZE)Z(E)Z(Eb iii
*

Z* =−⎟
⎞

⎜
⎛

=−= ∑∑ λλ )Z(E)Z
n

i
i

n

i

−
⎠⎝ == 11

  (3.49) 

sed, or µ== )Z(E)Z(E iIf we presume the original data are themselves unbia , so that 

01
1

=⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
−∑

=

rcing the sum of the weights to one.  The 

problem

bject to the statistical constraint 
i

iλ .  So the 

system becomes 

⎣
,(L 1λ …

1=+−=−∑

n

i
iλµ         (3.50) 

Hence, the bias can be removed by fo

 of determining the kriging weights now evolves to a constrained minimization, 

that is, minimizing error variance su
n

1
1

=∑
=

⎥
⎤

⎢
⎡

−++−⋅−−= ∑∑∑∑
=== =

n

i
i

n

i
ii

n

i

n

j
ijjin )(C)uu(C)uu(C),,

111 1

1202 λµλλλµλ (3.51) 

Setting 0=dL  leads to the following equations for ordinary kriging (OK): 
n

⎦

n,,i,)uu(C)uu(C i
j

ijj …
1=

µλ

which ca rm: 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎣

⎡ λ

     (3.53) 

S ot adap o local trends since it assumes that the mean 

valu s O ) estimates a 

cons t

applicati robust with respect to trends.  There is a need, 

    (3.52) 

n be written in the following matrix fo

⎥
⎦

⎥
⎦

⎢
⎣
⎥
⎦ 1011 µ

imple kriging (SK) does n t t

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

=
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

1

1

0

011

1

111

nnnnn

n

C

C

CC

CC

λ
 

⎢

e i constant and known throughout the area.  Ordinary kriging ( K

tan  mean value from the data used in the kriging neighborhood.  OK has seen wide 

on in map making because it is 
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how er he mean at each location.  This is 

not  c

E

visualizi

importan

variabili

uncertain realizations possible.  Kriging is commonly used for 

s. 

aussian Simulation (SGSIM) 

ev , to have sufficient data to reliably estimate t

the ase early in a reservoir lifecycle. 

ven though kriging estimation is locally accurate and smooth, appropriate for 

ng trends, it is not appropriate for flow simulation where extreme values are 

t.  Simulation, on the other hand, reproduces histogram, honors spatial 

ty (variogram), is appropriate for flow simulation, and allows an assessment of 

ty with alternative 

building conditional distributions for stochastic simulation

3.2.5.5 Sequential G

Although the covariance between the kriged estimates and the data is correct, the 

variance is too small.  The smoothing effect of kriging serves to reduce this variance, 

particularly at locations far from data values. 

An independent component with zero mean and the correct variance can be added 

to the kriged estimate: 

)u(R)u(Y)u(Y *
s        (3.54) 

Thus the covariance between the simulated value and all data values is correct.  

With two features (1) the covariance reproduction of kriging and (2) unchanged 

covariance by adding an independent residual, the SGSIM algorithm is as follows: 

 Transform the original 

+=

Z  data to a standard normal distribution.  This is not 

necessary if you are going to run OK. 

 Go to a local u  and perform kriging to obtain kriged estimate and 

corresponding kriging variance. 

 Draw a random residual )u(R  that follows a normal distribution with mean of 

zero and the kriging variance, )u(SK
2σ . 

 Add the kriged estimate and residual to get the simulated value, )u(Ys . 
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ent random number 

3.3 EXP

 gained from each simulation and to evaluate statistically the significance of 

the ffe

surfaces that identify the various factors that cause changes in the responses and also 

pred tin ponse 

Surf e 

over a r n called the operating region.  The components of the 

oper in

uncertain  is the statement of the 

goal an be 

cont lle

discrete or continuous.  Discrete parameters are also referred to as “scenarios”.  

Decision variables are those that are controllable and are usually choices available to the 

Add )u(Ys  to the set of data to ensure that the covariance with this value and 

all future predictions is correct. 

 Visit all locations in a random order or path. 

 Back transform all data values and simulated values when model is populated. 

 Create any number of realizations by repeating with differ

seeds.  A different seed leads to a different sequence of random numbers and, 

as a consequence, a different random path and different residuals for each 

simulated node.  Each realization is “equally likely to be drawn” and often 

called equiprobable. 

ERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESPONSE SURFACE 

3.3.1 Introduction 

Design of Experiments (DOE) is a method to select simulations to maximize the 

information

di rent factors.  An experimental design study is used to generate response 

ic g these variations in a simple mathematical form.  The purpose of Res

ac Methodology (RSM) (Myers and Montgomery, 1995) is to approximate a process 

egion of interest, ofte

at g region include objectives, requirements, state parameters (with or without 

ty), decision variables, and constraints.  An objective

, d requirements can be imposed.  State parameters are those that cannot 

ro d and most of the time have uncertainties associated with them.  They can be 
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decisio

 parameters and decision variables as input.  RSM provides tools for 

(1) ide

e regression model, the process has to be sampled over the 

imentation.  Design of Experiment is the use of statistical 

method

e the 

followi

 

n-maker.  Constraints are boundary conditions, which restrict values available for 

the decision variables. 

Engineers define objectives of the process called responses as the output and the 

settings for the state

ntifying the variables that influence the responses (screening) and (2) building 

regression models relating the responses to the strategic variables (modeling).  The final 

models are used to make predictions of the process over the domain. 

In order to compute th

operating region through exper

s to determine the number and the location of the experiments in order to get the 

most information at the lowest experimental cost. 

A flowchart showing the integration of Design of Experiment and Response 

Surface in the framework is given in Figure 3.2.  A commercial package, Design-Expert 

from Stat-Ease, Inc., is used for performing experimental design analysis in this research. 

The steps to perform RSM and DOE in conjunction with UT_IRSP ar

ng: 

 Select the response and identify the settings for the state parameters and decision 

variables. 

 Select the corresponding method of DOE according to the study objective. 

 Include the experimental plan from DOE in the instruction and/or stochastic 

and/or economic file. 

Run the numerical simulations using the UT_IRSP.  The simulations are 

executed sequentially, distributed or in a parallel mode. 

 Export the results of the response to the DOE and perform statistical analysis. 
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 on Anderson and Whitecomb (2000), Box 

1978), Box and Wilson (1951), Dean and Voss (1999), 

mery (2001), Myers and Montgomery (1995), and 

Placket

ess under investigation allows the investigator to adjust 

.  

 resultant 

quality

er f runs, yet they allow you to identify interactions in your 

process. ng, thus 

improv

 Use the response model results to screen the factors and/or to perform further 

optimization. 

Figure 3.3 shows the design configuration for five different types of experimental 

design with three factors.  It includes the one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) design, two-level 

full-factorial design, three-level full-factorial design, Box-Behnken design, and Central 

Composite design. 

The material in this section is based

and Behnken (1960), Box et al. (

Gonick and Smith (1993), Montgo

t and Burman (1946). 

3.3.2 Design of Experiments 

In general, every proc

various settings affecting the resultant quality of the objectives from the process

Design of experiments allows the investigator to adjust the setting of the process in a 

systematic manner and to learn which factors have the greatest impact on the

.  Using this information, the settings can be constantly improved until optimum 

quality is obtained.  DOE can and has been performed in virtually every industry. 

Traditionally, experimental design has been done in a haphazard one-factor-at-a-

time (OFAT) manner.  This method is inefficient and very often yields misleading 

results.  On the other hand, factorial designs are a very basic type of DOE and require 

only a minimal numb  o

 This information leads you to the breakthroughs in process understandi

ing quality, reducing costs, and increasing profits. 

There are different considerations for different types of designs.  In most general 

terms, the goal is always to allow the experimenter to evaluate in an unbiased (or least 
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 more technical terms, you attempt to generate designs 

where t

tre gn is to compare 

ents.  Three basic techniques fundamental to experimental design are 

replica

ic Statistics for DOE 

Mean and Varianc

 

biased) way the consequence of changing the settings of a particular factor, regardless of 

how other factors were set.  In

main effects are unconfounded among hemselves, and in some cases, even 

unconfounded with the interaction of factors.  

The elements of an experimental design are the experimental units and the 

atments that are to be assigned to the units.  The objective of any desi

the treatm

tion, blocking, and randomization.  The first two help to increase precision in the 

experiment; the last is used to decrease bias. 

3.3.2.1 Bas

e of the Sample 

The effective statistic for measuring the distribution of the results from DOE is 

the mean, which most people refer to as the “average”.  The formula for the mean of a 

response (Y) is shown below: 

n

Y
n

i
i∑

Y ==          (3.55) 

where “

ious and simplest measure of variability is the “range”, which is 

the diffe  However, this is a wasteful 

statistic

1

n” is the sample size and “i” is the individual response.  The mean, or “Y-bar”, is 

calculated by adding up the data and dividing by the number of “observations”. 

Means do not tell the whole story.  Besides knowing the central point of a data 

set, we would like to describe the data’s spread, or how far from the center the data tend 

to range.  The most obv

rence between the lowest and highest response. 

 because only two values are considered.  A more effective statistic that includes 

all data is “variance”, 2s : 



1
12

−
=

2−∑
=

n

)YY(
n

Variance is the sum of the squared deviations from the mean, divided by one less 

than the number of individuals, which is called the “degrees of freedom” (df).  Consider 

this to be the amount of information available for the estimate of variability after 

calculating the mean.  For example, the degree of freedom to estimate variability from 

one observation would be zero. 

e

s i
i

        (3.56) 

 and standard deviation ( s ) are very gY )The m an ( ood for summarizing the 

propertie s s of fairly symmetric histograms without outliers.  There are difference

between the means and standard deviations of the sample and the population.  We use 

µ  and σ  to indicate the mean and standard deviation of the population. 

z-Scores 

It is often useful to know how many standard deviations a data point is from the 

mean.  We define z-scores, or standardized scores, as distance from Y-bar per standard 

deviation. 

s
YY

z i
i

−
=          (3.57) 

A 

mean.  There is an em

If one takes ra

z-score of +2 means that an observation is two standard deviations above the 

pirical rule.  For nearly normally distributed data set, 

approximately 68% of the data is within one standard deviation of the mean and 95% of 

the data is within two standard deviations of the mean. 

Central Limit Theorem 

ndom samples of size n from a population of mean µ  and 

standard deviation σ , then, as n gets large, the average of the sample approaches the 

normal distribution with mean µ  and standard deviation n/σ .  The more data you 
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collect, the smaller the variability of the mean will be.  Therefore, we can infer the 

following probability relationship: 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
≤≤

−
≈≤≤

bzaPr)bYaPr( µµ      (3.58)
n/n/ σσ

 

Central limit theorem says that regardless of the shape of the original distribution, 

the taking of averages results in a normal distribution.  In another word, to find the 

distribution of Y-bar, we need know only the population mean and standard deviation. 

t-Statistic 

The central limit theorem is amazing.  However, it has at least two problems. 1) 

It depends on a large sample size.  2) To use it, we need to know the standard deviation 

σ  of the population.  But the sample sizes are often small, and σ  is usually unknown.  

What we can do in this case is to estimate σ  by taking the standard deviation of the 

sample s .  Then in place of the random variable z-score, 

n/σ

te s  for 

Y µ−  z =         (3.59) 

we substitu σ  and define a new random variable t as 

n/s
t =    Y µ−       (3.60) 

This is ca t is “flatter” 

th e use of s  introduces more uncertainty, making t 

“sloppier” than z. 

Co

th   “standard error” (SE) of the mean.  To save time, statisticians 

us

lled the t-statistic or t-distribution.  t is more spread out than z.  I

an normal.  This is because th

nfidence Intervals 

The means will vary.  This variation, measured by taking a standard deviation of 

e means, is called the

e an approximation based on the central limit theorem: 

n
ss

Y

2

≅         (3.61) SE = −
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Very few peopl

re d ars.  Any 

 calls itself ‘scientific’ reveals its so-called margin of error.  The 

formula

e understand standard error, but almost everybody recognizes a 

lated statistic called the “confi ence interval”, particularly in election ye

political poll that

 for the confidence interval (CI) of a mean is 

SEtYCI ×±=         (3.62) 

where “t

generate s  number of standard deviations from 

the estim

W a ber 

” is the factor that depends on the confidence desired and the degree of freedom 

d for the estimate of error.  It repre ents the

ated mean.  The t-statistic can be looked up in the table. 

hen we talk about confidence level, a relev nt num α  is introduced.  It 

tainty.  For measures the difference between the desired confidence level and cer

example, when the confidence level is 95%, or 0.95, α  is 0.05.  So we speak of the 

%)( 1001 ×−α  confidence level.  We can directly from the standard normal 

table.  It is the point  pro ert

2/tα   find 

 with the p y 

2 2
α

α =≥ )ttPr( /        (3.63) 

In  observations really have occurred by chance 

or no

potheses. 

 , the null hypothesis, is usually that the observations are the result purely 

, the alternate hypothesis, is that there is a real effect, that the observations 

ntify the t-statistic. 

t-statistic is used to assess the evidence against the null hypothesis 

 

Hypothesis Testing 

 order to learn if the experimental

t, we need to go through a process called hypothesis testing.  There are four formal 

steps of statistical hypothesis testing: 

Step 1.  Formulate all hy

H 0

of chance. 

 a

are the result of this real effect, plus chance variation. 

H

Step 2.  Ide
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Step 3.  Calculate the p-value. 

p-value is a probability statement, )ttPr( OBS> , which answers the question: if 

the null hypothesis were true, then what is the probability of observing a test statistic at 

least as extreme as the one we observed?  The smaller the p-value, the stronger the 

evidence against 0H . 

Step 4.  Compare the p-value to fixed significance level, α . 

α  acts as a cut-off point below which we agree that an effect is statistically 

significant.  That is, if 

α≤e         (3.64) − valup

we rule out the null hypothesis and agree that something else is going on. 

 

This is often referred as the alpha (

0H  

Decision Theory 

When making a decision about an experimental outcome, we are trying to 

minimize two types of errors: 

 Type I (“T1”): Saying something happened when it really did not (a false alarm). 

α ) risk. 

 Type II (“T2”): Not discovering that something really happened (failure to 

alarm).  This is often referred to as the beta (β ) risk. 

Using the hypothesis testing, this can be expressed as in the following table: 
      

 0H  aH  
Accept 0H  No Error Typ

      True State 

e II 
Reject 0H  Type I No Error 

The probability of committing a Type I error is the probability of our observations 

occurring if 0H  were true.  We demanded that 

 α== )HErrorITypePr()HHjectingPr(Re 000    (3.65) 



α−1  measures our confidence of not making a Type I error.  High confidence means 

rarely making a Type I error.  Correspondingly, the probability of a Type II error is 

 
described by the following: 

β== )HErrorIITypePr()HHAcceptingPr( aa0    (3.66) 

DOE depends completely on you to ask the right questions.  Asking wrong 

questions is sometimes called a Type III (“T3”) error.  Therefore, subject matter 

knowledge is an essential prerequisite for successful application of DOE. 

F-Test 

The F-test is a method for ma g comparisons of twkin o or more “treatments”.  It 

compares

 A high value of F indicates that one or more of the 

means di r fr

from sev

tool for any kind of DOE, so it is important to understand it as fully as possible. 

W

from the

 the variance among the treatment means versus the variance of individuals 

within the specific treatments. 

ffe om another.  This can be very valuable information when you must select 

eral suppliers, or materials, or levels of a process factor.  The F-test is a vital 

ithout getting into all the details, the following formula for F can be derived 

 central limit theorem: 

2

2

pooled

Y

s
ns

≡F          (3.67) 

This form

You m

versus noise.  The ore 

sensitive to a given treatm

 1.  As the 

F-ratio increases, it becomes less and less likely that this could occur by chance.  With 

ula assumes that all samples are of equal size n. 

ight think of F as a ratio of signal (differences caused by the treatments) 

F-ratio increases as the differences become larger.  It becomes m

ent differences as the sample size ( n ) increases.  On the other 

hand, the F-ratio decreases as variation ( 2
pooleds ) increases. 

If the treatments have no effect, then the F-ratio will be near a value of

 40
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the use

ith 95% confidence that one or more of the 

treatme

 the joint effects of the factors on a response variable.  By 

 effects and interactions.  A very important 

special

re very important in response surface work.  Specially, 

they find

rmed to identify the important process or system 

 of statistical tables, you can quantify this probability (p-value), which becomes a 

good “bottom-line” indicator of significance.  When the F-ratio gets so high that the p-

value falls below 0.05, then you can say w

nts is having an effect on the measured response. 

The F-test uses variance as its underlying statistic.  Therefore, statisticians call 

the overall procedure “analysis of variance”, or ANOVA.  When this is applied to 

simple comparison, it is called a “one-way” ANOVA.  With the help of current 

statistical software, ANOVA can be accomplished very easily.  However, it is very 

dangerous for one to perform DOE analysis without knowing the meaning of the 

underlying statistical terms and theory. 

3.3.2.2 Two-Level Factorial Design 

Factorial designs are widely used in experiments involving several factors where 

it is necessary to investigate

joint factor effects, we typically mean main

 case of the factorial deigns is that where each of the k factors of interest has only 

two levels.  Because each replicate of such a design has exactly k2  experimental trials 

or runs, these designs are usually called k2  factorial designs. 
k2  factorial designs a

 applications in three areas: 

1. A k2  design is useful at the start of a response surface study where screening 

experiments should be perfo

variables. 

2. A k2  design is often used to fit a first-order response surface model and to 

generate the factor effect estimates required to perform the method of steepest 

ascent. 
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ee, the central composite design is one of 

endence of observations.  Randomization acts as insurance against 

 variables. 

 the minus level, the other factors contain an 

equal number of pluse

ced 

by oth

ther varieties of orthogonal arrays, such as 

Taguchi h preferred to 

unplanned experimentation. 

Identif

3. The k2  design is a basic building block used to create other response surface 

designs.  As we will subsequently s

the most important designs for fitting second-order response surface models. 

One of the most difficult decisions for DOE, aside from which factors to chose, is 

at what level to set them.  A general rule is to set levels as far apart as possible so you 

will more likely see an effect, but not exceed the operating boundaries. 

You must randomize the order of your experimental runs to satisfy the statistical 

requirement of indep

the effects of lurking time-related

The standard two-level factorial design is one example of a carefully balanced 

“orthogonal array”.  Technically, orthogonal array means that there is no correlation 

among the factors.  When one factor is at

s and minuses; thus their effect cancels.  The same result occurs 

when the factor is at the plus level.  Therefore, the effect of this factor is not influen

er factors.  The same can be said for the effects of every factor and all the 

interactions as well.  We are sticking with orthogonal arrays for two-level full and 

fractional factorials.  However, there are o

and Plackett-Burman.  Any orthogonal test array is muc

ying Main Effects and Interactions 

Let us begin the analysis by investigating the main effects of three factors (A, B, 

and C) on a response (R).  By averaging the highs and the lows, determine the 

difference or contrast: this is the effect of a factor.  Mathematically, the calculation of an 

effect is expressed as follows: 



−

−

+

+ ∑∑
n

Y
n

Y
−=Effect        (3.68) 

u have collected at each level.  The 

Y’s er

T y the sensitivities of the factors 

alon i ), if we plot the estimates of the 

effe  hat are negligible are normally 

distr ereas significant effects will have 

non o  Half normal probability plot is 

used  t

T ll the main effects, the two-factor 

inte ti  of thumb, called “sparsity of 

effe ”,  only 20% of the main effects (“ME”) and two-factor 

inter

facto in of error for analysis of 

Analys

e procedure becomes 

relatively sums of squares (SS), 

w

where the n’s refer to the number of data points yo

ref  to the associated responses. 

he half-normal probability curve is used to identif

g w th their interactions.  According to Daniel (1959

cts on normal probability paper, the effects t

ibuted and will tend to fall along a straight line, wh

zer means and will not lie along the straight line. 

 to ake the absolute value of the effect. 

he full-factorial design allows estimates of a

rac ons and the three-factor interaction.  A rule

cts  says that in most systems,

actions (“2 fi”) will be significant.  The other ME and 2 fi’s, as well as any three-

r teractions (“3 fi”) or greater will be used as an estimate 

variance (ANOVA). 

is of Variance (ANOVA) 

Fortunately, when factorials are restricted to two levels, th

 simple.  To do the ANOVA, we must compute the 

hich are related to the effects as follows: 
2

4
EffectSS =         (3.69) 

N is the number of runs.  This formula works only for balanced wo-level factorials. 

From the sensitivity analysis, assume that three effects (B, C, and BC) are most 

likely significant in a statistical sense.  All the other effects (A, AB, AC, and ABC) fall 

N

 t

in line, which represents the normal scatter. 
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BCCBModel SSSSSSSS ++=        (3.70) 

SS ABCACABAsidualRe SSSSSSSS +++=      (3.71) 

 

 null 

tical values for 0.1% and 1% 

risk, w

ected by one or more of the effects chosen for the model. 

Step o ctorial Designs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ula. 

nts far from line. 

 

 

 

 

Modelin

This is a good place to provide details on the model tested in the ANOVA.  The 

model is a mathematical equation used to predict a given response. 

The mean square is the sum of squares divided by the degree of freedom (SS/df). 

The ratio of mean squares ( sidualReModel MS/MS ) forms the F-value.  If the F-value 

exceeds the critical value at an acceptable risk value, you should reject the

hypothesis.  Assuming the actual F is bracketed by the cri

e can say that the probability of getting an F as high as that observed, due to 

chance alone, is less than 1%.  In other words, we are more than 99% confident that the 

factor is significantly aff

s f r Analyzing Two-Level Fa

Calculate effects – average of highs (pluses) versus average of lows (minuses). 

Sort absolute value of effects in ascending order. 

Calculate probability values, iP , using formula. 

Plot effects on half-normal probability paper. 

Fit line through near-zero points (“residual”). 

Label significant effects off the line (“model”). 

Calculate the sums of squares (SS) using form

 Compute ModelSS : Add SS for poi

Compute sidualReSS : Add SS for points on line. 

Construct ANOVA table. 

Using tables, estimate the p-values for calculated F-values.  If < 0.05, proceed. 

Plot main effect(s) and interaction(s).  Interpret results. 

g Responses with Predictive Equations 
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211222110 XXXXŶ ββββ +++=       (3.72) 

Ŷ  is the predicted response and the beta’s are the model coefficients.   

For statistical purposes, it helps to keep factors in coded form: -1 for low and +1 

for high.  For model in coded form, the value of the intercept ( 0β ) represents the 

average of all actual responses.  The coefficients can be directly compared to assess the 

te predicted values, 

but do 

rom your design and 

genera

or statistical purposes, it is assumed that residuals are normally distributed and 

indepen

The residuals, calculated from the difference of actual versus predicted response, 

can be plotted on normal probability paper.  If the residual is normally 

distributed, they will fall in a line on this special paper.  You should watch for 

ns, such as an “S” shape.  If the nonlinearity is obvious, 

 

relative impact of factors.  You can use the uncoded model to genera

not try to interpret the coefficients of an uncoded model because it depends on 

units of measure. 

A good way to check your models is to enter factor levels f

te the predicted response.  When you compare the predicted value with the actual 

(observed) value, you will always see a discrepancy.  This is called the “residual”. 

Diagnosing Residuals to Validate Statistical Assumptions 

F

dent with constant variance.  Two plots are recommended for checking the 

statistical assumptions: 

 Normal plot of residuals. 

clearly nonlinear patter

then consider doing a response transformation.  A simple way to check for 

linearity is to place a pencil on the graph.  If the pencil covers all the points, 

consider it in line. 

Residuals versus predicted level. 
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efinite 

predicted level, which supports the underlying 

y of variance.  Therefore, you should not overreact to slight 

nonlinearity on 

se Transformations 

tatisti

The other recommended plot for diagnostics is the residuals versus predicted 

response.  Ideally, the vertical spread of data will be approximately the same 

from left to right.  Watch for a megaphone (<) pattern, where the residuals 

increase with the predicted level.  It is safe to say that there is no d

increase in residuals with 

statistical assumption of constant variance. 

ANOVA and other statistical analysis are relatively robust to deviations from 

normality and constanc

the normal plot of residuals, or vague patterns on the residuals versus 

predicted plot.  As a rule of thumb, if you think you see a pattern, but it disappears when 

you cover one point with your thumb, then do not worry. 

3.3.2.3 Dealing with Non-Normality via Respon

Normality is a fundamental assumption of the s cal analysis for DOE.  We 

will deal with non-normality (and non-constant variance) via transformation of the 

response data.  The most common transformation is the logarithm. 

If the residuals do not line up on the normal plot, and they clearly increase with 

predicted level, forming the unwanted megaphone pattern, then something is wrong with 

the basic statistical assumptions.  This means that a transformation on the responses is 

needed. 

We use a computer to do transformations, calculations and plots.  It does the 

work much faster and more accurately than the normal human.  The tricky part for non-

statisticians is to understand the terminology and interpreting the outputs. 
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en the response data span an order of magnitude (10-fold) or more, model 

plying a logarithm to the response.  We can add a column 

for the 

 

 

a constant to all the responses so that all become positive. 

Choosi

istically, this situation is 

symbol
         (3.73) 

Logarithm Transformation   

Wh

fitting is often simplified by ap

response in log base 10 form. 

Logarithms are used as a scaling function for many measurements.  Rescaling 

your response to log should be done when residual diagnostic plots show abnormalities. 

However, we cannot expect much of an impact if the range of response is three-fold or 

less.  In this case, the response transformation will be more trouble than it is worth. 

Also, we should remember that we cannot take the log of a negative number.  This can 

be overcome by adding 

ng the Right Transformation 

It is common for the standard deviation and the mean response to exhibit a 

“power law” relationship for the abnormal residual plots.  Stat

ized as follows: 
α

y

where 

µσ ∝

σ  is the true standard deviation of response Y, which is proportional to the true 

mean µ  to some power α .  Table 3.1 shows a few of the possibilities for this power 

law, along with the appropriate transformations. 

Ideally, there is no power law relationship ( 0=α ), so no transformation is 

needed.  In some cases, such as counts of imperfections, the standard deviation increases 

with the mean to the 0.5 power.  The direct power relation ( 1=α ) implies that the error 

is a constant percent of the response.  This is a very common problem, which is 

remedied by a log transformation.  In some cases, particularly when the response is a 

rate, the standard deviation increases with the square of the mean (power of 2).  Then 

the inverse transformation is indicated. 
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If it is not sure 

if there is no 

definite

better, because conducting fractional factorials is like playing with fire.  

It’s a p

ore factors are highly unlikely in any system.  

ty of effects states that only 20% of the main effects and 

two-factor interactions are likely to be significant in any particular system.  If this is 

Transformations such as those shown above may stabilize the residual variance, 

satisfying the assumptions for ANOVA.  They may be supported by scientific 

knowledge of the underlying relationship between factors and response.  

whether a transformation would help, we can just try one.  However, 

 improvement in the ANOVA (F-test) and residuals, the transformation should 

not be taken because it complicates matters.  If a transformation is used, a reverse 

process by applying the reverse function should be used, such as the antilog for a logged 

response. 

3.3.2.4 Fractional Factorials 

The full-factorial approach to experimentation covers all combinations of factors, 

providing valuable information on interactions.  However, the number of experimental 

runs increases rapidly, even if you test the factors at only two levels each.  Fortunately, 

by restoring to a “fractional factorial”, you can study many factors and still keep the 

experiment to a reasonable size.  Table 3.2 shows the potential savings for four to seven 

factors.  These particular designs are especially good for “screening” many factors in 

search of the vital few. 

There is a price to pay in the form of “aliasing” effects.  The more you know 

about this the 

owerful tool that could burn you if not handled carefully. 

It would require 32 runs to perform all the combinations of five factors.  This 

full, two-level factorial would reveal 32 effects: five main effects, ten two-factor 

interactions, ten three-factor interactions, five four-factor interactions, and one five-factor 

interaction.  Interactions of three or m

Moreover, the principle of sparsi
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true, th

he fifth factor column is the product of the first four 

nstructed from ABCD.  These two effects are “aliased”.  

Fractio

one main effect(s) with one or more four-factor 

interact

minim n this

e aliasing of main effects 

with tw

en only three effects will be significant, which leaves 28 effects for estimation of 

error, far more than necessary.  Therefore, a full factorial on five factors (or more) will 

waste much of its effects on unneeded estimates of error. 

A properly constructed half-fraction (16 runs) estimates the overall mean, the five 

main effects, and the ten two-factor interactions.  The first four-factor columns form a 

full factorial with 16 runs.  T

columns.  Factor E is co

nal factorial designs exhibit a property called “projection”.  This means that the 

subset of significant factors becomes equivalent to a full factorial design. 

Potential Confusion Caused by Aliasing in Lower-Resolution Factorials 

The price you pay when you cut down the number of runs is the aliasing 

(confounding relationship) of effects.  This is measured by the “resolution” of the 

fractional factorial.  The half-fraction design on the five factors is a Resolution V, which 

indicates aliasing of at least 

ion(s), and/or at least one two-factor interaction(s) with one or more three-factor 

interaction(s).  Resolution IV design represents a reasonable compromise between 

al runs and maximum information on the main effects.  I  design, at least one 

main effect is aliased with at least one three-factor interaction, and at least one alias exists 

between a pair of two-factor interactions.  Resolution III design is the lowest possible 

for standard fractional two-level factorial designs because of th

o-factor interactions.  DOE guru George Box (1978) says that Resolution III 

designs are likely kicking the television to make it work.  You may succeed but you will 

not know which component dropped into place or whatever else actually caused the 

improvement. 
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of optimal fractions and 

alias s  

letely at random. 

ving known sources of variation, 

such as

 property: if we take any two columns, then corresponding to the 

It is clear that you must investigate the alias structure for anything less than 

Resolution V designs.  You will find the details on construction 

tructures in the referenced textbooks by Box (1978) and Montgomery (2001). 

Good DOE software will also set up the appropriate fraction and supply data on the 

specific aliases of your chosen design. 

Blocking Two-Level Factorials 

A block design is a design in which the experimenter partitions the experimental 

units into blocks, determines the allocation of treatments to blocks, and assigns the 

experimental units within each block to the treatments comp

The tool of blocking is very powerful for remo

 time or material or operators.  However, the price is to sacrifice a minimal 

number of lower-order effects. 

Plackett-Burman Designs 

The standard two-level designs, which are recommended, provide the choice of 4, 

8, 16, 32, or more runs, but only to the power of two.  In 1946, R.L. Plackett and J.P. 

Burman published their now famous paper “The Design of Optimal Multifactorial 

Experiments” in Biometrika (Plackett and Burman, 1946).  This paper described the 

construction of very economical designs with the run number a multiple of four (rather 

than a power of 2).  Plackett-Burman designs are very efficient screening designs when 

only main effects are of interest. 

Plackett and Burman design is a saturated fractional factorial design that has the 

following orthogonal

2/N  plus signs in the first column, there will be 4/N  plus and 4/N  minus signs in 

the second column, and similarly for the minus signs in the first column.  Provided that 
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s are of particular interest 

 Unfortunately, these particular Plackett-

Burma

an designs, it is recommended that you avoid them in favor of the 

.  However, if you go ahead with a Plackett-Burman, consider 

followi

rated” with factors.  These Resolution III 

designs

all interactions are negligible, designs with this property allow unbiased estimation of all 

main effects of 1−N  variables with the smallest possible variance. 

The 12-, 20-, 24-, and 28-run Plackett-Burman design

because they fill gaps in the standard designs. 

n designs have very messy alias structures.  For example, the 11 factors in the 12-

run choice, which is very popular, cause each main effect to be partially aliased with 45 

two-factor interactions.  In theory, you can get away with this if absolutely no 

interactions are present, but this is a very dangerous assumption. 

If your software provides the alias structure, you should be sure to look at them 

before doing your experiments.  Because of the unexpected aliasing that occurs with 

many Plackett-Burm

standard two-level designs

ng up with a second set of runs, but not exact replicate.  You can do a “fold over’ 

that doubles the number of runs in a way that increases the resolution of highly aliased 

Plackett-Burman designs and standard fractional factorials. 

3.3.2.5 Getting the Most from Minimal-Run Designs 

By performing only a fraction of all possible combinations of experiments, we 

can save runs from a two-level factorial design.  Now we explore minimal designs with 

one fewer factor than the number of runs; for example, seven factors in eight runs.  

Statisticians consider such designs to be “satu

 confound main effects with two-factor interactions, a major weakness.  

However, they may be the best you can do when confronted with a lack of time or other 

resources.  If you are lucky, nothing will be significant, because in that case any 

questions about aliasing become moot.  However, if the results exhibit significance you 

must make a big leap of faith to assume that the reported effects are correct.  To be safe, 
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most popular method of design augmentation is 

, but 

negative

Therefore, if nothing comes out significant from a Resolution III design, you cannot be 

certain t

other ou r investigation is needed to clear things up. 

Compl

re is 

called 

gn does not break 

the alia

r and 

all its two-factor interactions become clear of any other main effects or interactions. 

The combined design remains a Resolution III because all main effects remained 

aliased w

do further experimentation, known as “design augmentation”, to de-alias the main effects 

and/or two-factor interactions.  The 

called the fold-over. 

If you use a Resolution III design, be prepared for the possibility that a positive 

main effect may be wiped out by an aliased interaction of the same magnitude

.  The opposite could happen as well, or some combination of the above.  

hat there are no active effects.  Perhaps two or more big effects cancelled each 

t.  Furthe

ete Fold-Over of Resolution III Design 

By adding the second block of runs with signs reversed on all factors, you can 

break the aliases between main effects and two-factor interactions.  This procedu

a fold-over.  It works on any Resolution III factorial.  It is especially popular 

with Plackett-Burman designs, such as the 11 factors in the 12-run choice. 

The problem is that a complete fold-over of a Resolution III desi

sing of two-factor interactions.  More experiments are required to confirm these 

aliased interactions. 

Single Factor Fold-Over 

Another simple way to de-alias a Resolution III design is the “single-factor fold-

over”.  Like a complete fold-over, you must do a second block of runs, but in this 

variation of the general method, you change signs on only one factor.  This facto

ith two 2-factor interactions.  The factor that has been folded over is a 
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eed in de-aliasing some of the two-factor 

interact

y to eliminate aliases is the single-factor fold-over, which works on Resolution IV 

the same as Resolution III designs: the main

3

Response surface methods (RSM) are more advanced techniques for optimization.  

RSM should be applied only after completing the initial phases of experimentation: 

 signs, w

 

ose used by a geologist for 

topogra

nnot fit the surfaces, but it can detect the presence of 

curvature d ter points”.  We will show how to add center points, 

our design into RSM. 

Same as D

theories.  Even though a DOE and RSM software package (i.e., Design-Expert) will do 

all the underlying statistical analysis for us, without checking or understanding the 

Resolution V because the main effect is clear of aliases, and the two-factor interactions 

are aliased only with three-factor interactions. 

The complete fold-over of Resolution IV designs may do nothing more than 

replicate the design so that it remains Resolution IV.  By folding only certain columns 

of a Resolution IV design, you might succ

ions.  Other than trying different combinations of columns to fold-over, the only 

sure wa

 effect and all the two-factor interactions of 

the factor you choose will be cleared. 

.3.3 Response Surface Methods for Optimization 

Fractional two-level de hich screen the vital few from the trivial many 

factors. 

Full factorials, which study the vital few factors in depth and define the region of 

interest. 

The goal of RSM is to generate a map of response, either in the form of contours 

or as a 3-D rendering.  These maps are much like th

phy, but instead of elevation they show your response, such as process yield. 

A two-level design ca

 with the ad ition of “cen

and, if curvature is significant, how to augment y

OE, RSM is also established on some statistical assumptions and 
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statistical terminologies and principles is very dangerous.  We start with going through 

 by detailed description of the th ajor R

designs

rf e methodology, it is necessary to 

urface.  The underlying true 

nknown physical mechanism.  The 

pproximating model is

s a s useful for 

 

eneral, the response variable y may be related to k regressor variables.  The 

odel 

the necessary statistics and follow ree m SM 

: Central Composite Design, Box-Behnken Design, and D-Optimal Design. 

3.3.3.1 Building Empirical Models 

In the practical application of response su ac

develop an approximating model for the true response s

response surface is typically driven by some u

a  based on observed data from the process or system and is an 

empirical model.  Multiple regression i  collection of statistical technique

building the types of empirical models required in response surface methodology (RSM).

Estimation of Coefficients in a Polynomial 

In g

m

ββ εββ +++ kk xx22      (3.74) 

is calle

++= xy 110

d a multiple linear regression model with k regressor variables.  The parameters 

,,j,j …10= k,β , are called the regression coefficients.  This model describes a 

hyperpla { }jx .  εne in the k-dimensional space of the regressor variables  is the error.  

moIn this del, 3x  could be 2
1x 4x  could be 2

2x , and 5x  could be 21xx .  In general, 

any regression model that is linear in the parameters (the 

, 

β   is a linear 

nerates. 

 the response.  The error is assumed to be 

ormally

values)

regression model, regardless of the shape of the response surface that it ge

This polynomial is the model fitted to

n  distributed with mean µ  and variance 2σ .  If the errors are normally 

 distributed, various hypotheses regarding the coefficients in the model can be tested. 

Deviation from normality is detected by residual analysis. 
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y
k

j 1=  (3.75) 

In matrix ua n

  

 is the

For a response surface design with n points (observations), the system of 

polynomials can be written as 

n,,, …21=

xxxx iijjiikkiii 022110 ++=+++++= ∑ εββεββββ
 

 notation, the above eq tio s become 

εXβ +=          (3.76)

 1×n  matrix of the responses, X  is the pn

i

y

×  ( 1+= kp ) matrix formed by 

rs ix  and ε  is the matrix  errors.  The sum of the squares of the errors is 
kn

XβyXβyεε' −−==⎟
⎞

⎜
⎛

−−== ∑ ∑∑
2

2 ββε

y

the vecto  of

 ijji
i

i ⎟⎜
=

0
1

  (3.77) 

T

from the  of the squares of the errors.  The partial derivatives 

with respect to 

)()'(xyL
n

i j ⎠⎝= =1 1

he coefficients are calculated by solving the set of linear equations that arise 

 minimization of the sum

kβ  are equated to zero to m

 

inimize L : 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 0=

∂
−−∂

=
∂ kkk ββ

the resulting set of linear equ s 

( ) yX'XX'=         (3.79) 

 is an estimate of the tru  v

∂
=

∂
∂L
β

Xβy'Xβyεε'      (3.78) 

Solving ations yield

 

where e alue 

b 1−

b β .  The fitted regression model is 

 ˆ   (3.80) 

where th e residual (an estimate of the actual 

error 

bX'=        y

e  e caret (^) indicates a fitted value.  Th

ε ) is 

       (3.81) 

Varianc s

T ound using the sum of squares of the 

residuals: 

yy ˆ−=    e

e E timation 

he variance of the estimate can be f
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n

iiiE yS

relationship about the expectation of 

sum of the squares of th

( ) ee'∑ ∑
= =

==−=
i

n

i

eŷS
1 1

22       (3.82) 

where e'  is the transpose of e .  The following 

( )ESSE  can be shown to exist: e residual 

     

So an unbiased estim

 

( ) )pn(SSE E −= 2σ    (3.83) 

ator of is given by 2σ  

pn
SS E

−
2

ends on the model used.  A lower value of 2σ̂  indicates a better 

 model captures more 

ˆ =σ          (3.84) 

The value of dep

fit because the of the variation in the response. 

Hypothes

In multi otheses about the model 

aramete f the model. 

-Test) for Model Selection 

2σ̂  

is Testing in Multiple Regression 

ple linear regression problems, certain tests of hyp

p rs are helpful in measuring the usefulness o

1. Test for Significance of Regression (F

Null hypothesis, 0H : 021 ==== kβββ  

Alternate hypothesis, 1H :  for at least one j 0≠jβ

Rejection of 0H  implies that at least one of the regressor variables 

kx,,x,x …21  contributes significantly to the model.  The test procedure 

involves partitioning the total sum of squares yyS  into a sum of squares due to 

the model (or to regression) RSS  and a sum of squares due to residual (or error) 

ESS : 

ERyy SSSSS +=        (3.85) 

The F-value equals the ratio of the mean squares due to the model over the mean 

squares due to the error: 

E

RR

MS
MS

)pn/(SS
k/SS

F =
−

=       (3.86) 
E
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 confiden terval is 

0H  will be rejected if F  exceeds pn,k,F −α , which is the corresponding F-

value when the ce in ( )%α−1100 .  Alternatively, one could 

use the p-value approach to hypothesis testing.  0H  will be rejected if the p-

value for the statistic F  is less than α . 

2. Tests on Individual Regression Coefficients (t-Statistic) 
For each coefficient  in the model, jb

Null hypothesis, 0H : 0=jβ  

Alternate hypothesis, 1H : 0≠jβ  

If 0H  is not rejected, then this indicates that jx  can be deleted from the 

model.  The t test statistic for this hypothesis is 

jj

j

Cˆ

b
t

2σ
=        (3.87) 

where jjC  is the diagonal element of ( ) 1XX' −  corresponding to .  The jb

null hypothesis is rejected if pn,/tt −> 20 α  

Confidence Interval in Multiple gression 
A ( )%

 Re
α−1100  confidence interval for the regression coefficient k,,,j,j …10=β  

is 

jjpn,/jjjjpn,/j CˆtbCˆtb 2
2

2
2 σβσ αα −− +≤≤−     (3.88) 

A regression model can be used to predict future observations on the response y 

correspon 002 … .  If 

      (3.89) 

 

ding to particular values of the regressor variables, say x01 kx,,x,

[ ]kx,,x, 002011 …='x0 , then a point estimate for the future observation 0y  at the point 

kx,,x,x 00201  is computed from 

( ) b'xx 00 =ŷ    

x,

…

( )%α−1100  A prediction interval for this future observation is 
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( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )000 −2

02

α ˆpn,/

pn,/     (3.90) 

The variance of the predicted value 

1

0
1

00

xXX''xx

xXX''xx
−

−
−

++

≤≤+−

1

1
2

2

σ

σα

tŷ

yˆtŷ

( ) is 0xŷ

       (3.91) 

ystem and verify that none of the least squares 

regress

 more appropriate model.  The LOF test requires two 

things:

ing residual plots, the 

coeffic

( )[ ] ( ) 000 xXX''xx 12 −= σŷVar

Evaluation of Model (Measures of Fit) 

It is always necessary to examine the fitted model to ensure that it provides an 

adequate approximation to the true s

ion assumptions are violated.  Checking the normality of the residuals using 

normal and residual plots is the same as we discussed previously.  Here we will focus on 

measuring the fit. 

Lack of fit (LOF) is a measure of how well the model fits the data.  The LOF test 

compares the residual error to the pure error from replicated design points.  A residual 

error significantly larger than the pure error indicates that something remains in the 

residuals that may be removed by a

 excess design points (beyond the number of terms in the model) and replicate 

points.  If a model has a significant lack of fit, it is not a good predictor of the response 

and should not be used. 

The fit provided by different models can be examined us

ient of multiple regression ( 2R ), the adjusted coefficient of multiple regression 
( 2

adjR ), prediction error sum of squares (PRESS statistic), and a standardized measure of 

the EMS  ( pC  statistic). 

The regression coefficient 2R  is given by 

yy

E

yy

R SSSSR −== 12         (3.92) 
SS



2R  is a measure of the amount of reduction in the variability obtained by using the 

essregr or variables in the regression model.  2R  always increases as the number of 

terms in the model increases even if the additional terms do not reduce the variability in a 

statistically significant fashion.  The adjusted 2R  is calculated using 

 ( )22 11 R
pn

Radj −
−

−=        (3.93) 

where n is the number of observations (design points) and p is the number of terms in the 
model.  The adj

1n −

usted statistic increases only if the additional terms significantly 

redu  th l. 

T res (PRESS) statistic is calculated by finding the 

residual at each design point using a surface fitted through remaining points and adding 

the squ

2
adjR  

ce e variation not explained by the original mode

he prediction error sum of squa

ares of these residuals.  Its computing formula is 
2

1 1∑
=

PRESS        (3.94) 

where 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

=
n

i ii

i

h
e

ie  is the prediction error for point i and iih  is the diagonal element of the hat 

matrix ŷ .  A small PRESS residual indicates a good fit.  The PRESS can also be used 

to calculate a prediction 2R  by 

 
yy

prediction S
PRESSR −= 12        (3.95) 

The statistic C  is a standardized measure of the mean squares due to the error 

MS .  Low values of C  indicate good fit. 

A good fit is indicated by a small SS  (i.e., small 2σ̂ ), high 2

p

E p

E R  and 2R , 

small PRESS, and pC ≈ . 

adj

p

3.3.3.2 Center Points Detect Curvatu

center points fall at the all-zero level. 

re 

Center points are created by setting all factors at their midpoints.  In coded form, 
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ctors to be set at their mid-levels, around which 

s of the extreme lows and highs.  It differs from a full 

three-le

ive to the factorial points around it. 

e

versus the pure error from the replicates.  As a rule of thumb, a probability 

value o

want. 

is 

cating the new points along the axes of the factor space, you 

can cre

into three parts: 

Adding a center point does not create a full three-level design.  The two-level 

design with center points requires all fa

you run only the combination

vel factorial, which requires nine distinct combinations, including points at the 

midpoints of the edges.  The two-level factorial with center points will reveal curvature 

in the system, but it does not provide the complete picture that would be obtained by 

doing the full three-level factorial. 

If we use the usual 0.05 rule to assess the significance of the curvature and the 

probability value of 0.005 for curvature falls below the acceptable threshold of 0.05, the 

curvature cannot be ignored.  It means that the results at the center point were 

unexpectedly high or low relat

You may have noticed a new line in the ANOVA called “lack of fit” from your 

DOE software.  This tests whether the model adequately describes th  actual response 

surface.  It becomes possible only when you include replicates in your design.  The 

lack of fit test compares the error from excess design points (beyond what is needed for 

the model) 

f 0.05 or less for the F-value indicates a significant lack of fit, which you do not 

3.3.3.3 Central Composite Design (CCD) 

The remedy for dealing with significant curvature in two-level factorial design 

to add more points.  By lo

ate a “central composite design” (CCD), which was introduced by Box and 

Wilson (1951).  If constructed properly, the CCD provides a solid foundation for 

generating a response surface map.  As the most common RSM design, CCD is divided 
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axial” (or “star”) points should be located a 

specific distance 

ign, the best place to add 

stimation of second-order effects needed to 

charact

The CCD contains five levels of each factor: low axial, low factorial, center, high 

factorial, and high a

second-order polynomial called a “quadratic”.  Standard statistical software can 

3.3.3.4 Box-Behnken Design 

an (1946) developed 

l 

 

constructed by combining two-level factorial designs with incomplete block designs in a 

 Two-level full or fractional design (the core) 

 Axial points (outside the core) 

Center points 

The two-level factorial consists of all possible combinations of the +1 or -1 levels 

of the factors.  Axial points, often represented by stars, emanate from the center point, 

with all but one of the factors set to zero. 

For maximum efficiency, the “

outside the original factor range.  The ideal location can be found 

through research or calculated by software, but it will be very close to the square root of 

the number of factors.  For example, for the two-factor des

points is 1.4 coded units from the center.  Normally we would restrict the axes to the 

factorial range to avoid extrapolation beyond the experimental space.  The new points 

are designated as block 2.  The additional center points provide a link between the 

blocks and add more power to the e

erize curvature. 

xial.  With this many levels, it generates enough information to fit a 

compute the actual fitting of the model. 

In the case of two-level factorial designs, Plackett and Burm

highly fractionalized designs to screen the maximum number of main effects in the least 

number of experimental runs.  The equivalent in the case of three-level factoria designs 

are so-called Box-Behnken designs (Box and Behnken, 1960).  These designs are
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 have complex confounding of interaction.  However, the designs 

 therefore particularly useful when it is expensive to perform the 

necessary experim

.  The designs for 

particular manner and

are economical and

ental runs. 

A Box-Behnken design for p factors is constructed by a composition of an 

incomplete block design for p treatments in b blocks of size k and a k2  factorial design 

having factor levels coded +1 and -1.  In addition to the points generated by the 

composition, center points must be added to the design for all model parameters to be 

estimable. 

The designs have p factors with each factor observed at three levels, for 

1612973 and,,p −−= 4=p  and 7 are rotatable, and the others 

3.3.3.5

riterion, and then choose the design points from a set of 

candid

are nearly rotatable.  The rotatability of a design implies that the variation in the 

response predicted by a model will be constant at a given distance from the center of the 

design. 

 D-Optimal Design 

By an optimal design, we mean a design that is “best” with respect to some 

criterion.  Computer programs are required to construct these designs.  The usual 

approach is to specify a model, determine the region of interest, select the number of runs 

to make, specify the optimality c

ate points that the experimenter would consider using. 

There are several popular design optimality criteria.  They are characterized by 

letters of the alphabet and, as a result, are often called alphabetic optimality criteria.  

The best-known and often-used criterion is the D-optimal criterion.  D-optimality is 

based on the concept that the experimental design should be chosen so as to achieve 

certain properties in the moment matrix 



N
XX'M =          (3.96) 

The reader recalls the importance of the elements of the moment matrix in the 

determination of rotatability.  Also, the inverse of M , namely 

         (( ) 11 −− = XX'M N 3.97) 

(the sc

ix by design 

implies control of the variances and covariances. 

It turns out that an important norm on the moment matrix is the determinant; that 

is, 

aled dispersion matrix), contains variances and covariances of the regression 

coefficients, scaled by 2σ/N .  As a result, control of the moment matr

pN
XX'

=

where p is the number of parameters in the model.  Under the assumption of 

independent normal model errors with constant variance, the determinant of XX'  is 

inversely pro

M          (3.98) 

portional to the square of the volume of the confidence region on the 

regression coefficients.  We also can observe this from Eq. 3.90.  The volume of the 

confidence region is relevant because it reflects how well the set of coefficients are 
estimated.  A small ( ) XX'XX' /11 =−XX'  and hence large  implies poor 

estimation of β  in the model.  A D-optimal design is one in which 
XX'
pN

M =  is 

maximized. 

3.4 O  

3.4.1 Introduction 

The best-known o

 PTIMIZATION

ptimization tool is without a doubt linear programming.  

Linear programming is considered a general-purpose tool because the only requirement is 

to represent the optimization model as a linear objective function subject to a set of linear 
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Many complex systems may not even have a convenient mathematical 

r nonlinear.  Techniques such as linear programming and its 

cousins

istics provided a way of considerably improving the performance of 

sim

methodo

points.  

designed

On the o mulated annealing and tabu search typically 

main n

areas, w e one most fruitful.  Generally, the most 

efficient pro

solution method can be viewed as the result of adapting metaheuristic strategies to 

specific opti

solution proc omplex system. 

constrains.  The state-of-the-art linear programming solvers are quite powerful and can 

successfully solve models with thousands and even millions of variables, employing 

reasonable amounts of computer effort.  Evidently, however, not all business and 

industrial problems can be expressed by means of linear objective and linear equalities or 

inequalities.  

representation, linear o

 (nonlinear programming and integer programming) generally require a number of 

simplifying assumptions about the real system to be able to properly frame the problem. 

When dealing with the optimization of complex systems, a course of action taken 

for many years has been to develop specialized heuristic procedures which, in general, do 

not require a mathematical formation of the problem.  These procedures are appealing 

from the standpoint of simplicity but generally lacked the power to provide high-quality 

solutions to complex problems. 

Metaheur

ple heuristic procedures.  The search strategies proposed by metaheuristic 

logies result in iterative procedures with the ability to escape local optimal 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) and scatter search, for example, are metaheuristics 

 to operate on a set of solutions that is maintained from iteration to iteration.  

ther hand, metaheuristics such as si

tai  only one solution developed to solve complex optimization problems in many 

ith combinatorial optimization being th

cedures achieve their efficiencies by relying on context information.  The 

mization problems.  In these cases, there is no separation between the 

edure and the model that represents the c
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T

et al. (20

3.4.2 Op est 

) model data.  Scatter and tabu searches are used to globally search the 

 is used as a predictive model to help the system 

acceler

d M. Laguna at the University of Colorado and has been integrated 

in Crystal Ball, a risk-analysis software p

03) to perform the

he material in this section is based on April et al. (2005, 2003a, 2003b), Glover 

00, 1998), Glover and Laguna (1997), and Laguna (1997a, 1997b). 

timization of Complex Systems with OptQu

Traditional search methods work well when finding local solutions around a given 

starting point with model data that are precisely known.  These methods fail, however, 

when searching for solutions to real-world problems that contain significant level of 

uncertainty.  Recent developments in optimization have produced efficient search 

methods capable of finding optimal solutions to complex problems involving elements of 

uncertainty. 

The optimization algorithm incorporates metaheuristics to guide its search 

algorithm toward better solutions.  The approach uses a form of adaptive memory to 

store which solutions worked well before and recombines them into new improved 

solutions.  Since this technique does not use the hill-climbing approach of ordinary 

solvers, it does not get trapped in local solutions, and it does not get thrown off course by 

noisy (uncertain

solution space.  Neural network

ate the search by screening the reference points that are likely to have inferior 

objective-function values. 

The above stated optimization algorithm has been implemented in a general-

purpose optimizer known as OptQuest (OptTek Systems, Inc.).  It was developed by F. 

Glover, J. P. Kelly an

ackage from Decisioneering, Inc.  We use 

Crystal Ball and OptQuest (April et al., 20  optimization under 

uncertainty.  Figure 3.4 shows the workflow of OptQuest in the Crystal Ball 

environment. 
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1997).  Scatter 

search 

istic s

 

Sub

ng solutions and best solutions from previous history as 

ference p ints. 

2. Form linear combinations of subsets of the current reference points to create new 

e linear combinations are 

e points both inside a

o nts and 

points for a new application of the heuristic processes of St  1.  Repeat these 

3.4.2.1 Scatter Search 

Scatter search forms the foundation of OptQuest.  For a more detailed 

description of the scatter search methodology, see Glover and Laguna (

is a methodology that operates on a population of solution vectors X.  The scatter 

search process is organized to (1) capture information not contained separately in the 

original vectors, (2) take advantage of auxiliary heur olution methods to evaluate the 

combinations produced and to actively generate new vectors, and (3) make dedicated use 

of strategy instead of randomization to carry out component steps.  The procedure of 

scatter search is 

1. Apply heuristic processes to generate a starting set of solution vectors (trial 

points).  Designate a subset of the best vectors to be reference points. 

sequent iterations of this step, transferring from Step 3 below, incorporate 

advanced starti

candidates for the re o

points.  Th

 chosen to produc nd outside the convex region spanned 

by the reference p i

 modified by generalized rounding processes to yield integer values for 

integer-constrained vector components. 

3. Extract a collection of the best points generated in Step 2 to be used as starting 

ep

steps until reaching a specified iteration limit. 

Two particular features of the scatter search proposal deserve mention.  The use 

of clustering strategies is suggested for selecting subsets of points in Step 2, which allows 
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nt differences between classical 

Genetic A

 randomization a n ati

one-poi

n may include an initial point suggested by the user, and it always includes the 

different blends of intensification and diversification by generating new points “within 

clusters” and “across clusters”.  Also, solutions selected in Step 3 as starting points for 

reapplying heuristic processes are not required to be feasible, since heuristics proposed to 

accompany scatter search include those capable of starting from an infeasible solution. 

The above three-step procedure reveals significa

lgorithm (GA) implementation and scatter search.  While classic GAs heavily 

rely on nd a somewhat limiti g oper on to create new solutions (e.g., 

nt crossover on binary strings), scatter search employs strategic choices and 

memory along with (convex and non-convex) linear combinations of solutions to create 

new solutions. 

3.4.2.2 The OptQuest Optimizer 

OptQuest seeks to find an optimal solution to a problem defined on a set X of 

bounded variables.  The scatter search procedure in OptQuest starts by generating an 

initial population of reference points (i.e., a population of X vectors).  The initial 

populatio

following midpoint: 

n,,ifor,/)lu(lx iiii …12 =−+=      (3.99) 

where { }n,,i:li …1==L  is the set of lower-bound values and { }n,,i:ui …1==U  

is the set of upper-bound values for all X∈ix .  Additional points are generated with 

the goal of creating a diverse population.  A population is considered diverse if its 

elements are “significantly” different from one another.  The system uses a Euclidean 

distanc

newly created reference points X are subjected to a feasibility test before they are 

e measure to determine how “close” a potential new point is from the points 

already in the population, in order to decide whether the point is included or discarded. 

Since the system allows for linear constraints to be imposed on a solution X, 
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ts, we will represent the 

sibility te ists of checking (one by one) 

whethe

d  

evaluated (i.e., before the objective function value )(f X  is calculated).  Although the 

system allows for equality as well as general inequality constrain

set of constraints as BAX ≤ .  The fea st cons

r the linear constraints imposed by the user are satisfied.  An infeasible point X is 

made feasible by formulating and solving a linear programming (LP) problem.  The LP 

(or mixed-integer program, when X constrains integer variables) has the goal of finding a 

feasible *X  that minimizes the absolute deviation between X and *X .  

Mathematically, the problem is given by 

Minimize  − +d +

 

subject to  BAX* ≤  

   0=++− +− ddXX *      (3.100) 

   UXL * ≤≤  

where −d  and +d  are negative and positive deviations from the feasible point *X  to 

the infeasible reference point X.  When constraints are not specified, infeasible points 

are made feasible by simply adjusting variable values to their closest bound.  That is, if 

ii ux > , then i
*
i ux = , for all n,,i …1= .  Similarly, if ii lx < , then i

*
i lx = , for 

n,,i …1= . 

The population size is automatically adjusted by the system considering the time 

that is required to complete one evaluation of )(f X  and the time limit the user has 

allowed the system to search.  This is particularly relevant for problems in which the 

evaluation of )(f X  is computationally expensive.  For fast objective function 

evaluations, the population size defaults to a value of 100.  Once the population is 

generated, the procedure iterates in search of improved outcomes.  At each iteration, two 
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 to are created as follows: 

−
+

14

13

XX
XX

      (3.101) 

a tabu

ce po

 

s a blen n rations (referred

atio

points and preserves quality through the inclusion of elite points. 

reference points are selected to create four offspring.  Let the parent-reference points be 

1X  and 2X , then the offspring 3X 6X  

d+= 25 XX
   

d
d

=
=

d−= 26 XX

where ( ) 321 /d XX −= .  The selection of 1X  and 2X  is biased by the values 

)(f 1X  and )(f 2X  as well as the search history.  In particular, tabu search memory 

functions are used to keep track of those reference points that have been recently used to 

create linear combinations.  An iteration ends by replacing the worst parent with the best 

offspring and giving the surviving parent -active status for a given number of 

iterations (i.e., the tabu tenure).  During its tabu tenure, a tabu-active reference point is 

not chosen as parent.  This is a very simple form of recency-based memory within the 

tabu search methodology.  More sophisticated uses of memory can be found in Glover 

and Laguna (1997). 

Restarting Strategy 

In the course of searching for a global optimum, the population may contain many 

reference points with similar characteristics.  That is, in the process of generating 

offspring from a mixture of high-quality reference point and ordinary referen int 

members of the current population, the diversity of the population may tend to decrease. 

A strategy that remedies this situation considers the creation of a new population. 

The restarting mechanism within OptQuest has the goal of creating a population 

that i d of high-quality poi ts found in earlier explo  to as elite 

points) complemented with points generated in the same way as during the initializ n 

phase.  The restarting procedure, therefore, injects diversity through newly generated 
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 the points in the initial population may have poor objective function 

values. 

 

T

u

ve” by modifying their objective function values according to their age.  

process, all the reference points X in a population of size p have 

an age 

lutely 

.  These two values are used to define a function of attractiveness that 

makes 

Adaptive Memory and the Age Strategy 

Some of

 Therefore, with a high probability, they may never be chosen to play the role of 

a parent and would remain in the population until restarting.  To additionally diversify 

the search, the system increases the “attractiveness” of these unused points over time. 

his is done by using a form of long-term memory that is different from the conventional 

frequency-based implementation. 

In particular, OptQ est introduces the notion of “age” and defines a measure of 

“attractiveness” based on the age and the objective function value of a particular point.  

The idea is to use search history to make reference points that have not been used as 

parents “attracti

At the start of the search 

of zero.  At the end of the first iteration, there will be p-1 reference points from 

the original population and one new offspring.  The ages of the p-1 reference points are 

set to one and that of the new offspring is set to zero.  The same logic is followed in 

subsequent iterations, and therefore, the age of every reference point increases by one in 

each iteration except for the age of the new population member which is initialized to 

zero.  (A variant of the above procedure sets the surviving parent’s age also to 0; 

however, this is not abso necessary given that the selection of this reference point is 

forbidden in the short term during its tabu tenure.) 

Each reference point in the population has an associated age and an objective 

function value

an old high-quality point the most attractive.  Low-quality points become more 

attractive as their age increases. 
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he neural network is used as a prediction model to help the 

system

l

h  

lations

Neural Network Accelerator 

This strategy is designed to increase the power of the system’s search engine.  

The motivation behind embedding a neural network is to “screen out” reference points 

that are likely to have inferior objective function values compared to the best-known 

objective function value.  T

 accelerate the search by avoiding the need for evaluating )(f X  for a newly 

created reference point X, in situations where the )(f X  value can be predicted to be of 

low quality.  Engaging the neural network acce  is an option to the user.  When 

the neural network is used, the values of X and )(f X  are collected for a number of 

iterations.  These data points are then used to train the neural network during the searc . 

The system automatically determines how many data points to collect and how much 

training is done, based once again on both the time to perform a simulation and the 

optimization time limit provided by the user.  When the complex system is represented 

by a simulation model, an additional piece of information becomes relevant to improve 

the prediction power of the neural network.  In most s , the value of )(f X  is 

calculated after every trial.  The )(f X  value that becomes the output of the simulation 

is the one found after a user-specified number of trials.  If we define )(f Xα  as the 

objective function value found by performing %

erator

imu

α  of the total number of trials specified 

by the user, then )(f Xα  is an estimate of )(f X .  By this definition 

)(f)(f XX 100= .  In this situation, the neural network accelerator uses not only X but 

also )(f Xα  to predict )(f X .  Therefore, the predicted value of the objective 

function for X determined by the neural network is given by ( ))(f,f̂ XX , where values 

for α  in the range of 10 and 20 have been found quite effective. 

The neural network is trained on the historical data collected during the search, 

and an error value is calculated during each training round.  This error reflects the 
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k is used to predict 

 

accuracy of the network as a prediction model.  That is, if the networ

)(f X for a newly created X, then the error indicates how good the prediction is 

expected to be.  The error term can be calculated by computing the differences between 

the known )(f X  and the predicted ( ))(f,f̂ XX  objective function values.  The 

training continues until the error falls w ed maximum value.  For problems 

where 

nt X to be feasible, the poin ust be 

within  

 

.  First the 

m r the linear program at the 

beginning of Section 3, a MIP (mixed-integer program) equiv

b and those solutions that are 

predicted to be inferior are discarded (“NN Filter”).  If a reference po

d r is used to determine the value of the objective 

ithin a specifi

)(f X  can be rapidly evaluated, the use of the neural network accelerator is 

obviously not recommended. 

Objective Versus Goals 

So far, it has been assumed that the complex system to be optimized can be 

treated by OptQuest as a “black box” that takes X as an input to produce )(f X  as an 

output.  It was also assumed that for reference poi t m

a given set of bounds and, when applicable, also satisfy a set of linear constraints. 

It is assumed that the bound values and the coefficient matrix are both known. 

However, there are situations where the feasibility of X is not known prior to performing 

the process that determines )(f X , i.e., prior to executing the “black box” system 

evaluator.  In other words, the feasibility test for X cannot be performed on the input 

side of the black box but instead has to be performed on the output side.  This situation 

is depicted in Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5 shows the process of evaluating a reference point X

apping *XX →  is performed (“LP Map”), using eithe

alent, or the simple 

ounding process.  Then the neural network is applied, 

int is not 

iscarded, then the solution evaluato
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ine the feasibility of X.  These 

other X  and are referred to as goals. 

 of goals, consider an investment problem for which X 

n investment instruments.  The objective is to 
maxi represented by .  A Monte Carlo simulation is 

perfo  for a given fund allocation X.  

Restrictions on the fund allocations, which establish relationships among the 

varia e ndled by the LP Filter.  Thus, a restriction of the type “the 

comb ruments 2 and 3 should not exceed the total investment in 

instrumen e simple linear constraint 

function )(f X  and of other measures used to determ

 measures are denoted by G )(

To illustrate the use

represents the allocation of funds to 
mize the expected return )(R Xµ

rmed to determine the expected return )(R Xµ

ix  

bl s, can clearly be ha

ined investment in inst

732 xxx ≤+t 7,” results in th .  However, a 

restr ity of the returns (as measured by the standard deviation) 

to be no m establishes the relationship .  Clearly, 

this enforced in the input of the Complex System 

Eval al.  Instead of discarding a solution that violates 

a go m creates the penalized function .  The value 

used  because it depends on whether a goal-

feasi  system assumes that the user is interested in finding a 

goal- re, goal-infeasible solutions are penalized 

more heavily when no goal-feasible solution has been found than when one is available.  

The  can only handle simple bound goals, i.e., a goal 

can be bounded from below, from above, or both. 

3.5 DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW MODEL FOR CHEMICAL FLOODING 

A simple discounted cash flow model has been put into UT_IRSP.  This 

economic model, called the Chemical Flooding Economic Model (CFEM), was 

iction that limits the variabil

ore than a critical value c, c)(R ≤Xσ

simple bound constraint cannot be 

uator and therefore is treated as a go

al (or a set of goals), the syste )(P X

 to penalize goal infeasibility is not static,

ble solution is known.  The

feasible solution if one exists.  Therefo

current version of OptQuest )(G X  
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developed to economically evaluate chemical flooding processes in the United States 

(Vaskas, 1996). 

he discounted cash flow (DCF) method of economic analysis allows individual 

projects to be evalu  analysis gives less 

weight to future incomes by applying a discount rate to the predicted cash flows, thereby 

taking into account the time value ney.  The C ines economic limit 

(project life) as the e when th  discounted w (net present value, 

NPV) reaches a max um as shown in Figure 3.6. 

Most econom e original 

FEM.  The spreadsheet-based economic model slows down the calculation, increases 

e human involvement, and therefore increases the chance of making mistakes and the 

time for analyzing the data.  We put the CFEM as a C++ class of UT_IRSP to make all 

of the eco evaluate 

the econom PV, c fficie

calculated at the eco nd s iles.  The following 

equations are the discount low models that the CFEM implemen

T

ated and/or compared with other projects.  DCF

 of mo FEM def

 tim e cumulative cash flo

im

ic models were created using Excel spreadsheet, as was th

C

th

nomical calculations internally.  All the variables that can be used to 

ical conditions of the project (N hemical e ncy, etc.) will be 

nomic limit a aved in one of the output f

ed cash f ts: 

∑
= ⎥

⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
⎣ ++

=
T

t
t

lationinf
t

discount

t

)i)i(
NCFNPV

1 11
  (3.102) 

  (3.103)  

      (3.104) 

 (3.105) 

   (3.106) 

(3.107) 

The nomenclature for these equations is the following: 

⎡

×(
    

tttcaptchemtopttt royaltytax)C()C()C(revenueNCF −−−−−=

to
t

oilEscoilt )Q()i(Prevenue ×+×= 1

tdoptOverheatoilTreattprodWatertchemInjtwaterInjtopt )C()C()C()C()C()C( ++++=

tleaseholdtequiptlldevelopDritworkovertcap )C()C()C()C()C( +++=

taxtttchemtopttt r]royaltyondepreciati)C()C(revenue[tax ×−−−−=   
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NPV: net present value ($) 

NCF: net cash flow ($) 

t: time (years) 

T: economic limit (years) 

idiscount: discount rate (fraction) 

iinflation: inflation rate (fraction) 

ioilEsc: oil price escalation rate (fraction) 

rtax: tax rate (fraction) 

Copt: operating cost ($) 

Cchem: chemical cost ($) 

Ccap: initial capital cost ($) 

CwaterInj: water operating

CchemInj: chemical injection cost ($) 

prodWater: produced water cost ($) 

CoilTreat:

CoptOverhead: operating cost overhead ($) 

Cworkover: workover cost ($) 

CdevelopDrill: development drilling cost ($) 

Cequip: equipment and facilities cost ($) 

Cleasehold: leasehold cost ($) 

Qo: yearly oil production (bbl) 

Poil: current oil price ($/bbl) 

 cost ($) 

C

 oil treatment cost ($) 
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Table 3.1: Variance-Stabilizing Transformations 

Power (α ) Transformation Comment 
0 None Normal 

0.5 Square root Counts 
1 Logarithm Constant percent error 
2 Inverse Rate data 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.2: Selected Two-Level Fractional Factorial Screening Designs 

Factors 
Main Effects 

and Tw
Interaction

Fraction 
Savings o-Factor 

s 

Full 
Factorial for 

Screening 
4 10 16 12 25% 
5 15 32 16 50% 
6 21 64 32 50% 
7 28 128 32 75% 

 
 



 

Figure 3.1: Fitting a Variogram 

 

Figure 3.2: Flowchart of Experimental Design and Optimization 
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Figure 3.3: Five Different Types of Experimental Design for Three Factors 

 
 

 

Figure 3.4: Flowchart of OptQuest 
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Figure 3.5: Solution Evaluation Process of OptQu
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Chapter 4: Integrated Reservoir Simulation System (IRSS) 

fferent m

eters, 

stochastic simulation to gauge risk, the desi

and/or parallel computing.  The three reservoir simulators are 

ad et al., 1996; Delshad et al., 2002; 

UTCHE

ic distributions have been implemented in the single stochastic algorithm 

(SSAL

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Integrated Reservoir Simulation System (IRSS) is a combination of software 

(UT_IRSP) and hardware (a single Linux-based machine or a cluster of Linux-based 

machines) to make engineering related decisions by solving various reservoir engineering 

problems, in which multiple reservoir simulation studies need to be performed and 

evaluated, using di ethodologies. 

Currently, the reservoir engineering problems that can be solved by IRSS include 

well location optimization, sensitivity studies to rank the important reservoir param

gn and optimization of chemical flooding 

processes, and/or a composite study that combines all the above. 

Working as the heart of IRSS, the software UT_IRSP has integrated three 

reservoir simulators, two spatial stochastic field generators, and two job schedulers for 

performing distributed 

UTCHEM (Datta-Gupta et al., 1986; Delsh

M-9.0, Volumes I and II, 2000), ECLIPSE (Schlumberger, 2003A_1), and VIP 

(Landmark Graphics Corporation, 2003.4).  The two spatial stochastic field generators 

are MDM (Yang, 1990) and SGSIM of GSLIB (Deutsch and Journel, 1998).  The two 

job schedulers are Portable Batch System, (PBS), (Altair Grid Technologies, LLC, 2004) 

and Load Sharing Facility, (LSF), (Platform™ Computing Corporation, 2003).  Seven 

single stochast

G) class of UT_IRSP. 

Some window-based commercial software packages are used to design, analyze, 

and optimize the results from the reservoir simulation studies.  For experimental design 
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ependent data generated from the simulators.  Surfer (Golden Software, Inc., 

1999) c

4.2.1 UT_IRSP Class Diagram 

 the system; without it the system is not functional.  

UT_IRSP is designed w  

and works as the front-end to the 

framework. 

instruction and/or stochastic files first.  

Multiple sim

ster of processors), or 

and response surface, a commercial software package, Design-Expert (Stat-Ease, Inc., 

2003) is used.  Crystal Ball (Decisioneering, Inc., 2004, 2001) is used for optimization 

and for Monte Carlo simulation to gauge the uncertainties.  Tecplot RS (Tecplot, Inc., 

2004, 2003) is used for plotting UTCHEM and ECLIPSE 3D maps and the VIP’s 

3DView is used for plotting VIP 3D maps.  Microsoft Excel is used for plotting the 

time-d

an be used for variogram analysis on 3D geostatistical data. 

Figure 4.1 shows the whole working environment of the IRSS – Integrated 

Reservoir Simulation System. 

4.2 INTEGRATED RESERVOIR SIMULATION PLATFORM (UT_IRSP) 

UT_IRSP works as the heart of

ith the object-oriented concept in mind and is written in C++. 

Currently, it contains one main program and 18 classes (Figure 4.2).  The whole 

software can be divided into the following three groups: 

Main program contains only “UT_IRSP” 

 Once the framework is launched, the user needs to provide the study name 

and select the numerical reservoir simulator of interest. 

Pre-processing group contains ten classes: “PassInstStoc”, “Simulator”, 

“UTCHEM”, “ECLIPSE”, “VIP”, “MDM”, “GSLIB”, “PreProcUtility”, “SSALG”, and 

“Token”.  This section of the code reads the 

ulation input files will be generated according to user’s specification.  All 

the simulation jobs are then submitted to the computer processors either in sequential 

(one simulation at a time), distributed (multiple simulations to a clu
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output files will be saved hierarchically on a storage 

1) the number of simulations, 

(2) the run number, (3) the running mode (sequential/distributed/parallel), and (4) the 

mterers that are under investigation and how 

these p

odules available 

in the f

cUtility”.  The output of the 

simulat

4.2.2 Design and Implementation Principle 

designing reusable 

object-

e problems and 

require

come into play: encapsulation, granularity, dependency, flexibility, performance, 

parallel mode.  The simulation 

device.  The instruction file contains the following data: (

reservoir, fluid, and process design para

arameters are varied for each simulation.  The stochastic input file is also needed 

to generate the single or spatial stochastic fields from the distributions.  Sequential 

Gaussian (SGSIM) model from GSLIB is one of the two geostatistical m

ramework.  For analyzing a chemical flood process, the net present value (NPV) 

is usually preferred as the objective function.  Therefore, the economic input file should 

also be provided to calculate and analyze the economic related variables. 

Post-processing module contains eight classes: “UtchemTableFile”, 

“EclipseTableFile”, “VipTableFile”, “UtchemMultiMap”, “UtchemStatisMap”, 

“UtchemMapCom”, “UtchemEconomic”, and “PostPro

ions is collected and summarized either for further data manipulation or graphical 

presentations. 

Designing an object-oriented software is a difficult task, and 

oriented software is even harder (Gamma et al., 1995).  One must find pertinent 

objects, factor them into classes at the right granularity, define class interfaces and 

inheritance hierarchies, and establish key relationships among them.  The design should 

be specific to the problem at hand but also general enough to address futur

ments. 

Object-Oriented Design (OOD) is used to design the UT_IRSP.  The hard part 

about OOD is decomposing a system into objects.  The task is difficult because many 

factors 
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evoluti

sability are the most important 

features that the software should have.  These two features will make the code 

ce are the design skills 

Class inheritance lets the designer define classes simply by extending other 

classes, making it easy to define families of objects having related functionality.  Class 

inheritance lets the programmer obtain som

 

n.  In UT_IRSP 

(Figure 4.2), “Token” class is used by m

 

on, and reusability, for examples.  There are many design principles to make this 

task easier.  For UT_IRSP, code evolution and reu

expansion easier in the future if more functionality needs to be added to the system.  

Therefore, class inheritance, object aggregation, and acquaintan

used. 

e of the new implementations almost for free, 

defining new kinds of object rapidly in terms of old one(s), inheriting most of what you 

need from existing classes.  In UT_IRSP (Figure 4.2), classes “UTCHEM”, 

“ECLIPSE”, and “VIP” inherit from class Simulator, meaning they are the children of 

class Simulator. 

Aggregation implies that one object owns or is responsible for another object; an 

object has to be part of another object.  Aggregation implies that an aggregate object and 

its owner have identical lifetimes.  In UT_IRSP (Figure 4.2), “VIPTABLEFILE” class 

is aggregated into class “VIP”, as an example. 

Acquaintance implies that an object merely knows of another object. 

Sometimes, acquaintance is called “association” or “using” relationship.  This is a weak 

relationship and has looser coupling between objects than aggregatio

any other classes to help pass the text lines that 

are read, as an example. 

Aggregation relationships tend to be fewer or more permanent than acquaintance. 

Acquaintances, in contrast, are made and remade more often, sometimes existing only for 

the duration of one operation.  They are more dynamic. 
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by a seed that is the current time that the computer creates (the 

same group of random numbers will never be repeated). 

Subsequently, MDM input files and job files will be generated, and the sequential 

or distributed job running m

s, the program execution flow will switch to “GSLIB” class.  The 

specifi

mode. 

4.3 PRE-PROCESSING SECTION 

4.3.1 Integration of Spatial Stochastic Field Generators 

4.3.1.1 Matrix Decomposition Method 

If the flag for using MDM, to generate spatial stochastic field, is detected in 

“PassInstStoch” class, the program execution flow will switch to “MDM” class.  The 

specification part of MDM input data in the stochastic file will be read. 

The random numbers used to generate the realizations are utilized from one of the 

three options: (1) a group of integers that the user specifies in the stochastic file, (2) 

generated by a seed that the user specifies in the stochastic file (the same group of 

random numbers will be obtained for the next round of simulation runs if the same seed is 

used), and (3) generated 

odes are implemented.  The distributed mode is realized 

using PBS or LSF job scheduler. 

4.3.1.2 Sequential Gaussian Simulation of GSLIB 

If the flag using GSLIB to generate spatial stochastic field is detected in 

“PassInstStoch” clas

cation part of GSLIB input data in the stochastic file will be read.  The same 

scheme of random number generation described above for MDM is used. 

Subsequently, GSLIB input files will be generated.  Since the Sequential 

Gaussian Simulation (SGSIM) algorithm runs very fast, there is no need to distribute 

them into different computer nodes and no need to implement the distributed running 
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ed using the equation 

However, the data generated from SGSIM cannot be used directly as the field 

data.  They need to be transform

[ ])log(exp µσ +×= oldDatanewData  

where σ  and µ  are the standard deviation and the mean of the spatial stochastic data. 

This transformation equation is implemented in “GSLIB” class. 

4.3.2 Integration of Reservoir Simulators 

4.3.2.1 Simulator 

“Simulator” class works as the parent of all of the concrete reservoir simulator 

classes.  It is

 

 an abstract class; i.e., it cannot be instantiated.  The main purpose of an 

s is to define a common interface for its subclasses (“UTCHEM”, 

“ECLIP

 a class may override an operation defined by its parent class.  Overriding 

ue to itself. 

abstract clas

SE”, and “VIP” classes).  Whenever there is a need to add more reservoir 

simulator classes to the platform, that interface will not change. 

When a subclass inherits from a parent class, it inherits the data definitions and 

operations that the parent class has.  Objects that are instances of a subclass will contain 

all data defined by the subclass and its parent classes, and they will be able to perform all 

operations defined by this subclass and its parents. 

Subclasses can refine and redefine behaviors of their parent classes.  More 

specifically,

gives subclasses a chance to handle requests that is uniq

“Simulator” class provides three categories of common interfaces for its 

subclasses.  The first category declares the accessors and mutators.  The accessors help 

to pass information out of the subclasses.  The mutators, on the other hand, help to pass 

information into the concrete reservoir simulator classes.  The second category specifies 

the interface for the pre-processing of the reservoir simulators.  In the pre-processing 
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 handle different type 

of data

EM simulator either in Tecplot or Excel format (layer by layer) are generated 

using “ es are generated using 

“sta M

4.3.2.2

ts parent, “Simulator” class.  It 

implem

UTCHE

UT_IR

perform d optimization study for chemical flooding projects that includes 

eco m

aggrega

and statistical 3D map files respectively.  The economic class “UtchemEconomic” is 

also pa

section, the multiple reservoir simulation input files need to be generated, according to 

the data that the platform collects from instruction/stochastic/economic file(s).  Those 

data can be divided into single-valued data, spatial-stochastic data, well-related data, or 

chemical-flooding-related data, etc.  Different operations need to

.  After the multiple reservoir input files are generated, the methods that handle 

the submission of the simulation jobs need to be implemented.  Different job scheduler 

has different commands to submit jobs in either sequential or distributed mode.  The 

third category is for the post-processing of the reservoir simulators.  The time-dependent 

data will be processed using “createTableFile( )” function.  The multiple 3D map files 

for UTCH

multiMap( )” function while the statistical 3D map fil

tis ap( )” function. 

 UTCHEM 

“UTCHEM” class is one of the subclasses of i

ents all three categories of interfaces for the UTCHEM simulator.  Since 

M is our inhouse simulator, much more functionalities have been developed in 

SP compared to the commercial simulators.  In particular, it can be used to 

 the design an

no ic analysis. 

“UtchemTableFile”, “UtchemMultiMap”, and “UtchemStatisMap” classes 

te inside “UTCHEM” class.  They generate time-dependent, multiple 3D map, 

rt of the post-processing implementations for performing discounted cash flow 

calculations for a chemical flooding project.  “UtchemEconomic” class forms an 
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s. 

4.3.2.3

RS.  “EclipseTableFile” class provides files for the time-

il recoveries at the end of the simulation time for each 

simulat

 that different input data for a parameter of a reservoir 

simulat

4.3.3 Integration of High-Performance Computing 

ance computing facility should have a job scheduler installed.  

The mo

than m and all m processors are available, the n – m number of datasets have to wait in 

aggregation relationship with “UtchemTableFile” class.  It generates several economical 

output files for further analysi

 ECLIPSE 

As one of the three subclasses of “Simulator” class, “ECLIPSE” class implements 

all three categories of interfaces for the ECLIPSE simulator.  UT_IRSP does not provide 

the multiple or statistical map files for ECLIPSE.  Its 3D map files can be processed 

directly using Tecplot

dependent variables and for o

ion.  

4.3.2.4 VIP 

“VIP” class also inherits from “Simulator” class.  It implements all three 

categories of interfaces for the VIP simulator.  In particular, to perform sensitivity 

analysis, we can use its option

ion study can be specified as different includ files.  UT_IRSP does not provide 

the multiple or statistical map files for VIP either.  Its 3D map files can be processed 

directly using 3DView of VIP.  “VipTableFile” class provides files for the time-

dependent variables and for the oil recoveries at the end of the simulation time for each 

simulation. 

Each high-perform

st popular job scheduler for a Linux cluster is either Portable Batch System (PBS) 

or Load Sharing Facility (LSF).  Figure 4.3 shows that n number of datasets can be 

distributed on m number of computer processors by a cluster scheduler.  If n is greater 
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the queue and will be executed by the 

availab

gement and monitoring of the computational workload on a 

odern workload management solutions like PBS Pro 

include the features of traditional batch queuing but offer greater flexibility and control 

than do the first-generation batch systems (such as the original UNIX batch system 

NQS). 

 

anagement system where they are 

methods implement the integration of PBS and LSF: “writePBSJobFile( )”, 

“writeLSFJobFile( )”, “writePBSSubJobFile( )”, and “writeLSFSubJobFile( )”.  The 

the queue while the first m number of datasets are executed on each processor.  When a 

job is completed, another dataset will be out of 

le processor.  Figure 4.4 shows the configuration of the latest cluster, “Alborz”, 

located in the Center for Petroleum and Geosystems Engineering. 

A job scheduler is a distributed workload management system.  As such, a job 

scheduler handles the mana

set of one or more computers.  M

Workload management systems have three primary roles. 

• Queuing: The collecting together of work or tasks to be run on a computer. 

Users submit tasks or “jobs” to the resource m

queued up until the system is ready to run them. 

• Scheduling: The process of selecting which jobs to run, when, and where, 

according to a predetermined policy.  Load balance competing needs and goals 

on the system(s) to maximize efficient use of resources (both computer time and 

people time). 

• Monitoring: The act of tracking and reserving system resources and enforcing 

usage policy.  This covers both user-level and system-level monitoring as well as 

monitoring of the scheduling policies to see how well they are meeting the stated 

goals. 

In “MDM”, “UTCHEM”, “ECLIPSE”, and “VIP” classes, the following four 
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te the scheduler job files, and the latter two create the submission 

files fo

any simulations will be performed and which running mode 

should 

to 

 keyword matching inside the reservoir simulation input file 

for the base case, UT_IRSP finds the parameters whose values need to be changed and 

puts the corresponding data from the array under that parameter to create multiple 

reservoir simulation input files.  The information that does not need to be changed is just 

copied. 

For the single stochastic data generated from the seven single stochastic 

new input files.  For the spatial stochastic data generated from either MDM or GSLIB, 

first two methods crea

r the created job files. 

User can select either PBS or LSF according to the job scheduler system available 

to the cluster.  The execution of MDM spatial stochastic field generator, along with the 

execution of UTCHEM, ECLIPSE, and VIP reservoir simulators, occupy most of the 

execution time.  Therefore, UT_IRSP makes the distributed running mode available to 

all of these executions. 

4.3.4 Input File Description 

Before making a UT_IRSP run, we need to know what parameters are under 

investigation and how the values should be changed for those parameters.  UT_IRSP 

also needs to know how m

be used.  All this information should be specified in the instruction and/or 

stochastic file(s) of UT_IRSP. 

Besides the instruction and/or stochastic file(s), the input file for the base case of 

the corresponding reservoir simulator needs to be created.  The “PassInstStoc” class 

reads the information from the instruction and/or stochastic file(s) and saves them in

the dynamic arrays.  Using

distributions, the calculated data will be saved in the arrays first and then copied into the 
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ly. 

f chemical flooding should be performed, the economic 

file of U

creates a directory and named 

 input file and includ 

files (fo

 

run-2, etc, and the results from each run will be saved in the corresponding directory.  

The results from the base case are saved in the “baseCase” directory (Figure 4.6).  

Figure 4.7 shows the way data are saved under “mdm” and “gslib” directories. 

the whole output file is read in or treated as includ file under the corresponding spatial 

stochastic parameter by UT_IRSP automatical

If the economic analysis o

T_IRSP also needs to be created.  The data under each economic parameter are 

saved into the dynamic arrays and used in the discounted cash flow calculation in 

“UtchemEconomic” class. 

4.4 POST-PROCESSING SECTION 

4.4.1 Output File Storage Hierarchy 

Before making an UT_IRSP run, a user normally 

the same as the study name, e.g., SPE9.  The simulator base case

r ECLIPSE and VIP) along with the instruction file and/or stochastic file and/or 

economic file should be placed in that directory.   

After the UT_IRSP run is completed, a subdirectory after the simulator’s name 

(“utchem”, “eclipse” or “vip”) will be generated, if the run is related to stochastic 

simulation, then either the “mdm” or the “gslib” subdirectory will also be created (Figure 

4.5).  Under each simulator’s subdirectory, “preProcess” and “postProcess” 

subdirectories will be generated.  For each study, in general the base case should be run 

first before other runs are executed.  Hence, immediately inside “preProcess” or 

“postProcess” subdirectories are the directories named after the run number, e.g. run-1,
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4.4.2 End Point File 

UT_IRSP generates “endOOIP.txt” file in which the oil recovery as the 

percentage of the original oil in place (OOIP) and cumulative oil production at the end of 

the simulation time are saved fo ach simulation run.  If the net present value (NPV) is 

used as the objective function when a chemical flooding project is under evaluation, 

“endEconomic.txt” file will also  g ated  each simulation run, information 

such as the economic limit, NPV at the economic limit, the amount and cost for the 

chemicals used at the economic limit, etc. are saved in this file. 

The final data for the obj

copied back to sis of the data. 

4.4.3 Multiple Map Files 

Multiple 3D map files will be generated with UTCHEM simulations by 

UT_IRSP.  3D distributions of component concentrations, reservoir pressure, and oil 

saturation at different simulation times will be created for each simulation.  All of these 

files are in Tecplot format and can be displayed and saved as video files by Tecplot.  

The permeability and porosity distributions will also be generated for each simulation. 

4.4.4 Statistical Map Files 

UT_IRSP provides four kinds of statistical 3D map files for UTCHEM simulation 

runs.  High, low, average, and standard deviation data are available for 3D distrubutions 

of species concentrations, phase pressures, phase saturations, permeability, and porosity.  

These files are saved in two different file formats, Tecplot and Excel.  For the files in 

Excel format, areal maps are displayed for each layer.  For the Tecplot format, the video 

files can be created from statistical maps of species concentrations, reservoir pres ure, 

r e

 be ener .  For

ective function, oil recovery or NPV, can be easily 

any experimental design package for further statistical analy

s
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nd oil saturation.  Figure 4.8 shows an example of standard deviation distribution of x-

direction permeability from 158 simulations. 

4.4.5 Statistical Summary Files 

For each simulation, UT_IRSP also provides Excel format output files on some 

important time-dependent parameters such as oil recovery, average reservoir pressure, 

etc.  High, low, average, and standard deviation data are easily plotted in Excel by using 

these data files.  Figure 4.9 shows an example on the statistical data of water cut versus 

time from 16 reservoir simulation runs.  The high, low, average, and one standard 

deviation away from the average are plotted in this figure. 

4.4.6 Output Files for Economic Analysis of Chemical Flooding 

Some additional files are generated for the economic analysis of a chemical 

flooding project using UTCHEM.  The “profitPerBBL.txt” file in the run number 

directory saves the profitability and costs for each barrel of oil produced respectively, for 

every simulation.  In the “CashFlow” directory, NPV, cumulative oil production, yearly 

oil production, etc are saved as a function of time for all simulations as separate files.  In 

particular, cumulative oil recovery versus time, cannot be opened by Excel due to the 

limitation with the maximum number of data columns in Excel.  Quattro Pro of 

WordPerfect Office can be used to transpose (switch the columns with rows of the data).  

After the transposition, the data can be handled by Excel for further analysis and plotting.

a
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Figure 4.1: IRSS - Integrated Reservoir Simulation System 

 

Figure 4.2: UML Class Diagram for Framework - UT_IRSP 
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Figure 4.3: Work Flow Cycles for IRSS 

 

 

Figure 4.4: The Configuration for Cluster “Alborz” of CPGE
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Figure 4.5: UT_IRSP Storage Hierarchy 1 

 

 

Figure 4.6: UT_IRSP Storage Hierarchy 2 
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Figure 4.7: UT_IRSP Storage Hierarchy 3 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4.8: An Example of Statistical Map File of UT_IRSP - Standard Deviation of 158 
Permeability Fields 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Watercut Statistical Data on Well 9 for 16 Realizations
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Figure 4.9: An Example of Statistical Summary File of UT_IRSP 
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Chapter 5: Application of UT_IRSP for Reservoir Simulation Case 

search.  In order to solve this type of 

design 

SS).  The reservoir of the ninth 

SPE (S

he simulations and find 

s the highest oil recovery.  All these simulations were run 

using U

Studies 

5.1 ECLIPSE SIMULATION 

5.1.1 Introduction 

Selecting the best location for the next production well was the first problem that I 

wanted to solve when I started working on this re

and optimization problems using a reservoir simulation approach, I gradually built 

the platform (UT_IRSP) and eventually the system (IR

PE9) comparative solution project (Killough, 1995) was selected for this task.  

We reduced the number of the production wells from 25 to 10.  ECLIPSE was used as 

the reservoir simulator for this exercise. 

Ten equiprobable realizations of permeability field in the x direction were 

generated using MDM.  D-Optimal design was used on each realization to identify the 

best well location.  An exhaustive simulation study (ESS) approach was used to verify 

the results from D-optimal designs.  ESS means that we examined the effect of placing a 

new well, in a given reservoir, on the ultimate oil recovery by considering all possible 

locations.  This process is carried out by placing the given well in all different locations 

in the finite-difference gridblocks one at a time and subsequently performing the 

simulations.  We then compare the final oil recoveries for all of t

the well location that produce

T_IRSP in a distributed mode.  The study was finished in a short period of time 

with great ease. 
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5.1. e

T n a 3D model of 9000 gridblocks 

(24× ×  The dimensions 

of th gr  at the depth of 

900 t p in the x direction at an angle of 10 degrees.  

There i

were included in the modeled 

all producers was set at 1500 STBO/D at the initial 

time.  

 Finally, after 360 days the rate was again raised to 1500 STBO/D for 

prod er

bottomh

The wat

bottomhole pressure of 4000 psia at a reference depth of 9110 ft subsea.  All producers 

were om

11, 12,  

well re

5.1.3 Sto

I

data for 

Since th alizations should 

have the same statistics: 

2 R servoir Model Description 

his is a black-oil simulation based o

25 15) and with a high degree of heterogeneity (Killough, 1995). 

e idblocks are 300 ft in both x and y directions.  Cell (1, 1, 1) is

0 f subsea.  The remaining cells di

s no dip in the y direction.  The thickness varies from layer to layer.  Figure 5.1 

shows the shape, mesh, and wells in the reservoir. 

The initial reservoir temperature is 100oF and the oil-water contact is at 9950 ft 

subsea.  There is no free gas initially in the reservoir. 

A total of ten producers and one water injector 

reservoir.  The maximum oil rate for 

After 300 days of production, this rate was lowered to 100 STBO/D for all wells 

(Killough, 1995). 

uc s until the end of the simulation at 900 days.  The minimum flowing 

ole pressure was set to 1000 psia at a reference depth of 9110 ft for all producers.  

er injector was set to a maximum rate of 5000 STBW/D with a maximum 

 c pleted only in layers 2, 3, and 4 and the water injector was completed in layers 

13, 14, and 15.  Well productivity/injectivity indices were calculated with a

bo  radius of 0.5 ft, a drainage radius of 60 ft, and zero skin. 

chastic Simulation 

n the stochastic input file of UT_IRSP, we specified the following geostatistical 

MDM to generate ten equiprobable permeability realizations in the x direction.  

e random number is the only variable that changes, all the re
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 gridblocks for each permeability realization.  We call these the simulation 

re then included in the UT_IRSP instruction input file.  

 

 of these designed simulations, the 

Dykstra-Parsons coefficient: 0.9 

 Correlation length in x direction: 1500 ft 

 The ratio of correlation length in x direction over y direction: 6 

 The ratio of correlation length in x direction over z direction: 75 

 Average permeability: 50.7 md 

Figure 5.2 shows one of the ten generated permeability field realizations.  Figure 

5.3 plots the cumulative oil recovery probability distribution over the ten equiprobable 

permeability realizations.  Figure 5.4 shows five oil recovery curves for these ten 

permeability realizations.  The low, the high, the average, and the one standard 

deviation away from the average are shown in this figure. 

5.1.4 Well Placement Optimization 

 In order to find the optimal location for the next producer, we performed the 

following steps:  

 In Design-Expert, we used D-optimal design to pick the design points from the 

all

plans.  The two design variables are (x, y), the x and y coordinates of the 

gridblock for the next producer. 

 These simulation plans we

All these designed reservoir simulations were distributed on several processors. 

The final oil recovery values from all of these simulations were included back 

into the simulation plans in Design-Expert. 

After the detailed analysis on the statistics 

internal optimization routine of Design-Expert was used to find the optimal 

location of the next producer for each permeability realization. 
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s the simulation results for oil recovery for each permeability 

ta for oil recovery after the well placement were from the D-optimal 

designs. 

 well locations are primarily 

in the area of gridbloc

ary and Conclusion 

 DOE can be used to reduce the search area for 

finding the location of a new well.  Subsequently, the ESS approach can be 

applied over the reduced area in order to find the best probable location that 

produces the highest hydrocarbon recovery. 

DOE and RSM can provide fairly reasonable results with much fewer simulation 

runs than with the ESS approach for a well placement problem. 

Table 5.1 show

realization.  The da

 From the table we can see that the incremental oil recovery by placing an 

additional producer varies from 10% to 50% for all the permeability realizations.  Figure 

5.5 plots the oil recovery for realization 7 before and after the new well placement The 

blue bubbles in Figure 5.6 indicate the optimal well locations from D-optimal design 

calculations.  From this figure, we can see that the predicted

ks 1 through 9 in the x direction and 12 through 25 in the y 

direction except for realizations 7 and 8.  Therefore, we performed an exhaustive 

simulation study (ESS) using UT_IRSP on that 9×14 gridblock area to verify the D-

optimal design results.  The red bubbles are used to indicate the optimal well locations 

from these verification simulations.  Table 5.2 also records all of these results.  There 

is an exact match for realization 9.  For realizations 1, 3, and 5, the D-optimal results are 

just a few gridblocks away from the location of the well determined using the ESS 

approach. 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the average reservoir pressure at 810 days of simulation 

time for permeability realization 4 before and after the well placement. 

5.1.5 Summ

 This case study shows that
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 For 

the second exam

 D-optimal 

design. 

ties.  The risk was then 

5.2.2 R

5.2 VIP SIMULATION 

5.2.1 Introduction 

After the initial success with ECLIPSE on the well placement problem, we 

obtained a description of a reservoir from Landmark Graphics (Narayanan, 2003). 

ple, we used VIP to perform (1) sensitivity analysis, (2) response surface 

optimizations for each realization along with the corresponding verifications, and (3) 

overall well-location optimization under uncertainties. 

Two-level-full-factorial design was applied to four uncertain variables to identify 

their sensitivities.  D-optimal design was used to obtain the optimal location for the next 

producer on each geological realization over a most likely area of the reservoir.  ESS 

approach was performed over that most likely area to verify the results from

 In order to optimize the well location under all the uncertainties, we performed 

DOE and RSM analysis over five factors again.  Three of them are uncertain factors and 

two of them are the decision variables, the coordinates (x, y) of the well location.  After 

we calculated the probability for each uncertain scenario, the Crystal Ball model was 

created according to the response we obtained from the last step.  OptQuest was run and 

the optimal well location was obtained under all these uncertain

identified. 

eservoir Model Description 

 The reservoir data are based on an offshore field, covering about 30 square 

miles, with 3D seismic and several non-producing appraisal wells with petrophysical log 

suites.  The average reservoir thickness is about 450 feet.  This synthetic exercise 

assumes that the 3D seismic data have been previously converted to depth and several 

attribute volumes, including amplitude, have been computed.  A conventional 
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subsea for the gas-oil contact.  

Porosit

 

ction for the 

first lay

 rate of 5000 stb/day, a 

sure of 500 psia, a maximum gas oil ratio (GOR) of 

3000sc

lation length and different anisotropy were assumed to recognize uncertainty 

interpretation analysis of the seismic and the petrophysical logs identifies faults and 

horizon surfaces.  The best estimates for the fluid contacts from the log suites are 5350 

feet subsea for the water-oil contact and 4900 feet 

y and permeability at the wells have also been interpreted from the log suites. 

There are two reservoir grid definitions corresponding to two faulting scenarios. 

For “Faulting1”, the reservoir model has 9000 gridblocks (30×30×10), and 4840 

(22×22×10) gridblocks for “Faulting2”.  It is a black-oil simulation model with two gas 

injectors, ten water injectors, and 12 oil producers.  The simulation time is 15 years.  

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the reservoir geometry, grid for “Faulting1”, wells, and the 

initial pressure distribution.  Figure 5.11 plots the permeability in the z dire

er.  There are vertical, horizontal, and deviated wells in the reservoir. 

All the producers are rate constrained with a maximum

maximum drawdown pres

f/stb, a maximum water cut of 0.9, and a maximum water production rate of 1000 

stb/day.  Even though there are ten water injectors, only eight are put in operation.  All 

the injectors are rate constrained with a maximum bottom-hole-pressure of 5500 psia and 

a maximum buildup pressure of 1000 psia. 

5.2.3 Reservoir Uncertainty Description 

Scenarios around the faulting, the degree of correlation with seismic for porosity, 

the sedimentary correlation length, and anisotropy were considered to be the major 

uncertainties in the subsurface geological model.  There were two faulting scenarios, 

“Faulting1” and “Faulting2”.  The first scenario assumed that many small faults might 

ultimately control fluid flow.  The second scenario had the assumption that only the 

three major faults would impact the flow.  Two variogram scenarios with a “short” and a 

“long” corre
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in the 

  

2”, that were included reflect the uncertainty 

around

of this reservoir depends on the combination of these 

uncerta

f the interactions cannot be identified.  If we had money to spend on further 

iden yi y of the 

“Fau n

depositional understanding.  Three porosity realizations were generated using 

collocated Gaussian simulation correlated with the seismic.  Permeability was generated 

as a transform of porosity with a correlation coefficient. 

Uncertainties in the fluid contacts, PVT, net-to-gross volumes, and porosity affect 

the fluid volumes in the model.  Uncertainties in the fluid PVT, fluid contacts, extent to 

which faults are sealing, permeability, and relative permeability were also included.

The two PVT tables, “PVT1” and “PVT

 oil density and gas in solution.  Two sets of relative permeability and capillary 

pressure tables, “Relperm1” and Relperm2”, were included to model uncertainties in 

Corey relative permeability model exponents and residual phase saturations. 

The original oil in place 

in senarios.  It varies from 1440 to 1490 billion barrels. 

5.2.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

A two-level full-factorial design was set up to investigate the sensitivities of the 

four uncertain variables.  Table 5.3 shows the settings (ranges) for these four uncertain 

variables to be used for the numerical experiments.  Figure 5.12 shows the results after 

the statistical analysis from these 16 reservoir simulations.  We can see that “Faulting” 

is the most important factor affecting the objective function, the oil recovery.  It can be 

ranked as the first sensitive group.  “PVT”, “Relperm”, the interaction between fault and 

variogram, the variogram itself, and the interaction between the fault and “Relperm” are 

also important factors in that order and can be ranked as the second sensitive group.  If 

the traditional one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) sensitivity analysis approach were taken, the 

sensitivity o

tif ng the uncertainty, the money should be used to decrease the uncertaint

lti g”. 
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lting1”.  The high, low, average, and one 

stan d

5.2.5 Ve

N , PVT to be 

“PV ”

and perm

producer

I

saturatio

of the he wells were mainly drilled in the northern part.  

Theref

e internal optimization routine of 

Design

 here is the 

followi

Figure 5.13 shows the oil recovery versus time from the 16 reservoir simulations 

of two-level full-factorial design.  Simulation number 12 results in the highest oil 

recovery while simulation number 5 results in the lowest.  All simulations associated 

with “Faulting2”, the three major faults controlling the fluid flow, had higher oil recovery 

than the simulations associated with “Fau

dar  deviation away from the average oil recovery curves are shown in Figure 5.14.  

rification of D-Optimal Design 

ow we set the faulting to be “Faulting1”, variogram to be “Long”

T1 , and Relperm to be “Relperm1”.  Since there are three realizations for porosity 

eability, we used D-optimal design to find the optimal location for the next 

 under each realization. 

n order to define the design space, we first examined the initial reservoir oil 

n distribution (Figure 5.15).  There was a lot of oil initially in the southern part 

reservoir.  However, t

ore a 17-by-12 gridblock area (within the blue polygon of Figure 5.16) to the south 

was picked as our design space.  Three sets of D-optimal design were performed, and 

the optimal well location for each set was found using th

-Expert over the three response surfaces obtained.  Then exhaustive simulations 

(ESS) on the design space were run to verify the results from RSM.  From Figure 5.16, 

we can see that the differences of the calculated well locations from RSM and ESS are 

not significant.  Again, RSM can provide reasonable results for the design and 

optimization of reservoir development.  The approach that we are proposing

ng: 

 Using RSM designs to decrease the searching area of the next producer. 

 Using ESS approach to find the best well location within that reduced area. 
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 this high recovery are 

 

 not have any injector around 

lization 3 on well 

coordin

il saturation at 5480 day of simulation 

time fo

Table 5.4 shows the comparison on oil recovery before the well placement and 

after for the three realizations.  The incremental oil recovery is substantial.  The total 

oil production is almost doubled for all the realizations by adding just one more producer 

at the location that we optimized using ESS.  Possible reasons for

the following: 

Almost half of the initial oil is located in the southern part of the reservoir and 

all of the original wells are drilled in the northern part.  The producer that we 

placed is the only well located in the southern part of the reservoir. 

 All the producers have many different constraints as stated previously.  Some 

of the original producers may be shut in much earlier due to the violation to one 

of the constraints.  Because the new producer does

it, the gas oil ratio, water cut and water production constraints will not affect its 

operation.  Therefore, it can produce oil at the maximum rate for almost the 

whole simulation time. 

Figure 5.17 plots the three-dimensional response surface for rea

ates (x, y) in the gridblock versus the objective function, the oil recovery.  We 

can observe that this optimal well location is at (9, 23). 

It is common sense to choose the well location in the area where the kh value is 

large.  However, a kh map sometimes cannot provide obvious information on where to 

drill the next producer, for example in this case shown in Figure 5.18.  This kh map is 

based on only one realization.  Therefore, going through the above suggested approach 

is very useful, particularly for the optimization under all of these realizations. 

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 plot the remaining o

r realization 2 before and after well placement.  There is much less oil left behind 

for the case that one well with optimized location has been added into the reservoir. 
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The go

of the design variables under all possible 

uncerta

4 in the y direction, and this is the 

setting 

In an actual oil-operating field, there are a lot of complications for drilling 

additional wells.  Many other factors need to be addressed, like surface pipe network 

capacity and drilling platform location and limitation.  For this study we have neither 

enough information nor intention to address those types of issues. 

5.2.6 Well Placement Optimization Under Uncertainties 

The goal of optimizing a reservoir development plan under uncertainty is not to 

obtain the optimal design variables under each uncertain scenario.  al should be 

the calculation of the optimal combination 

inties.  At the end of the study, a histogram of the results over the objectives 

should be created and the interval of confidence, percentiles, range, mean, standard 

deviation, and coefficient of variability should be specified. 

In this section by using the case from Landmark Graphics (Narayanan et al., 

2003), we will present a vivid demonstration on how to reach this goal by efficiently 

coupling UT_IRSP, DOE and RSM, and Crystal Ball and OptQuest together.  This 

approach will be used to solve the last two applications in this chapter. 

To obtain the best location for a new producer to improve the oil production over 

the four uncertain factors, we first specify the design space (Table 5.5).  The reason we 

did not take “Faulting” as one of the uncertain factors is because different faulting 

scenarios requires different reservoir meshes as we mentioned before.  It is meaningless 

to optimize well location for a reservoir with two different meshes.  The previous 

verification study has narrowed down the area of the optimal well location to gridblocks 

14 through 21 in the x direction and 17 through 2

we gave to these two decision variables.   

With this setting, the D-optimal design of Design-Expert provided a 96-

simulation plan for UT_IRSP to run.  We included this plan in the instruction input file 
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om 16 BSTB for simulation number 55 to 67 

BSTB 

reated according to the quadratic polynomial response 

 RSM.  Before we can simulate the response under 

uncerta goal of maximizing the average oil recovery, we have to calculate 

the prob Figure 5.23 shows the probability we 

assigned

and is n on.  There are 10 uncertain scenarios and all of 

them are  

For the d to multiply the two 

probabil

freedom are set to level zero, we will obtain the 

probabil

the valu

recovery

that we c ncertain scenarios. 

Figure 5.29 plots the optimization process using the optimizer, OptQuest.  After 

about 500 Monte Carlo type of simulations, the optimal well location was found at grid 

coordinate (18, 18).  This location is in the southern part of reservoir which contains 

and ran the simulations in distributed mode.  After all the simulation runs were finished, 

we imported the results of oil recovery for each simulation back to D-optimal and let 

Design-Expert analyze the statistics and generate the response.  Figure 5.21 shows the 

Excel diagram for one of the output files generated by the post-processor of UT_IRSP. 

The final cumulative oil recovery changes fr

for simulation number 94.  The response surface of well location versus the 

objective is shown in Figure 5.22.  There seems an optimal line at 18=x  for the well 

locations while y is from gridblock 17 to 24. 

A Crystal Ball model was c

that we obtained from DOE and

inties with the 

ability for each of the uncertain scenarios.  

 to each scenario.  The assignment of probabilities to each variable is arbitary 

ot based on any other informati

 discrete type.  Two scenarios are from “PVT” and “Relperm”, respectively. 

 six scenarios from the geological model, we nee

ities together to obtain the final probability of each.  Since the degree of 

 is five, when all of the first five 

ity for the last scenario.  Figure 5.24 is a screen capture of Crystal Ball.  Under 

es shown for the uncertain parameters and decision variables, the optimized oil 

 is 54.12 BSTB.  Figures 5.25 through 5.28 show the probability assignments 

alculated for all of the u
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ensity distribution is shown in 

ean of the final oil recovery is 54.9 BSTB with a coefficient of 

variability o

 

this case study shows that DOE can reduce the search area for the well 

large amount of untouched initial oil.  The probability d

Figure 5.30.  The m

f 0.18.  The overall uncertainty is small and the risk is low.  Please recall 

that we did not take the variability of “Faulting” into account because of the difficulty 

with two different meshes involved. 

Figure 5.31 shows the percentiles of the cumulative oil recovery.  From these 

data, we should have 80% confidence about having oil recovery between 42.7 BSTB and 

67.2 BSTB.  Finally, we draw the reservoir mesh again with the optimized well location 

under uncertainties (Figure 5.32). 

5.2.7 Summary and Conclusion 

For this study 

 “Faulting” is the most sensitive parameter. 

 The interactions between “faulting” and “variogram” and “faulting” and 

“Relperm” are also important. 

The optimized location for the next producer is (18, 18) with a mean oil recovery 

of 54.9 BSTB and the coefficient of variability of 0.18. 

 The average oil recovery increases from 25.8 BSTB to 54.9 BSTB with the 

placement of an additional producer. 

 Again, 

placement problem.  Subsequently, the ESS approach can be applied over the 

reduced area in order to find the most probable location that produces the highest 

hydrocarbon recovery. 
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e petroleum industry for many years to 

ring recent years, surfactant-enhanced aquifer 

remedi

 for design and optimization purposes (Delshad 

et al., 1

rtical to 

 variables are the surfactant concentration 

and slu

optimize the decision variables under uncertainty.  In addition, the effects of well-field 

5.3 SURFACTANT-ENHANCED AQUIFER REMEDIATION 

5.3.1 Introduction 

Surfactant flooding has been used in th

enhance oil recovery (Lake, 1989).  Du

ation has become an acceptable remediation technology to remove groundwater 

contaminants such as petroleum hydrocarbons and chlorocarbons (Hirasaki et al., 1997; 

DE&S, 1998; Brown et al., 1999; Delshad et al., 1999).  There have been several recent 

field demonstrations of surfactant remediation where surfactants are used to significantly 

increase the solubility of nonaqueous-phase liquids (NAPLs) in water (Mayer et al., 

1999; DE&S, 2000; Londergan et al., 2001).  The success of these tests was due to a 

unified approach using site characterization coupled with a laboratory screening 

(Dwarakanath et al., 1999; Ooi et al., 1999; Jayanti et al., 2001; Pope et al., 2001) 

followed by 3D modeling of the process

996; de Blanc et al., 1999; Brown, 2004). 

In this section, UT_IRSP is applied to the design and optimization aspects of 

subsurface surfactant flooding by using the 3D modeling numerical simulator, UTCHEM.  

The approach is demonstrated by simulating the dense nonaqeous-phase liquid (DNAPL) 

remediation in a shallow aquifer flushed with surfactant at Hill Air Force Base in Utah 

(Brown, 2004). 

The uncertain (state) parameter considered for this case is the ratio of ve

horizontal permeability.  The decision (design)

g size, and the electrolyte concentration in each stage of the flood.  In this case 

study, statistical experimental design minimizes the number of simulations required while 

the response surface with DNAPL recovery as the objective function will be used to 
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mental salinity 

decreas

 at Hill OU2 consists primarily of trichloroethene (TCE), 1,1,1-

trichlor

od, a pulse of tracer injection, waterflood with NaCl added prior to 

the inj

5.3.3 Aquifer Simulation Model Description 

 The aquifer 

was modeled using a three-dim

mensional model grid and well locations.  

configuration and injection/extraction rates are addressed.  The results from two 

electrolyte concentration strategies, sudden salinity decrease and incre

e, are discussed.   

5.3.2 Description of Hill AFB OU2 Site 

During the period of 1967 through 1975, spent degreaser solvents and other 

chemicals were disposed of in two shallow unlined trenches at the Hill Air Force Base 

Operable Unit 2 (Hill AFB OU2), located north of Salt Lake City, Utah.  Two field tests 

at Hill Air Force Base Operational Unit 2 were completed in May and September of 1996 

to demonstrate surfactant remediation of an alluvial aquifer contaminated with DNAPL.  

The DNAPL

oethane (1,1,1-TCA) and tetrachloroethene (PCE).  The test area was 20 × 17.7 

ft2 and hydraulic confinement was achieved by injecting water into a hydraulic control 

well south of the surfactant injectors.   

The Phase II test of August 1996 lasted approximately one month and consisted 

of the initial waterflo

ection of the surfactant and, for the remainder of the test, the surfactant flood, 

waterflood, a second pulse of tracer injection, waterflood, and finally a short period of 

extraction only.  Figure 5.33 shows the site and the locations of the test array wells and 

nearby wells.  The focus of this section is on the surfactant flood of Phase II, and more 

details on the description of the field test can be found elsewhere (Brown, 2004). 

The simulation model used here is that developed by Brown (2004). 

ensional 20 × 17 × 6 mesh, with a total of 2040 

gridblocks.  Figure 5.34 shows the three-di
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The mo

s a row of extraction wells (U2-1, SB-1, SB-5) to 

the nor

 of injectors.  The gridblocks in white represent aquifer and 

those in

will then compare 

were operated under 

constan

3

3

l was 9.85 ft, across the channel 4.92 ft, and in the 

vertica

ith the same well field 

during  

del is 177 feet in length from north to south, 66 feet in width from west to east, 

and 19.5 feet deep from the top of the saturated zone to the deepest clay. 

The 3 × 3 line-drive pattern ha

th and a row of injectors (SB-3, SB-2, SB-4) to the south.  A monitoring well, 

SB-6, is located in the center of the pattern.  A hydraulic control well, SB-8, is located 

18 feet south of the line

 grey represent clay.  This direct-line-drive well configuration is the pattern used 

in the field test and considered here in our base case simulation.  We 

this configuration with a divergent-line-drive pattern.  Wells 

t rate. 

Injection/extraction rate is another important factor that we will investigate.  The 

configuration for the base case simulation is 2.5 gpm (481 ft /day) injection rate for each 

injector and 3.7 gpm (534 ft /day) extraction rate for each extraction well.  This makes a 

150% over-extraction.  We will compare this configuration with a higher over-

extraction of 170%. 

The sandy/gravelly aquifer soil was modeled using a random correlated 

permeability field with a standard deviation of lnk of 1.2 where k is the permeability.  

The correlation length along the channe

l direction 0.984 ft.  The permeability assigned to individual gridblocks ranged 

from a low of 0.2 Darcy to a high of 420 Darcy with a mean value of about 20 Darcy.  

These values resulted in a good match of the tracer data taken w

Phase I of the test.  A vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio of 0.5 was used. 

This was considered as the state parameter with great uncertainty. 

The porosity was in the range of 0.22 to 0.32, but a constant value of 0.27 was 

used in the model. 
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ace, and Optimization Analysis 

 

ysis.  The effect on the x 

axis represents the change in the average response when a factor changes from its low to 

high level.  According to Daniel (1959), if we plot the estimates of the effects on normal 

A nonuniform DNAPL saturation distribution based on the results of the 

partitioning tracer test was used.  A DNAPL saturation of 0.2 was used in the bottom 

three layers (excluding clay regions). 

The porosity for clay aquitard was set to 0.01 to minimize the pore volume and 

the permeability assigned to these gridblocks was 5×10-6 Darcy.  These gridblocks are 

treated as inactive cells. 

DNAPL and surfactant properties were obtained from laboratory experiments 

(Brown, 2004).  More detailed information is given in Brown (2004). 

5.3.4 Sensitivity, Response Surf

First we selected the surfactant concentration, surfactant slug size, sodium 

chloride concentration in water preflush, surfactant slug, and water postflush as the 

decision variables.  To optimize the performance of the surfactants, electrolytes are 

often introduced.  The introduction of electrolytes into the surfactant solution enhances 

the solubility of the DNAPL.  Electrolytes also help to prevent interaction between the 

surfactant and the aqueous phase allowing the maximum amount of surfactant to interact 

and solubilize the contaminant into the microemulsion phase.  The common electrolytes 

used are sodium and calcium chloride.  These electrolytes have been chosen for the 

surfactant remediation at the OU2 site. 

Vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio was chosen as the state parameter. 

Table 5.6 shows the range for these six factors.  The test period is 22.4 days.  The 

amount of DNAPL recovery at the end of the test is our objective. 

A sensitivity study using two-level-full-factorial design was performed to rank the 

factors.  Figure 5.35 shows the results from the sensitivity anal
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probability paper, the effects that are negligible are normally distributed and will tend to 

fall along a straight line, whereas significant effects will have nonzero means and will not 

lie along the straight line.  A half normal probability plot is used to take the absolute 

value of the effect.  As indicated from this figure, surfactant slug size and concentration 

are ran

 a great impact on the objective, and they are ranked into 

another

 

ked as the most sensitive variables.  The interaction between the two most 

sensitive factors, sodium chloride concentration in the surfactant slug and the vertical-to-

horizontal permeability ratio, has

 group.  Other variables and interactions have relatively insignificant effect on 

the objective, DNAPL recovery. 

D-Optimal design was selected and performed to generate the response model 

using the pre-selected factors.  Figure 5.36 shows the response surface generated for the 

sodium chloride concentration in water preflush and water postflush.  The contaminant 

recovery is maximized over a range of electrolyte concentration before and after the 

surfactant injection.  Similarly, Figure 5.37 shows the response surface for surfactant 

concentration and slug size.  The highest contaminant recovery is for the case with 

largest amount of surfactant injected.  Forty simulations were selected by the RSM 

design.  Figure 5.38 compares the DNAPL removal at the end of the simulation time of 

22.4 days.  It is very clear that run number 37 is the best scenario with the highest 

DNAPL removal.  Figure 5.39 indicates that in run number 37 the time to remove about 

250 gallons of NAPL is cut to half compared to other simulations.  Figure 5.40 shows 

the surfactant concentration recovered from the middle extraction well SB-1.  For all the 

cases that we considered, very high (> 98%) surfactant mass recovery was observed. 

The following response model is used to perform optimization: 
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E.D.C.

××−××+××−××−××+

B.A..cRe_DNAPL −×+×+= 3551148116189 ×+×+×

FE.FD.ED.FC.EC
.DC.FB.EB.DB.CB.

.E.D.C.B.A.F.

××+××−××+××−×
×−××+××+××+××−××−

×−×−×−×−×+×−×+

FA.EA.DA.CA.BA.F

0061507304815883
391330122944390960

053295111741130911452169
2

DNAPL_Rec is the objective and its unit is in gallons.  Factors A to F should be 

in coded values and their range is from -1 to 1.  Table 5.6 defines the variables 

corresponding to factors A to F. 

A Crystal Ball model was set up based on the above response model.  We used a 

triangular probability distribution to the state variable, the vertical-to-horizontal 

perm

960180960044132

6846543638
22222

 

eability ratio.  The low value was set to 0.1 and the high value was 0.5 with the 

most l

 

L recovery is generated by Crystal Ball, with a low of 

alue of 297.82 gallons.  Figures 5.42 

and 5.4

ikely value to be 0.2.  The ranges for all the decision variables were also 

specified.  The middle values are used as the suggested (initial) values for all the factors. 

The optimizer, OptQuest, was launched with a goal of maximizing the mean of the 

DNAPL removal.  Figure 5.41 shows the process of optimization under uncertainties 

using OptQuest.  After about 600 Monte Carlo simulations, the optimal combination of 

the decision variables was found under the uncertainty from the vertical-to-horizontal 

permeability ratio.  That combination is shown in Table 5.7.  The maximum DNAPL 

recovery under the optimal combination of the variables studied is 300.32 gallons.  The 

probability distribution of DNAP

286.44 gallons, a high 308.11 gallons and a mean v

3 show the distributions.  The standard deviation is 5.0 gallons and the width of 

the range is 21.67 gallons.  The statistical data show that the DNAPL recoveries are 

tightly clustered around the mean and the risk under the ratio of vertical-to-horizontal 

permeability is relatively small. 
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5.3.5 Effect of Well Pattern and Rate Configuration 

In order to compare the effect of well pattern on contaminant removal, a 

divergent-line-drive well pattern was also considered (Figure 5.44).  There are four 

extraction wells instead of three as in the real field test.  Two extraction wells are 

located in the north and the other tw

jectors in the middle.  There is a monitoring well on each side of the injection 

line.  This well pattern is symmetric along the y direction, not in x.  The previous 

direct-line-drive well pattern is symmetric in the x direction.  The area covered by the 

direct-line-drive pattern is 450 ft2 whereas that by the divergent-line-drive pattern is 394 

ft2. 

For the divergent-line-drive pattern, we also considered two different rate 

configurations (Table 5.8).  The first configuration has the same total injection rate (7.5 

gpm) and total extraction rate (11.1 gpm) as previous simulations.  The over-extraction 

is about 150%.  The results were not sensitive to this change.  The secon

ration has both higher total injection rate (8.57 gpm) and higher total extraction 

rate (14.55 gpm).  The over-extraction is therefore increased to about 170%.  There is 

an increase of 17.13% for the DNAPL recovery.  The decision on rate configuration 

depends on field operating conditions, such as the depth to the water table, pumping 

capacity, and treatment capacity. 

5.3.6 Effect of Salinity Concentr

rom the sensitivity study, we have learned that the electrolyte concentration in 

r postflush has relatively small effect on the DNAPL recovery for the cases 

here.  Since the salinity gradient plays a big role for a surfacta

es in oilfield applications (Hirasaki et al., 1980), two scenarios considered were 

alinity decrease and incremental salinity decrease.  Tables 5.9 and 5.10 give the 
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details f

grading. rn with higher total injection rate and higher 

tota t

water po n Figure 5.45. 

5.3. u

T  manner to remove the 

r design 

ed were the well-field configuration and rates, surfactant mass, and 

electrol

this type of recovery process.  

To opti

PL recovery as 

DNPL recovery from the aquifer.  The electrolyte concentration in surfactant 

or these simulations.  Only one simulation was run for each postflush salinity 

  Divergent-line-drive well patte

l ex raction rate was used in these simulations.  The results were insensitive to the 

stflush salinity configuration as shown i

7 S mmary and Conclusion 

he objectives here were to determine the most efficient

volume of DNAPL that had infiltrated into the subsurface.  The three majo

parameters consider

yte concentration.  UT_IRSP approach is used to design and optimize the 

process by incorporating the experimental design, response surface model, and 

distributed computing to increase the efficiency to reach the optimum solution.  To 

demonstrate our approach, we used the data from the surfactant test conducted at the Hill 

Air Force Base Operable Unit 2.  UTCHEM was used to simulate the surfactant 

injection and extraction process to remove the volume of DNAPL from the subsurface. 

The two well patterns we used for this study were direct line drive and divergent 

line drive.  These well patterns are commonly used in 

mize the performance of the surfactants, electrolytes such as sodium chloride are 

often introduced.  Two salinity concentration scenarios were compared.  Based upon 

the results that were generated by UTCHEM during the surfactant design process, the 

following conclusions are made: 

 The well patterns considered had no significant effect on DNA

long as the total injection and extraction rates were kept the same.  More 

DNAPL is removed if higher injection and extraction rates are used. 

 Surfactant slug size and concentration are the most critical factors that affect 
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y scenarios considered 

5.4.1 Introduction 

ooding is considered a high-risk process and has not made a 

significan

technical and financial decisions must be made.  It is extremely difficult to establish an 

nd fluid data and uncertain 

chemic

cisions.  Table 5.11 

slug and the vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio are ranked as the next 

group of sensitive factors. 

 Under the conditions of our simulations, the two-salinit

had no effect on the DNAPL recovery. 

 This approach can identify the most sensitive parameters, obtain the optimal 

combination of decision variables, and quantify the risk. 

5.4 DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF IMPROVED OIL RECOVERY PROCESSES 

Improved oil recovery (IOR) techniques have been developed and successfully 

tested in pilots with high tertiary oil recovery by oil industry for several decades.  As an 

example of IOR, surfactant fl

t contribution to U.S. EOR production because of the high chemical costs, low 

and uncertain oil price, relatively long project life, and the lack of confidence in the 

process performance.  However, under the current high crude oil price, surfactant 

flooding has a potential to be economical but with careful reservoir and fluids 

characterizations and process modeling and optimization. 

In the process of implementing a commercial surfactant flooding project, both 

optimal decision due to the lack of accurate reservoir a

al costs, oil price, tax, and discount rate.  Clearly, an efficient method is required 

that helps the engineers make optimal decisions in spite of uncertainties. 

For a surfactant flood, the uncertain parameters are from the reservoir and fluid 

properties and crude oil price.  Under these uncertainties, an optimal combination of the 

decision variables is obtained in order to make project de
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summa

 

ally and the results were analyzed manually.  This made the study 

cumber

working environment of the platform greatly increases the 

efficien

rizes the previous published work (Brown et al., 1984; Gittler et al., 1985; Barua 

et al., 1986; Jakobson et al., 1994; Wu et al., 1996; Qu et al., 1998; Zerpa et al., 2004; 

Zhang et al., 2005b) on surfactant flood design and optimization. 

As indicated in the table, this is the first time that a systematic design and 

optimization of surfactant flooding has been studied taking into account the uncertainties 

due to reservoir properties and crude oil and chemical prices.  None of the previous 

works have taken all these uncertainties into account at the same time.  They also 

suffered either from lack of an economic model or no consideration of uncertainties. 

The majority of these sensitivity studies were done by varying one design parameter at a 

time.  Therefore, interactions between the factors were ignored.  The simulations were 

run sequenti

some and inefficient. 

In this section, we present a practical, systematic, and efficient approach 

(UT_IRSP approach) to design and optimize a surfactant flood taking into account 

technical and economic uncertainties.  The post-processing utilities of UT_IRSP 

minimize the human involvement for analysis of voluminous simulation output.  The 

automated and user-friendly 

cy and accuracy for reservoir simulation design and optimization studies. 

5.4.2 Reservoir Model Description 

UT_IRSP approach is applied to an actual onshore U.S. dolomite reservoir.  The 

reservoir is a potential candidate for surfactant flooding since it has already been 

waterflooded to near its economic limit and is otherwise subject to abandonment.  The 

quarter-symmetry element of a 40-acre five-spot pattern is modeled.  The quarter-five-

spot is 660 ft in both x- and y-directions with a thickness of 30 ft. 
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 with an injector located at grid (1, 1) and a 

produc

bility field is generated by matrix 

decomp

case.  Figure 5.46 shows an example of the permeability field used in the 

simulat

l of total divalent 

cations

ining different concentrations of surfactant and polymer was injected, 

followe

polymer drive and subsequent water injection.  Based on our own laboratory 

data, a

The simulation grid is 11 × 11 × 5

er at (11, 11).  Both injection and production wells are completed over the entire 

reservoir thickness with a constant injection pressure of 2500 psia and producing 

bottomhole pressure of 300 psia.  The permea

osition method.  A spherical variogram and a log-normal permeability 

distribution are assumed.  A Dykstra-Parsons coefficient of 0.75, a mean permeability of 

80 md, a correlation length of 200 ft in the x and y directions, and a correlation length of 

25 ft in the z-direction are used to generate the permeability field for the base case.  The 

permeability distribution is isotropic with a vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio of 

0.1 in the base 

ions. 

A constant porosity of 0.16 and a constant initial water saturation of 0.293 were 

used.  The reservoir pressure is about 1975 psia corresponding to a depth of about 4700 

ft.  The reservoir temperature is 100oF.  Water and oil viscosities are 0.7 and 5 cp, 

respectively.  Based on the analysis of the formation water, the initial electrolytes are 

about 1.026 meq/ml of total anion (32,600 mg/l of Cl-) and 0.070 meq/m

 (2100 mg/l of Ca++). 

In each simulation, first water was injected to reach a certain WOR and then a 

chemical slug conta

d by a polymer drive with different polymer concentrations.  The salinity was at 

optimum during the chemical slug at 0.445 meq/ml and was reduced to below optimum 

during the 

 blend of 2% surfactant, 4% alcohol with the reservoir crude oil at the reservoir 

temperature of 100oF yielded a solubilization ratio of about 20 at the optimum salinity of 

1.5 wt% NaCl. 
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mong the most influential factors affecting a chemical 

flood p

e listed in Table 5.13.  Even though the reservoir has 

been w

itial formation water salinity.  The 

salinity

actor varies from its low to high value.  Design-Expert 

identifies the top ten influential factors as given in Figure 5.47.  For the design factors 

5.4.3 Procedure and Results Discussion 

The net present value (NPV) is chosen as our objective function (response), and 

our goal is to find an optimal combination of design variables under uncertainties from 

the state parameters to maximize the average NPV. 

Table 5.12 lists the eleven state parameters along with their low, base, and high 

value settings based on our experience and judgment.  The first four parameters are used 

to generate permeability fields and the last four are for economic analysis.  Based on our 

experience, vertical-to-horizontal permeability ratio, waterflood residual oil saturation, 

and surfactant adsorption are also a

rocess. 

The design variables ar

aterflooded to about 98 to 99% water cut, the duration of pre-water flood is still 

included as one design variable in order to investigate its significance in the case of a 

reservoir at early stage of waterflooding.  Since the produced reservoir water is re-

injected, the salinity of the pre-water flooding is the in

 of the surfactant slug is the optimum salinity of 0.445 meq/ml. 

Table 5.14 lists the economic factors that UT_IRSP takes into account.  For this 

case, we perform a discounted cash flow calculation before tax and we assume there is no 

initial capital cost. 

The Plackett-Burman design was chosen to investigate the effects of the 19 

factors (11 state parameters and 8 design variables).  Twenty reservoir simulations were 

designed. 

Figure 5.47 shows the results where the effect on the x axis represents the change 

in the average response when a f
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and the

, surfactant adsorption, and average reservoir 

permea

NPV is obtained when 

surfact

 reservoir conditions studied, the order from most to least influential factors is the 

crude oil price, the duration of waterflooding prior to chemical injection, salinity in the 

polymer drive, correlation length in the x direction for permeability distribution, 

surfactant slug size, formation heterogeneity (Dykstra-Parsons coefficient), price of 

polymer, waterflood residual oil saturation

bility.  These ten factors are then used to generate the quadratic model for the 

process optimization.  It should be noted that Design-Expert can only handle a 

maximum of ten continuous factors in its response surface designs.  The remaining nine 

factors are set to their base values. 

The central composite design (CCD) is used to generate the response model and 

158 simulations are performed. 

Figure 5.48 shows the response surface generated for the surfactant slug size in 

PV and surfactant adsorption in mg/g rock.  The highest 

ant adsorption is at the minimum and when the surfactant slug size is 0.1 PV with 

the surfactant concentration of 0.02 volume fraction. 

The NPV at the economic limit for all the 158 simulations is shown in Figure 

5.49.  The corresponding economic limit is given in Figure 5.50.  The simulations with 

no bar associated with them represent those that were not economical.  We chose the 

seven cases with NPV greater than $4 million and plot their cumulative oil recovery and 

NPV in Figures 5.51 and 5.52.  The results emphasize the importance of coupling 

economic calculations to the optimization process for chemical flooding projects.  Table 

5.15 summarizes the design variables for the seven best cases.  Figure 5.53 compares 

the chemical oil recovery to that of a continuous waterflood for simulation Case 134, 

which yielded the highest NPV. 
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rs of 

perties or reservoir fluids and two are based on the 

econom

as not accomplishing anything.  The water 

was basi

the other hand as shown in Figure 5.56, the total oil concentration left in most parts of the 

reservoir

25% mo

Table 5.16 shows the results for a simulation in which the oil price is assumed to 

be roughly the current oil price of $50/bbl.  For this case all the uncertain parameters are 

set to the base values and the three design variables are set to more favorable values.  In 

order to get a statistical quantification of the profitability under uncertainties, the 

following optimization step is performed. 

A Crystal Ball model is developed based on the quadratic model found from the 

RSM analysis.  The triangular distributions are then assigned to all the state parameters 

with their base value as the most likely value.  The ranges for all the decision variables 

were also specified.  The optimizer, OptQuest, is launched with a goal of maximizing 

the mean NPV.  After about 400 Monte Carlo simulations, the optimal combination of 

the decision variables is found under uncertainties.  This is for a case where surfactant 

slug size is 0.1 PV, the initial waterflood duration is 1.0 PV, and salt concentration added 

to the polymer drive is the same as that in the surfactant slug.   

The NPV probability distribution is generated by Crystal Ball, with a minimum 

value of $240,000 and maximum of $4,480,000 with an average value of $2,000,000. 

The coefficient of variability is 0.38 (Figure 5.54).  With seven uncertain paramete

which five are from reservoir pro

ics, the most likely NPV is about $2,000,000.  Figure 5.55 shows the oil 

concentration left in the reservoir after 9099 days continuous waterflooding.  It can be 

seen that after 5000 days the waterflooding w

cally being recycled and about 30% to 40% of the oil cannot be produced.  On 

 after 9050 days of surfactant flooding is about 5% to 10%.  Overall, about 

re oil can be produced by using surfactant flooding. 
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T

simulatio

runs usin

base cas onth regardless of the method used.  

Acc in

minutes 

file, 1 m

and 60 m

11 days to process 158 runs.  If we perform the above stated simulation runs on a cluster 

with 16 processors using UT_IRSP approach, the total time is about 0.29 days.  The 

entire project time can be saved by a factor of 40.  Table 5.17 and Figure 5.57 show this 

comparison results.  The time spent on simulation job execution can be saved by a factor 

of 16 using the 16-processor cluster.  Due to the powerful postprocessor of UT_IRSP, 

the time spent on analyzing the simulation results can be saved by a factor of 95.  From 

Figures 5.58 and 5.59, we also see that the postprocessing time reduces from 63% of the 

total analysis time, using traditional simulation method, to 24% using our approach. 

5.4.4 Summary and Conclusion 

UT_IRSP approach was applied to a field-scale surfactant/polymer flood to find 

the optimal values of design variables that will maximize the NPV.  Based on the work 

presented, the following can be summarized: 

 An integrated cost analysis model is crucial to design and optimize surfactant 

floods. 

 With optimal design variables for the case studied, the mean NPV is $2 million 

with the coefficient of variability of 0.38.  This is for oil price from $30/bbl to 

$70/bbl. 

he time saving on UT_IRSP approach compared to the traditional reservoir 

n method is analyzed based on performing 158 surfactant/polymer simulation 

g UTCHEM (Delshad, 2005).  The time needed to set up the input file for the 

e is somewhere from one week to one m

ord g to our experience on using traditional simulation method, it takes about 5 

to set up an input file for each simulation run by modifying the base case input 

inute to submit the simulation job, 30 minutes for each execution on a processor, 

inutes to postprocess the results for each simulation.  The overall time is about 
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 For the case and reservoir conditio s we studied, the most critical factors that 

affect the surfactant/polymer floods are: (1) oil price, (2) duration of waterflood 

prio  drive, and 

(4) the horizontal 

to nce ch hi  can 

significantly save tim  for process optimization by a large factor compared to 

traditional method.  This time savings includes for input preparation, 

postprocessing the simulation results, and the simulation execution time.

n

r to the chemical injection, (3) salt concentration in the polymer

correlation leng

our experie

th. 

, the approa According  proposed in t s dissertation

e
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Table 5.1: Effe of Optimized Well Pla t on Oil Recovery 

ell 
t 

After Well
Placement

IP) OR(%OOIP

rence Increm
Percen

(%

1 1.93 2.40 0.47 24.35 

2 2.16 0 6 2.63 .47 21.7

3 1.83 0 2 2.35 .52 28.4

4 1.18 0 1 1.73 .55 46.6

5 2.62 2.93 0.31 11.83 

6 3.49 3.88 0.39 11.17 

7 1.19 0 4 1.77 .58 48.7

8 2.61 0 6 3.17 .56 21.4

9 2.65 3.12 0.47 17.74 

10 2.20 2.55 0.35 15.91 
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ble 5.2: Comparison of D-Optimal Design and One Simulation per Gridbloc

 ell Location
e

R (We
-Optimal d  One s ulation per gr

1 (1, 25)  2.40%  2 (6, 4)   2.47%

2 (1, 25)  2.63% (7, 21)  2.64% 

3 (1 .35% (3, 23)  2.39% , 24)  2

4 (1 .73% (3, 23)  1.75% , 25)  1

5 (3, 19)  2.93% (3, 14)  3.15% 

6 (1, 16)  3.88% (3, 22)  3.95% 

7 (17, 19)  1.77%  

8 (7, 1)  3.17%   

9 (1, .12%   14)  3  (1, 14) 3.12% 

10 5% ( 2)  2.7  (7, 25)  2.5 5, 2 6%

 
 

Table 5.3: Two-Level Full-Factorial Design Settings for Four Uncertain Variables 

ctor  ctual ode A ed HiFa  Name A  Low C d Low ctual High Cod gh 

A lting 1 -1 +1 Fau  2 

B ram Sho +1 Variog rt -1 Long 

C PVT 1 -1 2 +1 

D Relperm 1 -1 2 +1 
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Table 5.4: Oil Recovery Comparison Before the Well Placement and After 

Faulting1_Long_ 
W ario
pvt1_relperm1 

re We
Placement 

er
(%OOIP) 

er
Placement 

Reco
(%OOIP) 

Incremental 
Percentage 

(%
ellScen 3_ Oil Recov

Befo ll Aft

y Oil 

 Well 

very ) 

Realization-1 2.0074 3.4599 72.36 
Realization-  .7709 9  2 1.9361 3  4.77
Realization-3 626 3.118 113.18 1.4  

 
 
 
 

Table 5.5: S ange  D-Optimal 

Factor N +Actual -Coded +Coded

ettings (R s) for Design and Uncertain Parameters for 96
Design 

ame Units Type -Actual 

A id
Block +1 X  Continuous 14 21 -1 Gr

B Y -1 +1 Grid 
Block Continuous 17 24 

C _3 -1 +1  Variogram  Discrete Faulting1
Short_1 

Faulting1
Long

D  -1 +1  PVT  Discrete pvt1 pvt2

E Relperm  Discrete relperm1 relperm2 -1 +1 
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Tabl eter 

PreNa:  Electrolyte concentration in water pre-flush 
SurfNa: Electrolyte concentration in surfactant injection 
PostNa: Electrolyte concentration in water post-flush 
SurfConc: Surfactant concentration 

 

le gn for on Var

Factor Name Units ctual - d 

e 5.6: Decision Variables and State Param

 

SurfSlug: Surfactant slug size 
Pz/Px:  Ratio of vertical-to-horizontal permeability 

Tab  5.7: Optimum Desi  the Decisi iables 

 

- Actual + A  Coded + Code

A PreNa meq/ml_water 0.0051 -0.13 1 1 

B SurfNa meq/ml_w 0.04 -ater 0.12 1 1 

C PostNa meq/ml_w .0051 -ater 0 0.1 1 1 

D SurfConc vol fract 0.03 0.08 -1 1 

E  day 1 5 -1 1 SurfSlug

F ratio 0.5 Pz/Px 0.1 -1 1 

Pre-w r flush chloride concentration ) ate  (meq/ml water 0.1211 

Surfactant-flush chloride concentration (meq/ml water) 0.12 

Post-water flood chloride concentration (meq/ml water) 0.0372 

Surfactant concentration (vol fraction) 0.08 

Surfactant slug size (days) 5 



Table 5.8: Different Rate Configurations 
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Table 5.9: Pumping Schedule for Sudden Salinity Decrease Design 

 
 
 
 

nfiguCo ration 1 
Rates 

Direct Divergent 

Configuration 2 
Divergent 

Injection rate for each 
well, gpm (ft3/day) 2.5 (481) 2.5 (481) 2.86 (550) 

Extraction rate for each 
well, gpm (ft3/day) 3.7 (712)  2.77 (534) 3.64 (700) 

Total inj tion rate, gpm 
/day) 7.ec

(ft3 5 (1443) 8.57 (1650) 

Total extraction rate, 
gpm (ft3/day) 11  .1 (2136) 14.55 (2800)

Over-extraction (%) 150 170 

Duration (day) Cumulative Time 
(day) Segment Electrolytes Added 

to Source Water 

1 1 Prewater flush 0.1249 eq/l Cl- 
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 

3.4 4.4 Surfactant flood 0.115 eq/l Cl- 
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 

18 22.4 Postwater flush 0.0051 eq/l Cl- 
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 
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Table 5.10: Pump dule for Incremental Salinity Decrease Desig

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Duration (day) Cum ative Time Segment Electrolytes Added 
to Source Water 

ing Sche n 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ul
(day) 

1 1 Prewater flush 0.1249 eq/l Cl- 
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 

3.4 4.4 Surfactant flood 0.115 eq/l Cl
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 

- 

6 10.4 Postwater flush 0.08 eq/l Cl- 
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 

6 16.4 Postwater flush 0.04 eq/l Cl- 
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 

6 22.4 Postwater flush 0.0051 eq/l Cl- 
0.0051 eq/l Ca2+ 
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Table 5.12: State Parameters with Uncertainty 
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P Base 
Value Lowarameters  High 

Dykstra-Parsons Coeff 0.75 0.6  0.8
Mean Permeability (md) 80 40 0 10
X-Correlation Length (ft) 200 130 0 32

Permeabil
Gener

ity
atio

ength 8 1 0 

 Field 
n 

X/Z Correlation L 1
Vertical-to atio 0.1 0.01 .5 -Horizontal Permeability R 0

Residual Oil Saturation 0.33 0.25 .4 0
Surfactant Adsorption (mg/g) 0.3 0.1 1 

Crude Oil Price ($/bbl) 50 30 70 
Surfactant Price ($/lb) 1.5 1 2 
Polymer Price ($/lb) 1.5 1 2 

Fa or Ec
Calculatio

nt Rate (%) 15 10 

ctors f onomic 
ns 

Discou 20 
 
 

 Variables Table 5.13: Design

Variables Base Low High 

Pre-Water Flood Duration (PV) 2 1.8 1 

Surfact ze (PV) 0.25 0.1 ant Slug Si 2 

Surfactant Concentration (vol. fracti 0.02 0.005 0.04 on) 

Polymer Drive Slug (PV) 0.5 0 2 

Polymer Slug Concentration (wt %) 0.075 0 0.1 

Polymer Drive Concentration (wt %) 0.075 0 0.1  

Polymer Drive Salinity (meq/ml) 0.34 0.2 0.44 

Post-Water Flu linity l) 0.04 0.04 0.44 sh Sa  (meq/m
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Ta n 

ggested 
Value 

ble 5.14: Other Economic Factors for Discounted Cash Flow Calculatio

Economical Variables Su

Water-flood Operatin 21250 g Cost ($/month) 
Chemical Slug Injecti  Cost ($/bbl) 0.2 on
Polymer Drive Injecti  Cost ($/bbl) 0.1 on
Produced Water Cost ($/bbl) 0.03 
Oil Treatment Cost ($/bbl) 0.5 

Operatin
Cost 

 Cost Ra 15 

g 

Overhead te (%) 
Royalty Rate (%) 12 
Tax Rate (%) 0 
Inflation Rate (%) 2  
Oil Price Escalation (%) 3 
Chemical Price Escalation (%) 0 

Tax and 
Economic

Rates 

Operating Cost Escalation (%) 2 

al 

Workover Cost ($) 0 
Development Drilling Cost ($) 0 
Facility and Equipment C 0 ost ($) 
Lea 0 sehold Cost ($) 

Capital Cost 

Int 0 angible Drilling Cost ($) 

Tab : Desig f P Price = 70/bbls
erflo urfactant Slug = 0.1 PV) 

ly 
 Salt

eq/ml) 

X-Correl 
gth 

(ft) 
DP C

le 5.15 n Variables o
at

Seven Highest N
od = 1  PV; S

V runs (Oil  $ ; Pre-
w .0

Sim No 
Po

Drive
(m

 Len oeff
Polymer 

Price 
($/lb) 

r 

Surf 
Adsorp 

rock) 

Mean 
Per
(md) 

So (mg/g m 

7 0.2 320 0.6 1 5 0.1 100 0.2
9 0.2 320 0.8 1 0.1 40 0.25 
85 0.44 130 0.6 2 0.25 0.1 100 
121 0.44 320 0.8 2 0.25 1 100 
129 0.2 320 0.8 2 0.4 0.1 40 
133 0.2 320 0.6 2 0.4 0.1 100 

134 0.44 130 0.6 1 0.4 0.1 100 
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Table 5.16: Profitability per Barrel Oil Produced (Oil Price = $50/bbl) 

Profitability/bbl No discount ($/bbl) With discount ($/bbl) 

Revenue 50 50 

Royalty 6 6 

Capital Cost 0 0 

Operating Cost 12.1027 11.3593 

Chemical Cost 10.7745 13.3975 

Taxes 0 0 

Profit 21.1228 19.2432 

 

Table 5.17: Time Saving on UT_IRSP Approach Compared to Traditiona Simulation 
Method Based on 158 Surfactant/Polymer Simulation Runs Using 

Traditional Simulation 
Method UT_IRSP Approach 

l 

UTCHEM 

Simulation 
Stage Total Time 

(minute) 
Time for Each 
Run (minute) 

Total Time 
(minute)  

Time 
Saving 
Factor 

Input Setup 790 5 20  40 
Simulation Job 

Submission 158 1 1  158 

Simulation Job 
Execution 4740 30 300 16 

processors 16 

Result 
Postprocessing 9480 60 100  95 

15168 421 Total Time 
252.8 hours 

 
7.02 hours 

 40 
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Figure 5.1: Reservoir Grid, Shape, and Well Locations for SPE9 

 

Figure 5.2: One Stochastic Permeability Realization
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Figure 5.4: Statis

Figure 5.3: Oil Recovery Cumulative Probability Distribution for 10 Equiprobable 
rmeability Field

tical Oil Recovery for 10 Equiprobable Permeability Field Realizations
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Figure 5.5: Oil Recovery Comparison for Well Placement using Permeability Field 
Realization 7 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Well Placement Distribution for 10 different Permeability Fields
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Figure 5.7: Reservoir Pressure for Permeability Realization 4 Before the Well Placement 
(Time = 810 day) 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Reservoir Pr ell Placement essure for Permeability Realization 4 After the W
(Time = 810 day)
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Figure 5.9: Reservoir Initial Pressure, Shape, Grid and Wells 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Initial Reservoir Pressure  
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Figure 5.11: Reservoir Permeability in Z for the First Layer 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Sensitivity Study from Two-Level Full-Factorial Design
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Figure 5.13: Oil Recovery for 16 Simulations from Two-Level Full-Factorial Design 

 

Figure 5.14: Statistical Oil Recovery from Two-Level Full-Factorial Design 
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Figure 5.15: Initial Oil Saturation 

 

Figure 5.16: Well Location Distribution for Three Realizations 
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Figure 5.17: 3D Response Surface for Well Location of Next Producer for Realization 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.18: KH Map for Realization 2 



 

Figure 5.19: Oil Saturation for Realization 2 before the Well Placement (T = 5480 day) 

 

Figu ay) re 5.20: Oil Saturation for Realization 2 after the Well Placement (T = 5480 d
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Figure 5.21: Final Cumulative Oil Recovery for 96 D-optimal Design 

 

 

Figure 5.22: Response Surface for Well Location from 96 D-optimal Design 
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Figure 5.23: Probability Tree for Uncertain Variables 

 

Figure 5.24: Optimization Results under Uncertainties 
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Figu rios re 5.25: Probability Assignment to First Three Faulting Scena

 
 

 

Figure 5.26: Probability Assignment to Faulting Scenarios 4 and 5
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Figure 5.27: Probability Assignment to Two PVT Scenarios 

 
 

 

Figure 5.28: Probability Assignment to Two Relperm Scenarios
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Figure 5.29: Optimization of Well Location Using OptQuest 
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Figure 5.29: Optimization of Well Location Using OptQuest 
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Figure 5.31: Cumulative Oil Recovery Percentiles 

 

 

Figure 5.32: Optimized Well Location Under Uncertainties
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Figure 5.33: Hill Air Force Base Operable Unit 2 Site Plan View 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.34: Three-Dimensional Grid of Site Aquifer 
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Figure 5.35: Sensitivity Study on Pre-Selected Factors 

 

 

Figure 5.36: Response Surface to Sodium Chloride Concentrations in Pre- and Post-
Water Flush 



 

Figure 5.37: Response Surface for Surfactant Concentration and Slug Size 

 

Figure 5.38: DNAPL Recoveries at the End of the Simulation Time for 40 Simulations in 
a RSM Design 
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Figure 5.39: DNAPL Recoveries From 40 Simulation Runs in a RSM Design 

 

Figure 5.40: Su mulations in a 
RSM Design 

 

rfactant Concentration From Extraction Well SB-1 for 40 Si
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Figure 5.41: Optimization Und ncertainty Using OptQuest 
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Figure 5.43: Cumulative Probability Distribution for DNAPL Recovery 
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 5.44: Divergent-Line-Drive Well Pattern 
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Figure 5.45: DNAPL Recovery for Different Salinity Design 
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Figure 5.46: An Example of Permeability Realization 
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Figure 5.47: Screening of 19 Factors With Plackett-Burman Design 

 

 

Figure 5.48: Response Surface for Surfactant Concentration and Adsorption
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Figure 5.49: Net Present Value at the Economic Limit for 158 Simulations from CCD 
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Figure 5.50: Economic Limit for 158 Simulations from CCD
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Figure 5.51: Cumulative Oil Recovery of the Seven Runs from 158 CCD Simulations 
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Figure 5.52: NPV of the Best Seven Among 158 CCD Simulations 
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Figure 5.53: Comparison of Waterflood and Surfactant Flood Oil Recovery for Run 134 
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Figure 5.54: Probability Distribution for N sent Value in Million Dollars 
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Figure 5.55: Total Oil Concentration Left in Reservoir for Continuous Waterflood after 
9099 days 

 
 

Figure 5.56: Total Oil Concentration Left in Reservoir for Surfactant Flood after 9050 
days
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Figure 5.57: Time Saving of UT_IRSP Approach Compared to Traditional Simulation 
Method 
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Figure 5.58: Percentage of Time on Each Simulation Step using Traditional Simulation 

Method
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Figure 5.59: Percentage of Time on Each Simulation Step using UT_IRSP Approach 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 S M

A user-frien

successfully

perform the flow sim ic model for discounted cash flow analysis, 3) 

an experim

simulation, and 4) a Monte Carlo algorithm ith a global optimization search engine to 

identify th

currently in berger, 

 several field-scale development design 

and optim

optimization

“faulting”

flooding design and optim

oil saturation, surfactant adsorption, price of ical, and discount rate, 

and 3) a surf

Based on the applications described and on 

the summ

Well Placement Study 

 

ork UT_IRSP were successfully applied to 

 

faulting, the degree of porosity correlation with the seismic amplitude data 

U MARY AND CONCLUSION 

dly and efficient platform called UT_IRSP has been designed and 

 implemented.  This platform integrates 1) several reservoir simulators to 

ulations, 2) an econom

ental design and response surface methodology to reduce the number of 

 w

e optimum design under conditions of uncertainty.  The reservoir simulators 

cluded in the framework are VIP of Halliburton, ECLIPSE of Schlum

and UTCHEM.  UT_IRSP approach is used in

ization projects.  These field-scale applications included 1) well placement 

 with uncertainties in the positions and number of faults (refered as 

), variograms, relative permeability, and fluid PVT data, 2) surfactant/polymer 

ization with uncertainties in reservoir characterization, residual 

 crude oil and chem

actant remediation process with uncertainties in aquifer properties. 

our experience in using this approach, 

aries and conclusions of this dissertation are presented as follows: 

The Design of Experiment (DOE), Response Surface Model (RSM), Crystal Ball 

and OptQuest modules of the framew

a well placement study using VIP.   

Uncertain parameters considered were two different scenarios for reservoir 
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s.   

“faulting” and “relperm” 

 vided fairly consistent 

 

Surfactant- Enhanced Aquifer Remediation 

ork 

 accomplished using UTCHEM. 

 

lts indicated 

ration were the most critical factors that 

(variogram), fluid PVT data such as oil density and solution gas ratio, and 

relative permeabilitie

 Among the uncertain parameters studied, “faulting” was found to be the most 

sensitive parameter that affected oil recovery. 

 Combined effects of “faulting” and “variogram” and 

were also important. 

Design of Experiment and Response Surface Method pro

results with much fewer simulations. 

The optimized well location for a new producer was successfully found and was 

consistent with our earlier exhaustive simulation study using VIP. 

 UT_IRSP was applied to the optimization of a surfactant flooding which was 

demonstrated in a contaminated aquifer at Hill Air Force Base in Utah.  This 

case was used as a test case to show the capability of the developed framew

and methodology.  The original design and optimization prior to the field 

demonstration was

 Uncertain parameter considered for this field test was the vertical to horizontal 

permeability ratio.  Decision variables were surfactant concentration and slug 

size and electrolyte concentration in the surfactant slug and water post flush. 

The objective function was the contaminant recovery.  Our resu

that the surfactant slug size and concent

affected the contaminant recovery.   

 The effect of wellfield configuration and injection/extraction rates was also 

investigated.  Contaminant recovery was fairly insensitive to the well 
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Design a

 e design and optimization of surfactant flooding 

 

tal permeability ratio, residual oil saturation, surfactant adsorption, and 

 ysis model is crucial to the design and optimization of 

  uncertain and 8 design 

f the surfactant injection, and 3) salinity gradient design. 

6.2 R

E ny different real reservoir development 

problems, there remain several additional features that can be augmented into the 

framework to enhance its capabilities for solving realistic field-scale problems.  In the 

following, some possible extensions are presented: 

configurations studied here as long as the total injection and extraction rates 

were kept the same. 

 Results from two different scenarios of salinity design were also compared and 

found to be insensitive to contaminant recovery under the conditions of this test. 

nd Optimization of Improved Oil recovery Process 

Our approach was applied to th

taking into account technical and economic uncertainties. 

Uncertain parameters were chosen to be formation permeability, vertical to 

horizon

economic factors such as discount rate and the price of crude oil and surfactant 

and polymer.  

 Design variables were surfactant slug size and concentration, polymer 

concentration, polymer drive concentration and size, and salinity during the 

flood.  The objective function in the case was the net present value (NPV). 

An integrated cost anal

surfactant floods. 

There were 158 flow simulations performed for the 11

variables.  Under reservoir conditions studied here, the most critical factors that 

affected the chemical flooding project were 1) oil price, 2) initial oil saturation at 

the time o

ECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

ven though this approach can solve ma
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 An efficient algorithm or approach to perform automatic history matching needs 

to be integrat

ed well-placement problem should be addressed.  Problems such as 

o 

 

ed into the platform. 

 Time-relat

when to drill new wells, how many to drill, drilling producers or injectors, and 

which producers need to be changed to injectors should be taken into 

consideration using UT_IRSP. 

 Optimization of well spacing for a chemical flood process and optimization for 

smart wells and well trajectory should also be good candidates for UT_IRSP t

solve. 

 Other reservoir simulators such as the CMG simulator should be added to 

UT_IRSP to enhance the capability of the framework. 

 A streamline simulator should also be integrated into UT_IRSP.  The

philosophy is that at the early life cycle of a reservoir development when the 

data are limited, investigations should start with the simplest possible model and 

simulator to save time. 

 The methodology presented in this work should be compared to the approach of 

OptQuest directly integrated with reservoir simulators. 

 Better approaches using space filling designs (e.g. Latin Hypercube Design) 

rather than the classical (traditional) experimental design methods should be 

studied. 

 The Linux-based UT_IRSP should also be converted to the Windows-based 

software in order to expand its usability.
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Appendix A: UT_IRSP User’s Guide 

perform

ems that can be solved by IRSS include 

ization, sensitivity studies to rank the important reservoir parameters, 

on to gauge the risk, the design and optimization of chemical flooding 

process

nerators, and two job schedulers for 

and/or parallel computing.  The three reservoir simulators are 

UTCHEM (Datta-Gupta et al., 1986; Delshad et al., 1996; Delshad et al., 2002; 

UTCHEM-9.0, Volumes I and II, 2000), ECLIPSE (Schlumberger, 2003A_1) and VIP 

(Landmark Graphics Corporation, 2003.4).  The two spatial stochastic field generators 

are MDM (Yang, 1990) and SGSIM of GSLIB (Deutsch and Journel, 1998).  The two 

job schedulers are Portable Batch System, PBS, (Altair Grid Technologies, LLC, 2004) 

and Load Sharing Facility, LSF, (Platform  Computing Corporation, 2003).  Seven 

single stochastic distributions have been implemented in the single stochastic algorithm 

(SSALG) class of UT_IRSP. 

In this platform, some window-based commercial software packages are used to 

design, analyze, and optimize the results from the reservoir simulation studies.  For 

A.1 Introduction 

The Integrated Reservoir Simulation System (IRSS) is a combination of software 

(UT_IRSP) and hardware (a single Linux-based machine or a cluster of Linux-based 

machines) for making engineering related decisions by solving various reservoir 

engineering problems, in which multiple reservoir simulation studies need to be 

ed and evaluated, using different methodologies. 

Currently, the reservoir engineering probl

well location optim

stochastic simulati

es, and/or a composite study that combines all the above together. 

Working as the heart of IRSS, the software UT_IRSP has integrated three 

reservoir simulators, two spatial stochastic field ge

performing distributed 

™
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experim

Expert (

is used  

Tecplot RS (Tecplot, Inc., 2004, 2003) is used for plotting UTCHEM and ECLIPSE 3D 

map n

for plott

Softwar

F

Reservo

A.2 Req e

A.2.1 Hardware 

Currently, in order to use the distributed a

UT_IRSP software is develope puting platform can be a 

single-processor Linux m

A.2.2 Softwa

S ce

the system. operly is critical for a successful 

UT_IRS u

ir simulator from GeoQuest of Schlumberger and VIP oil 

 

le Batch System (PBS) or 

Load Sharing Facility (LSF) has to be installed on the computer system by an 

ental design and response surface, a commercial software package, Design-

Stat-Ease, Inc., 2003), is used.  Crystal Ball (Decisioneering, Inc., 2004, 2001) 

for optimization and for Monte Carlo simulation to gauge the uncertainties. 

s a d the VIP’s 3DView is used for plotting VIP 3D maps.  Microsoft Excel is used 

ing the time-dependent data generated from the simulators.  Surfer (Golden 

e, Inc., 1999) can be used for variogram analysis on 3D geostatistical data. 

igure A.1 shows the entire working environment of the IRSS – Integrated 

ir Simlation System. 

uir ment 

nd parallel features of PC clusters, the 

d under Redhat Linux.  The com

achine or a Linux cluster. 

re 

in  IRSS is an integrated system, there are many software packages related to 

 Installing all these software packages pr

P r n.  In the following, we describe these software packages. 

 If ECLIPSE oil reservo

reservoir simulator from Landmark of Halliburton will be used, the simulators 

have to be installed on a Linux Operating System by an administrator. 

Currently, our cluster system “Topeka” has these two simulators installed. 

 Before the distributed jobs can be run, either Portab
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er (TACC) of The University of 

T_IRSP framework. 

A.3 UT

vided into three groups. 

administrator.  Currently the two computer systems that are used in conjunction 

with UT_IRSP are Topeka and Lonestar.  Topeka has PBS installed and 

Lonestar of Texas Advanced Computing Cent

Texas at Austin has LSF installed. 

 In the user’s home directory, a “bin” directory should be created and added to 

user’s “path”.  If C shell is used in your account, this line “setenv PATH 

${HOME}/bin:${PATH}” should be added into the “.login” file of your home 

directory.  Inside this “bin” directory the following Linux executable files and 

Linux script files should be placed: 

 “utchem93.exe” executable file: for running UTCHEM reservoir 

simulations. 

 “exhis” executable file: for processing history output files of UTCHEM 

 “mdm.exe” executable file: for using matrix decomposition method (MDM) 

to generate stochastic reservoir properties - 

 “sgsim.exe” executable file: for using Sequential Gaussian Simulation 

program of GSLIB to generate the spatial stochastic field data. 

 “writeCorefil.sh”, “writeExecfil.sh”, and “rmZeroFile” Linux script files: 

for running VIP oil reservoir simulations. 

 “UT_IRSP” executable file: for running U

_IRSP Class Diagram 

UT_IRSP works as the heart of the system; without it the whole system will fall 

apart.  The UT_IRSP is designed with the object oriented concept in mind and is written 

in C++.  Currently, it contains one main program and 18 classes (Figure A.2).  The 

whole software can be di
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ntains only “UT_IRSP” and works as the front end to the 

framew

 generated according to user’s specification.  All 

the s ter processors either in sequential 

(one  at a time), distributed (multiple simulations to a cluster of processors), or 

paral storage 

devic number of the 

simu  running mode (sequential/distributed/parallel), 

and (4) the factors that are under investigation and how these factors are varied for each 

simu t file is also needed to generate the single or spatial 

stoch tributions.  The sequential Gaussian (SGSIM) model from 

GSLIB is one of the two geostatistical modules available in the framework.  For 

analyzing a chemical flood process, the net present value (NPV) is usually preferred as 

the objective function.  Therefore, the ec

calcu

contains eight classes: “UtchemTableFile”, 

“EclipseTableFile”, “VipTableFile”, “UtchemMultiMap”, “UtchemStatisMap”, 

“Utc rocUtility”.  The output of the 

simu anipulation or 

grap

The main program co

ork.  Once the framework is launched, the user needs to provide the study name 

and select the numerical reservoir simulator of interest. 

The pre-processing group contains ten classes: “PassInstStoc”, “Simulator”, 

“UTCHEM”, “ECLIPSE”, “VIP”, “MDM”, “GSLIB”, “PreProcUtility”, “SSALG”, and 

“Token”.  This section of the code reads the instruction and/or stochastic files first.  

Multiple simulation input files will be

imulation jobs are then submitted to the compu

 simulation

lel mode.  The simulation output files will be saved hierarchically on a 

e.  The instruction file contains the following data: (1) the 

lations, (2) the run number, (3) the

lation.  The stochastic inpu

astic fields from the dis

onomic input file should be provided to 

late and analyze the economic related variables. 

The post-processing module 

hemMapCom”, “UtchemEconomic”, and “PostP

lations will be collected and summarized either for further data m

hical presentations. 
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A.4 UT_IRSP Compilation 

In addition to the C++ source code, there should be a make file (“makefile”).  

User can copy all the source code files along with the make file into a directory and 

execute the m  the UT_IRSP code, a Linux 

exec copy 

or m wing 

show

SP.cpp 

T_IRSP.cpp PassInstStoc.cpp Simulator.cpp UTCHEM.cpp ECLIPSE.cpp\ 
eTableFile.cpp VipTableFile.cpp\ 

tchemMultiMap.cpp UtchemStatisMap.cpp UtchemMapCom.cpp\ 

SALG.cpp UtchemEconomic.cpp\ 

BJS = $(SRCS:.cpp=.o) 
 

XX = g++ 
AGS = -Wall -g 

S) 
LAGS) -o $@ $(OBJS) 

 
UT

IB.h 

tor.h 

UT
Ut

VIP.o: VIP.h Simulator.h VipTableFile.h Token.h 

UtchemTableFile.o: UtchemTableFile.h PostProcUtility.h UtchemEconomic.h 

ake file.  After the successful compilation of

utable file - UT_IRSP will be generated in the same directory.  Then user can 

ove UT_IRSP to the “bin” directory in the user’s home directory.  The follo

s the content of the “makefile”:  
 
# makefile to compile and run the UT_IR
 
SRCS = \ 
U
VIP.cpp UtchemTableFile.cpp Eclips
U
PostProcUtility.cpp PreProcUtility.cpp MDM.cpp GSLIB.cpp Token.cpp\ 
S
 
O
PROG = UT_IRSP
C
CXXFL
 
$(PROG): $(OBJ
        $(CXX) $(CXXF

_IRSP.o: PassInstStoc.h Simulator.h UTCHEM.h ECLIPSE.h VIP.h 
 
PassInstStoc.o: PassInstStoc.h Simulator.h Token.h PreProcUtility.h MDM.h 
GSL
 
Simulator.o: Simula
 

CHEM.o: UTCHEM.h Simulator.h PreProcUtility.h UtchemTableFile.h 
chemMultiMap.h UtchemStatisMap.h Token.h 

 
ECLIPSE.o: ECLIPSE.h Simulator.h EclipseTableFile.h Token.h 
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UtchemEconomic.o: UtchemEconomic.h PostProcUtility.h 

 

ocUtility.h SSALG.h Token.h 

 
To

  
er

T

system.  compiler is already available and there is no need for additional 

licen . 

A.5 Stor

B

labels it e simulation base case input file and 

corr o

and/or st

 
EclipseTableFile.o: EclipseTableFile.h PostProcUtility.h 
 
VipTableFile.o: VipTableFile.h PostProcUtility.h 
 
UtchemMultiMap.o: UtchemMultiMap.h UtchemMapCom.h PostProcUtility.h 
 
UtchemStatisMap.o: UtchemStatisMap.h UtchemMapCom.h PostProcUtility.h 

PostProcUtility.o: PostProcUtility.h 
 
UtchemMapCom.o: UtchemMapCom.h 
 
MDM.o: MDM.h PreProcUtility.h 
 
GSLIB.o: GSLIB.h PreProcUtility.h 
 
PreProcUtility.o: PrePr
 
SSALG.o: SSALG.h 

ken.o: Token.h 
 
clean: 
      rm -f $(OBJS) *~ core* 
v yclean: clean 
        rm -f $(PROG) 

he C++ compiler used is “g++” available as part of the Redhat Linux operating 

 Therefore, the

se

age Hierarchy 

efore making an UT_IRSP run, a user normally creates a new directory and 

the same as the study name, e.g., SPE9.  Th

esp nding includ files if any for ECLIPSE and VIP along with the instruction file 

ochastic file and/or economic file should be placed in this new directory.   
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A

(“utchem ipse” or “vip”) will be generated, if the run is related to stochastic 

m” or “gslib” directory will also be created (Figure A.3).  

Under 

ectory.  

The resu

A.5 show

A.6 _

A.6.1 St

O re successfully installed, the following steps are 

need  t

 

 

 

  output data.  

The prompts will show the running status.  After a MDM, GSLIB, or any 

fter the UT_IRSP run is completed, a directory after the simulator’s name 

”, “ecl

simulation, then either “md

each simulator’s directory, “preProcess” and “postProcess” subdirectorties will be 

created by the framework.  For each study, in general the base case should be run first 

before other runs are executed.  Hence, immediately inside “preProcess” folder or 

“postProcess” subdirectories are the directories named after the run number, e.g., run-1, 

run-2, etc. and the results from each run will be saved in the corresponding dir

lts from the base case are saved in “baseCase” directory (Figure A.4).  Figure 

s how data are saved in “mdm” and “gslib” directories. 

UT IRSP Description 

eps of Making UT_IRSP Run 

nce all the relevant files a

ed o make a successful UT_IRSP run. 

Use the study name or project name to create a new directory. 

Create the simulation input files and make sure they are in the same directory as 

above along with user’s instruction file and/or the stochastic file and/or the 

economic file. 

 Create all includ files if there are any and keep them in the same directory as 

above.  Includ files are only applicable to ECLIPSE and VIP simulation runs. 

Run UT_IRSP executable file by just typing “UT_IRSP” and “Enter” key in 

your Linux console and follow the prompts. 

Wait for the run to finish and then proceed to analyze the simulation
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shes, there is a prompt to indicate the change in job 

 

 and data specified in the instruction file.  Therefore, the keywords in 

the inst

lation input file(s). 

 In e or 

in d

“5*78.52” or “4*pvt1.inc”.  

 For the instruction, stochastic, and economic files, the first-level keyword is 

gi  nd then a TAB.  

reservoir simulation job fini

status. 

A.6.2 General Description 

The following points are important for completing a successful UT_IRSP run. 

UT_IRSP uses keyword matching to find the corresponding keyword in the reservoir 

simulator input file(s) and then changes the data under that keyword according to the 

user’s instruction

ruction file should be identical to those in the flow simulation input file(s). 

 The order of the keywords specified in the instruction file matters.  It has to be 

the same as the order of those in the simu

 th  instruction, stochastic, and economic files, if the same input data (

clu  file name) appear several times consecutively, they can be specified as 

ven after a marker “*---- ”, a star followed by four dashes a

The second-level keyword is given after a marker “*%%%% ”, a star followed 

by four percentage signs and then a TAB.  All the lines that begin with “CC” 

are considered as comment lines. 

 For well-placement studies, user should include the well along with all other 

associated data in the input file first before the UT_IRSP is run.  The initial 

assignment of the well location is not important since UT_IRSP is going to place 

it in different places.  However, the other data (rates, skins, etc) of the well will 

not be changed; therefore, these data have to be initially valid data. 
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er needs to 

specify

e 

source 

 the original data specified in the input file. 

-placement studies.  The user needs to specify values 

for eac

.  The final section is used to perform the sensitivity 

studies

d the detailed explanation of each keyword, please 

refer to Appendix B. 

A.6.3 Instruction File Description

For any UT_IRSP run, an instruction file has to be created.  UT_IRSP will read 

the user’s instructions from this file first and then make the simulation runs as instructed.  

There are five sections in the instruction file.  In the first section, us

 the total number of simulations to be run, the run number following which 

UT_IRSP will create folders, and the running mode (whether it will be distributed runs or 

sequential runs). 

To study reservoir properties such as permeability, porosity, or saturation, the 

instruction and other corresponding data should be given in the second section.  Th

for these data is one of the below options. 

• A single stochastic distribution such as triangular or normal distribution 

• A Spatial stochastic data generated using a program such as MDM or 

GSLIB 

• Data provided by the user 

• Multipliers of

The third section is for well

h parameter and that is the only option available for this section.  The fourth 

section is for performing the economic studies of chemical flooding projects.  Users 

have to provide the values for each parameter in this section.  Currently, this feature is 

implemented only for UTCHEM

 by using include files.  Again, users have to provide the values for each 

parameter in this section.  Since UTCHEM does not have the feature of taking include 

files, this section is only for VIP and ECLIPSE.  Currently, only VIP has been tested. 

For a sample instruction file an
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A.6.4 S

 file should be provided only if there is at least a stochastic study 

astic) involved.  If not, the value under “STOC” 

keywor

esired, another input file that 

contain

le.  Here, “CFEM” and “salt3d” are the study names. 

nd the detailed explanation of each keyword, 

please refer to Appendix B. 

 can be studied by UT_IRSP.  The economic calculation can also include 

operating costs, capital costs, and tax. 

tochastic File Description 

The stochastic

(single stochastic or spatial stoch

d in the first section of the instruction file should be specified as zero. 

If the parameter under investigation is a single stochastic datum, the user should 

specify the single stochastic distribution under this keyword in the stochastic file.  If the 

keyword for the study is a spatial stochastic datum, the user needs to provide the input 

data for the spatial stochastic generator either “MDM” or “GSLIB”.  The user makes the 

selection of the spatial stochastic generator in the second section of the instruction file. 

If the conditional spatial stochastic simulation is d

s the data to condition the field needs to be placed in the same directory as the 

instruction file.  “CFEM.dat2” is used for MDM and “salt3d.par” is used for GSLIB, as 

an examp

For a sample of the stochastic file a

A.6.5 Economic File Description 

The economic file is provided only if the study is on the design and optimization 

of a chemical flooding using UTCHEM with the net present value (NPV) as the objective 

function.  If not, the value under “ECO” keyword in the first section of the instruction 

file should be specified as zero. 

Not every parameter in this section can have multiple values.  Only the 

parameters on the price of oil, surfactant, and polymer, the real discount rate, and the oil 

price escalation
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 data for the objective function either cumulative oil recovery or NPV 

can be

A.6.7 UTCHEM Simulation Description 

orm all the functionalities of UT_IRSP, 

except th

For a sample economic file and the detailed explanation of each keyword, please 

refer to Appendix B. 

A.6.6 End Point File Description 

UT_IRSP generates “endOOIP.txt” file in which the oil recovery as the 

percentage of the original oil in place (OOIP) and cumulative oil production at the end of 

the simulation time are saved for each simulation run.  If the net present value (NPV) is 

used as the objective function when a chemical flooding project is under evaluation, 

“endEconomic.txt” file will also be generated.  For each simulation run, information 

such as the economic limit, NPV at the economic limit, and the amount and cost for the 

chemicals used at the economic limit are saved in this file. 

The final

 easily copied to any experimental design package for further statistical data 

analysis. 

UTCHEM so far has the ability to perf

e sensitivity studies by using include files. 

Before making a UT_IRSP run using UTCHEM, the “INPUT” file of UTCHEM 

should be renamed as “CFEM.base” and the “HEAD” file should be renamed as 

“CFEM.head”.  Here, “CFEM” is the study name.  The instruction file should be 

named as “CFEM.inst” and if needed, the stochastic file should be named as 

“CFEM.stoc” and the economic file should be “CFEM.econ”.  These five files should be 

placed in the same directory, usually named as “CFEM”.  UT_IRSP jobs are now ready 

for execution. 
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 UTCHEM input file.  If the pattern is not 

exactly

p files will be generated from UTCHEM simulation output data.  

3-D ma

t statistical 3D map files for UTCHEM 

simulat

ssure, phase saturations, permeability, and porosity.  

These 

 158 simulation runs. 

Unlike ECLIPSE and VIP, UTCHEM is not a keyword-driven reservoir 

simulator.  Therefore, the UT_IRSP performs the keyword-matching technique by 

assuming certain keywords for UTCHEM.  For example, for permeability in the x 

direction, if “PERMX” is used in the instruction file and stochastic file, then UT_IRSP is 

going to look for this pattern: “*---- PERMX”, a star followed by four dashes, then a 

TAB followed by the keyword, inside the

 like this, UT_IRSP is unable to find the targeted keyword.  For restart 

simulations, user needs to change the value for the “RESTART” keyword from “0” to 

“1” in the first section of the instruction file.  The restart file from the previous 

simulation should be renamed “INPUT2” and copied to the same directory as the 

instruction file. 

Multiple 3D ma

ps of species concentration, reservoir pressure, and oil saturation are generated for 

each simulation.  These files are in Tecplot format and can be displayed and saved as a 

video file (avi)  by Tecplot.  3D maps of permeability and porosity can also be 

generated for each simulation. 

UT_IRSP provides four differen

ions.  High, low, average, and standard deviation data are available for 

component concentrations, pre

files are saved in two different file format, Tecplot and Excel.  For the files in 

Excel format, the maps are displayed one layer at a time.  For the Tecplot format, the 

video files can be created from statistical maps of species concentrations, reservoir 

pressure, and oil saturation.  Figure A.6 shows an example of a standard deviation map 

of permeability in the x direction from
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lysis of a chemical 

flooding project using UTCHEM.  The “profitPerBBL.txt” file in the run number 

directory stores the profitability and costs respectively for each barrel of oil produced for 

each run ry, NPV, cumulative oil production, yearly oil 

prodution as a function of time are written to separate files.  Each file includes the data 

for all the simulations. 

It is worth mentioning that cumulative oil recovery versus time, cannot be opened 

by Excel d uattro Pro of 

WordPerfect Office is used to transpose (switch the columns and rows) the data.  After 

the tran y Excel.  

A.6.8 ECLIPSE Simulation Description 

 stochastic and well placement studies using 

ECLIPS

 input file of ECLIPSE as 

the original name such as “SPE9.DATA”, as an example.  Here, “SPE9” is the study 

name.  ed as “SPE9.inst” and if needed, the stochastic 

file should be named as “SPE9.stoc”.  All three files should be placed in the same 

director

For each simulation run, UT_IRSP also provides Excel format output files for 

important time-dependent variables such as cumulative oil recovery and average reservoir 

pressure.  High, low, average, and standard deviation data are easily plotted in Excel by 

using these files.  Figure A.7 shows an example water cut statistical data as a function of 

time from 16 simulations.  The high, low, average, and one standard deviation away 

from the average are plotted in this figure. 

Some additional files are generated for the economic ana

.  Inside the “CashFlow” directo

ue to the limitation in number of columns in Excel.  Q

sposition, the data can then be handled b

Using UT_IRSP, we can perform

E. 

Before making a UT_IRSP run, the user can keep the

The instruction file should be nam

y, usually named as “SPE9”. 
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In order to let UT_IRSP correctly process ECLIPSE “SPE9.RSM” output files for 

multiple run mat.  “SPE9.RSM” file 

records the tim ulation output data.  User should include the following 

“Summ t” file in the “SUMMARY” section of ECLIPSE input file to keep the files 

with the sam  in the “SPE9” 

directory. content of the “Summary.txt” file is listed below. 
 

- Average pressure for field and for every FIP region. 

P(%) 
E 

l prod rate and cumulative oil prod for field. 
PT 
PR 

ter prod rate and cumulative water prod for field. 
PT 

- Instantaneous wat cut for field. 

 Water inj rate and cumulative wat inj for field. 

IR 

 field. 
R 

 FGIT 

n place for field and for every FIP region. 

 ROIP 

s, the data in these files should have the same for

e-dependent sim

ary.tx

e format.  “Summary.txt” file should also be placed

 The 

-
FPR 
-- RPR 
-- / 
 
-- OOI
FO
 
-- Oi
FO
FO
 
-- Wa
FW
FWPR 
 
-
FWCT 
 
--
FWIT 
FW
 
-- Gas inj rate and cumulative gas inj for
-- FGI
--
 
-- Instantaneous GOR for field. 
FGOR 
 
-- Oil i
FOIP 
--
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 Wat in place for field and for every FIP region. 
IP 

n place for field and for every FIP region. 

 RGIP 

- Aquifer influx rate for field and every analytic aquifer. 

lative oil prod for every well. 

WWIT 

 
/ 

-- Gas inj rate and cumulative gas inj for every well. 

-- / 

-- / 
 

-- / 
 
--
FW
-- RWIP 
-- / 
 
-- Gas i
FGIP 
--
-- / 
 
-
-- FAQR 
-- AAQR 
 
-- / 
 
-- Well bottom hole pressure 
WBHP 
/ 
 
-- Oil prod rate and cumu
WOPT 
/ 
WOPR 
/ 
 
-- Water inj rate and cumulative wat inj for every well. 

/ 
WWIR 
/ 
 
-- Instantaneous wat cuts for every well. 
WWCT

 

-- WGIT 

-- WGIR 
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1 / 

le. 

SP with 

ECLIP  the seventh variable of the keyword “RPTSCHED” in the 

9.RSM” files. 

A.6.9 VIP Simulation Description 

ion, well placement, and sensitivity analysis can be performed 

using i

-- Instantaneous GOR for every well. 
WGOR 
/ 
 
-- System control parameter 
TCPU 
NEWTON 
ELAPSED 
MAXDPR 
 
RPTONLY 
SEPARATE 
 
RPTSMRY 
 

Because “Tecplot RS” uses “SPE9.grid” file to display 3D maps, the grid file has 

to be generated for the ECLIPSE run by a nonzero value for “GRIDFILE” keyword in the 

“GRID” section input file.  Tecplot RS uses the unified summary file to handle the time-

dependent variables.  Therefore, “UNIFOUT” keyword has to be given in the 

“RUNSPEC” section of input fi

Another important issue that needs attention is, when using UT_IR

SE simulator,

“SCHEDULE” section of the input file needs to be a value greater than one.  Otherwise, 

there is no guarantee that the reporting times from all the simulations to be at the same 

time for the “SPE

Once the above instructions are followed, the UT_IRSP jobs are ready for 

execution. 

Stochastic simulat

nclude files with the VIP simulator. 
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 for a VIP run.  One is for the initialization and the other 

one is  wells and their injection/production schedules.  Before making 

a UT_I al 

names 

d be named as “salt3d.inst” and if needed, the stochastic 

file sho

d as “salt3d”.  All the include files, if any, should also be placed 

in the same direcotry as other files.  Subsequently, the UT_IRSP jobs are ready for 

execution. 

T_IRSP will search for an output file named as “salt3dr_field.sss” post-

process  generate time-dependent variables for each run.  In order to 

make sure that “salt3dr_field.sss” file along with all other necessary information will be 

reported, the following keywords to control the output data should be used in the 

initialization input file of VIP: 

AP FORM P SO SG SW POR KX KY KZ KH DEP MDEP TOP PV 

PRINT ALL 

In order to use VIP’s “3D View” to display the 3D maps of a simulation study, the 

“*.vdb” file (VIP’s database file) has to be created.  Therefore, the keyword “NOVDB” 

cannot be used. 

In the execution input file of VIP, the following keywords to control the output 

data needs to be specified: 

WMAP TIME 

WPLOT TIME 1 

PRINT ITERL FIELD WELLS WLSUM WLLYR WELCMP WLLCMP SIM 

TIME 

There are two input files

for specifying the

RSP run using VIP, the user can keep the input files of VIP using the origin

as “salt3di.dat” and “salt3dr.dat”, as an example.  Here, “salt3d” is the study 

name.  The instruction file shoul

uld be named as “salt3d.stoc”.  These four files should be placed in the same 

diretory, usually name

U

ing directory to

M
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PRINT SSSUM TIME 

ALLCOMP ON 

MAPOUT P SO SG SW RS RV BOF BG GOR WCUT RSW VISO VISG PV 

SSSUM FIELD TAB HEADER DATE OREC GREC PZ QOP QGP QWP QGI 

QWI COP CGP CWP CGI CWI 

SSSUM WELL TAB HEADER DATE QO I COP CGP 

CWP CGI CWI BHP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P QGP QWP QGI QW
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Figure A.1: IRSS - Integrated Reservoir Simulation System 

 

Figure A.2: UML Class Diagram for Framework - UT_IRSP 
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Figure A.3: UT_IRSP Storage Hierarchy 1 

 

 

Figure A.4: UT_IRSP Storage Hierarchy 2 
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Figure A.5: UT_IRSP Storage Hierarchy 3 
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Figure A.6: An Example of Statistical Map File of UT_IRSP - Standard Deviation of 158 
Permeability Fields 
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Figure A.7: An Example of Statistical Summary File of UT_IRSP 
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Appendix B: Templates for Input Files 

B.1 UT_IRSP INSTRUCTION FILE 
 

CC******************************************************************************** 

CC 

CC  This is the instruction file for performing reservoir simulation studies 

CC using IRSP.   

CC 

CC Note:  This is an example template that contains all the functionalities  

CC that IRSP is able to perform at this time.  The user needs to  

CC specify the sections and parameters that he/she is going to use. 

CC The rest of the sections do not have to be used, or they can be commented 

CC out by adding a "CC" at the beginning of the line, or a "0" value can  

CC be given under the related keyword to make IRSP ignore the whole section. 

CC              

CC******************************************************************************** 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC  PART 1: Basic Information for the Runs 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CC NOSIM: Number of Simulations; 0: Only run the base case 

CC RERUN: 0: For initial run; 1: For rerun everything; 2: For rerun the 

CC       simulations only 

CC        Note: This flag is only for the purpose of code development.  Always  

CC    set to "0". 

CC RESTART: 0: For original simulation runs; 1: For  

CC   restart  runs. 

CC RUNNUM: The study case name (i.e., run-1, run-2, etc.)  

CC PROCESSOR: 0: Runs on PBS system; 1: Runs on LSF system; 2: Sequential runs  

CC     on a single processor 

CC STOC: 0: None of stochastic option is used; 1: Only single stochastic;  

CC   2: Spatial Stochastic  

CC ECO: 0: Economic calculation is not included; 1: Economic calculation is  

CC     performed 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- NOSIM RERUN RESTART   RUNNUM PROCESSOR STOC ECO 

 80 0   0     20   2         1  1  
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC  PART 2: For Study on Reservoir Properties 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CC PAR = PORO, PERMX, PERMY, PERMZ, etc. 

CC Note: The parameters specified here have to be exactly the same as those 

CC used in the simulation input file that you are going to run. 

CC 

CC PAR = 0: No Change; -1: Single Stochastic Data; -2: Spatial Stochastic Data;  

CC   -3: Selected Values; -4: Multiplier. 

CC 

CC For Single and Spatial Stochastic Data: 

CC SEED = -1: The NOSIM of random numbers is given by the user; 

CC SEED = -2: The stochastic field doesn't need to be repeated; 

CC SEED = Any positive integer: The stochastic field will be repeated by using 

CC  the same seed value next time. 

CC 

CC For Spatial Stochastic Data: 

CC SSGEN = 1: Use MDM to generate the stochastic field. 

CC SSGEN = 2: Use SGSIM of GSLIB to generate stochastic field. 

CC  

CC For Selected Values (-3) and Multiplier (-4), provide the NOSIM of values. 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CC Reservoir Porosity Data  

*---- PORO SSGEN  SEED 

 0 -1 78653  

CC 

CC Reservoir Permeability in X direction  

*---- PERMX SSGEN SEED 

 -2 1 69069  

CC 

CC Reservoir Permeability in Y direction  

*---- PERMY SSGEN SEED 

 0 -2 2 69069  

CC 

CC Reservoir Permeability in Z direction  

*---- PERMZ SSGEN  SEED 

 -3 80*0.1  

CC 

CC Initial Water Saturation 

*---- SWI 

 0 -3 1.2 3.4 6.7 
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CC 

CC Residual Oil Saturation at Low Capillary Number 

*---- S2RWC 

 0 -3 80*0.1 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC  PART3: For Study on Well Properties 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

CC 

CC IDW = The name or ID of the well to be studied. 

CC   0: this well placement study section will be ignored. 

CC DEVI = no: Well coordinates specified in normal place;  

CC   yes: Well coordinates specified in PERF section. (This flag is mainly  

CC  for VIP)  

CC PAR = IW, JW, RW, SWELL, etc. 

CC 

CC 1. The well schedule to be studied should be included in the base case input 

file.  Otherwise, IRSP can not find the data for the well.   

CC 2. Always provide the "IDW". 

CC 3. Only provide the studied PAR(IW, JW, SWELL, etc). 

CC 4. TThis section should be ended by two lines containing "CC" followed by 

additional line containing  "/". 

CC . 

CC  

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CC Well Placement study section  

CC The ID of the well studied 

*---- IDW  DEVI 

 0 PO_1_6 yes  

CC 

CC The X coordinate of the well 

*%%%% IW 

 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7

 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9

 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10

 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 12

 12 12 12 12 12 

CC 

CC The Y coordinate of the well 

*%%%% JW 

 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 20 21 22 23

 24 25 26 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 20

 21 22 23 24 25 26 20 21 22 23 24
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 25 26 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 20 21

 22 23 24 25 26 

CC 

CC The skin of the well 

*%%%% SWELL 

 0 

CC 

CC 

/ 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

CC  PART4: Chemical Flooding Studies 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CC This section is used for chemical flooding sensitivity studies on slug size, 

CC surfactant concentration, polymer concentration, chloride concentration, 

CC calcium concentration and the period of water flooding  

CC before the onset of chemical injection (pre-flush), etc.  

CC 

CC CHEM: 0: this section will be ignored; 1: chemical flooding study 

CC    

CC 

CC Currently, this section is designed only for UTCHEM simulator. 

CC 

CC This section should be ended by two lines containing "CC" followed by 

additional line containing h "/". 

CC . 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CC Chemical section 

*---- CHEM 

 1 

CC 

CC Pre-water flood period in PV(cumulative injection time in PV) 

*%%%% W_SLUG 

 80*1.8 

CC 

CC Surfactant slug size (cumulative injection time in PV) 

*%%%% C_SLUG 

 0.1 2 0.1 2 1.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.05 1.05 0.1

 2 1.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.05 0.1 1.05 0.1 0.1 2

 2 1.05 2 2 2 2 2 0.1 2 2 1.05

 0.1 2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.05 2 1.05 0.1 0.1

 2 0.1 2 2 2 0.1 2 2 2 0.1 2
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 2 1.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 2 0.1 2 2 2 0.1

 0.1 1.05 2 0.1 0.1 2 0.1 2 0.1 1.05 0.1

 0.1 2 0.1 

CC 

CC Polymer drive size (cumulative injection time in PV) 

*%%%% P_SLUG 

 80*0.5 

CC 

CC Surfactant concentration [volume fraction] 

*%%%% SURFACT 

 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.04 0.0225 0.04 0.005 0.005 0.0225 0.0225 0.005

 0.005 0.0225 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.0225 0.005 0.0225 0.04 0.04 0.005

 0.04 0.0225 0.005 0.005 0.04 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.0225

 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.005 0.0225 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.04

 0.005 0.04 0.04 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.04

 0.04 0.0225 0.04 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.005

 0.005 0.0225 0.04 0.005 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.0225 0.005

 0.005 0.005 0.0225 

CC 

CC Polymer concentration in the surfactant slug [weight%] 

*%%%% POLYSLUG 

 80*0.075 

CC 

CC Polymer drive concentration [weight%] 

*%%%% POLYDRIVE 

 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.05 0 0.1 0 0.05 0.05 0

 0.1 0.05 0 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1

 0 0.05 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0.1 0 0.05

 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.1 0

 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0

 0.1 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0 0

 0.1 0.05 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 0.05 0.1

 0 0 0.05 

CC 

CC Critical micelle concentration (CMC) - epsme 

*%%%% EPSME 

 80*0.001 

CC 

CC Height of the binodal curve at zero salinity 

*%%%% HBNC70 

 80*0.08 

CC 

CC Height of the binodal curve at optimal salinity 

*%%%% HBNC71 
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 80*0.029 

CC 

CC Height of the binodal curve at 2 x optimal salinity 

*%%%% HBNC72 

 80*0.06 

CC 

CC Initial chloride concentration [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% InitCHL  

 80*1.026 

CC 

CC Initial calcium concentration [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% InitCAL 

 80*0.0701 

CC 

CC Chloride concentration in water preflush [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% PreWaterCHL  

 80*1.026 

CC 

CC Calcium concentration in water preflush [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% PreWaterCAL  

 80*0.0701 

CC 

CC Chloride concentration in surfactant slug [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% SurfCHL  

 80*0.445 

CC 

CC Calcium concentration in surfactant slug [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% SurfCAL  

 80*0.0 

CC 

CC Chloride concentration in polymer drive [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% PolyCHL  

 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.32 0.44 0.2 0.2 0.32 0.32 0.2

 0.44 0.32 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.32 0.2 0.32 0.44 0.2 0.2

 0.44 0.32 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.32

 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.32 0.2 0.32 0.44 0.44

 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.2

 0.44 0.32 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.2

 0.2 0.32 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.44 0.44

 0.44 0.2 0.32 

CC 

CC Calcium concentration in polymer drive [Fmeq per ml water] 

*%%%% PolyCAL  

 80*0.0 
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CC 

CC Chloride concentration in water postflush [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% PostWaterCHL  

 80*0.04 

CC 

CC Calcium concentration in water postflush [meq per ml water] 

*%%%% PostWaterCAL  

 80*0.0 

CC 

CC Oil phase residual saturation at low capillary number  

*%%%% S2RWC 

 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.325 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.325 0.4 0.25

 0.4 0.325 0.4 0.25 0.25 0.325 0.25 0.325 0.4 0.4 0.4

 0.4 0.325 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.325

 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.325 0.25 0.325 0.4 0.25

 0.4 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.25 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.25

 0.25 0.325 0.25 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.4

 0.4 0.325 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.325 0.25

 0.25 0.25 0.325 

CC 

CC The Surfactant adsorption parameter (dimensionless) 

*%%%% AD31 

 15 1.5 1.5 15 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 8.25 8.25 15

 15 8.25 1.5 1.5 1.5 8.25 15 8.25 15 15 15

 15 8.25 15 15 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 15 8.25

 15 15 1.5 1.5 1.5 15 8.25 1.5 8.25 15 15

 1.5 15 15 1.5 15 15 15 1.5 1.5 1.5 15

 1.5 8.25 1.5 1.5 1.5 15 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 15

 15 8.25 15 15 15 1.5 1.5 1.5 15 8.25 1.5

 1.5 15 8.25 

CC 

CC The Surfactant adsorption parameter (ml_meq) 

*%%%% AD32 

 80*0.25 

CC 

CC The Surfactant adsorption parameter (Vol. of Water per Vol. of Surf.) 

*%%%% B3D 

 80*1000 

CC 

CC The Polymer adsorption parameter (dimensionless) 

*%%%% AD41 

 80*1.4 

CC 

CC The Polymer adsorption parameter (ml_meq) 
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*%%%% AD42 

 80*0.5 

CC 

CC The Polymer adsorption parameter (Vol. of Water per weight percentage of 

polymer) 

*%%%% B4D 

 80*100 

CC 

CC Specify the output file extensions of production history files for economic 

analysis 

*%%%% PROD 

 .HIST02 

CC 

CC Specify the output file extensions of injection historiy files for economic 

analysis 

*%%%% INJ  

 .HIST01 

CC The column numbers that "exhis" will use to extract information from a 

production well for economic analysis 

CC PV TIME(DAY) TOTAL_PROD(STB) OIL_RECOVERY(FRACT) TOTAL_PROD_RATE(STB_D) 

WATER_CONC OIL_CONC SURF_CONC POLY_CONC CHL_CONC CAL_CONC 

*%%%% prodExhisNum 

 1 2 3 5 6 19 23 27 31 35 39 

CC The column numbers that "exhis" will use to extract information from a 

injection well for economic analysis 

CC PV TIME(DAY) TOTAL_INJ(STB) TOTAL_INJ_RATE(STB_D) 

*%%%% injExhisNum 

 1 2 3 4  

CC 

CC 

/ 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC PART5: Sensitivity using Include Files 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CC For ECLIPSE and VIP, include files are used to assign different values of a 

certain variable for the purpose of sensitivity studies. CC.  This section is 

intended  

CC to use the include files to perform sensitivity studies  

CC 

CC FILE: 0: this section is ignored; 1: the includ files appear in the  

CC   VIP CORE input file; 2: the include files appear in the VIP EXEC  

CC   input file. 

CC     The last two choices of this parameter are for VIP only  since VIP  
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CC has two input files. 

CC For ECLIPSE, then set anything other than "0".  Putting "0", this  

CC section will be ignored. 

CC 

CC 1. This section should be ended by two lines containing "CC" followed by 

additional line containing h "/". 

CC .. 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

CC 

*---- FILE 

 0 

CC 

CC File #1 

*%%%% Faulting1.lgr 

 2*Faulting2.lgr 

 Faulting1.lgr 

 Faulting2.lgr 

 3*Faulting1.lgr 

 Faulting2.lgr 

 Faulting1.lgr 

 3*Faulting2.lgr 

 Faulting1.lgr 

 Faulting2.lgr 

 Faulting1.lgr 

 3*Faulting2.lgr 

 3*Faulting1.lgr 

 Faulting2.lgr 

 Faulting1.lgr 

 4*Faulting2.lgr 

 5*Faulting1.lgr 

CC 

CC File #2 

*%%%% relperm1.inc 

 relperm1.inc 

 relperm2.inc 

 2*relperm1.inc 

 2*relperm2.inc 

 relperm1.inc  

 relperm2.inc 

 relperm1.inc 

 3*relperm2.inc 

 4*relperm1.inc 

 relperm2.inc 
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 relperm1.inc  

 2*relperm2.inc 

 5*relperm1.inc 

 2*relperm2.inc 

 relperm1.inc  

 4*relperm2.inc 

CC 

CC File #3 

*%%%% pvt1.inc 

 pvt2.inc 

 3*pvt1.inc 

 5*pvt2.inc 

 2*pvt1.inc 

 3*pvt2.inc 

 3*pvt1.inc 

 pvt2.inc 

 3*pvt1.inc 

 2*pvt2.inc 

 2*pvt1.inc 

 2*pvt2.inc 

 pvt1.inc 

 pvt2.inc 

 2*pvt1.inc 

 pvt2.inc 

CC 

CC File #4 

*%%%% Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Short_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 

 2*Faulting1_Short_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting1_Short_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Short_1.vdb 

 2*Faulting2_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Long_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Short_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Long_1.vdb 

 2*Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 
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 Faulting1_Short_1.vdb 

 Faulting2_Short_1.vdb 

 Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 

 4*Faulting2_Short_1.vdb 

 4*Faulting1_Short_1.vdb 

 Faulting1_Long_1.vdb 

CC 

CC File #5 

*%%%% Faulting1.fml 

 2*Faulting2.fml 

 Faulting1.fml 

 Faulting2.fml 

 3*Faulting1.fml 

 Faulting2.fml 

 Faulting1.fml 

 3*Faulting2.fml 

 Faulting1.fml 

 Faulting2.fml 

 Faulting1.fml 

 3*Faulting2.fml 

 3*Faulting1.fml 

 Faulting2.fml 

 Faulting1.fml 

 4*Faulting2.fml 

 5*Faulting1.fml 

CC 

CC 

/ 

B.2 UT_IRSP STOCHASTIC FILE 
 

CC******************************************************************************** 

CC 

CC      This is the stochastic data file  

CC 

CC      Note:  This is an example template that contains the single stochastic  

CC   distribution. It contains the input parameters for stochastic field 

CC   generator MDM and SGSIM of GSLIB  

CC 

CC        Specify the sections and parameters related to each method.t. Other 

sections can be commented out by inserting a "CC" to the beginning of each line. 

CC              

CC******************************************************************************** 
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CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

CC 

CC For Single Stochastic Data: 

CC 

CC UNIFORM:  high low 

CC TRIANGULAR: high low mode 

CC NORMAL: mean std-dev 

CC LOGNORMAL: logarithmic-mean logarithmic-std-dev offset 

CC EXPONENTIAL: parameter 

CC BETA: low high exp1 exp2 

CC RAYLEIGH: parameter 

CC 

CC For Spatial Stochastic Data: 

CC 

CC A. For MDM Method: 

CC 1. Number of Gridblocks in X, Y and Z Directions 

CC 2. Gridblock Sizes in X, Y and Z Directions (minimum value for variable 

gridblock size case) 

CC  3. Dykstra-Parsons Coefficient(DPC) = 0: selected value; 1: stochastic data  

CC  4. Correlation Length in X(CLX) = 0: selected value; 1: stochastic data 

CC  5. Correlation Length in Y(CLY) = 0: selected value; 1: stochastic data 

CC  6. Correlation Length in Z(CLZ) = 0: selected value; 1: stochastic data 

CC  7. MEAN = 0: selected value; 1: stochastic data. 

CC   

CC For items 4 through 6,  

CC provide the SEED and the information of the PDF if the stochastic data 

option is selected.  

CC to calculate it.  

CC 

CC B. For GSLIB Method: [(conditional) sequential Gaussian simulation] 

CC Line 1. Number of Gridblocks in X, Y and Z Directions 

CC Line 2. Gridblocks sizes in X, Y and Z Directions (minimum value for 

variable gridblock size case) 

CC Line 3. STD: standard deviation ("AND") MEAN: the mean value of the 

CC   calculated variable 

CC Line 4. DATAFL: For conditional simulation, specify the input file path  

CC     and name. If the file doesn't exist, it will be an 

CC     unconditional simulation 

CC Line 5. ICOLX, ICOLY, ICOLVR, ICOLWT and ICOLSEC: the column numbers of  

CC   x, y, z coordinates, variable to be simulated, the declustering 

CC   weight, and the secondary variable in DATAFL 

CC Line 6. RADIUS_HMax, RADIUS_HMin, RADIUS_Vert: search radii 

CC Line 7. SANG1, SANG2, SANG3: angles for search ellipsoid 
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CC Line 8. Size of covariance lookup table, should be at least as big as  

CC   the nx, ny and nz, and should be odd numbers 

CC  Line 9. KTYPE: Kriging Type (0 = Simple Kriging; 1 = Ordinary Kriging; 

CC   3 = Kriging with an external drift; 4 = Collocated cokriging 

CC   with one secondary variable) SK is required by theory; only 

CC   in cases where the number of original data found in the  

CC   neighborhood is large enough, OK can be used without the risk 

CC   of spreading data values beyond their range of influence. 

CC    rho: correlation coefficient; varred: variance reduction factor  

CC   (the last two variables are used only when KTYPE = 4)   

CC Line 10. NST: the number of semivariogram structures.  C0: the isotropic 

CC    nugget constant 

CC Line 11. IT: the type of the structure (1 = spherical, 2 = exponential,  

CC        3 = Gaussian, 4 = power, 5 = hole effect) 

CC          CC: the sill of that structure minus the nugget or sill of  

CC        the previous structure; 

CC          ANG1, ANG2, Ang3: are the angle defined in Chapter 2 of GSLIB 

CC    User's Guide.  They define the geometric anisotropy. 

CC Line 12. AA_HMax: the maximum horizontal range. AA_HMin: the minimum 

CC        horizontal range.  AA_Vert: the vertical range. 

CC 

CC (Line 6, 7 can be obtained by the help of Surfer only when dealing with 

CC  strong anisotropy) 

CC (The values of the parameters (from Line 10 to Line 12) can be generated  

CC  by using Surfer) 

CC (Lines 11 and 12 need to be repeated NST number of times) 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC  Reservoir Porosity - POR 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- POR ----* 

*---- UNIFORM 

 0.25 0.45  

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC  Reservoir Permeability in X Direction - PERMX 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- PERMX ----* 

*---- NX NY NZ 

 11 11 6  

*---- DX DY DZ 

 60 60 5 
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*---- DPC DPSEED 

 0 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7

 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.6

 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6

 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.8

 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8

 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8

 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.7

 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.7 

CC 

*---- CLX CLXSEED 

 0 80*200  

CC 

*---- CLY CLYSEED 

 0 80*200  

CC 

*---- CLZ CLZSEED 

 0 80*25  

CC 

*---- MEAN 

 0 40 100 100 100 70 40 40 100 70 70

 100 100 70 40 100 100 70 40 70 40 40

 100 100 70 100 40 100 100 100 100 100 40

 70 40 100 40 40 40 100 40 40 70 40

 40 100 100 40 40 100 100 100 40 40 100

 40 40 70 40 40 40 100 40 40 40 40

 40 100 70 40 40 100 40 40 100 100 70

 100 100 40 70 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC  Reservoir Permeability in Y Direction - PERMY 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- IPERMY ----* 

24 25 15 

300 300 8 

1.2 456.6 

input.par  

1  2  0  3  5  0 

25000 25000 0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

31 31 17 

1  5.4  7.8 

1  0.81 
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1  0.2  0.0  0.0  0.0 

129000  129000  0.0 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

B.3 UT_IRSP ECONOMIC FILE 
 

CC******************************************************************************** 

CC 

CC      This is the economic data file  

CC 

CC******************************************************************************** 

 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC General Information 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- Production Multiplier if quarter of five spot is modeled Specific 

weight of Surfactant (psi/ft, water specific weight = 0.433 psi/ft) 

 4    0.42 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC  Operating Costs 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- Waterflood Operating Cost ($/month) 

 21250 

*---- Chemical Slug Injection Cost ($/bbl) 

 0.2 

*---- Polymer Drive Injection Cost ($/bbl) 

 0.1 

*---- Produced Water Cost ($/bbl) 

 0.03 

*---- Oil Treatment Cost ($/bbl) 

 0.5 

*---- Overhead Cost 

 0.15 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC Oil and Chemical Prices  

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
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CC 

*---- Oil Price ($/bbl) 

 30 30 70 70 50 70 30 30 30 50 30

 70 50 70 70 30 50 70 50 70 70 30

 30 50 30 30 70 30 70 30 30 70 50

 30 70 30 30 30 70 50 30 50 30 70

 70 30 30 70 30 70 30 70 30 30 70

 70 50 70 30 70 70 30 70 70 30 70

 70 50 30 30 30 70 70 30 70 50 30

 70 70 50 

*---- Surfactant Price ($/lb) 

 80*1.5 

*---- Polymer Price ($/lb) 

 80*1.5 

*---- Alkali Price ($/lb) 

 0.07 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC Tax and Economic Rates 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- Royalty 

 0.12 

*---- Tax Rate 

 0.0 

*---- Inflation Rate 

 0.02 

*---- Real Discount Rate 

 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.15 0.15 0.1

 0.2 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.1

 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.15

 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.1

 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1

 0.2 0.15 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.15 0.2

 0.2 0.2 0.15 

*---- Oil Price Escalation 

 80*0.03  

*---- Chemical Price Escalation 

 0.0 

*---- Operating Cost Escalation 

 0.02 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
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CC  Capital Costs 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

*---- Workover Cost ($) 

 0.0 

*---- Development Drilling Cost ($) 

 0.0 

*---- Facility and Equipment ($) 

 0.0 

*---- Leasehold Cost ($) 

 0.0 

*---- Intangible Drilling Cost ($) 

 0.0  

*---- Company Type (1: major; 2: independent) 

 1 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 

CC 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
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Appendix C: Base-case Input Files for UTCHEM Simulations 

C.1 SURFACTANT-ENHANCED AQUIFER REMEDIATION FOR HILL AFB OU2 SITE 

 
CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                  * 

CC    BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATA SET : UTCHEM (VERSION 9.0)          * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                  * 

CC  SIMULATION OF 3X3 SEAR TEST                                     * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC  LENGTH (FT) : 177. FT          PROCESS :  SURFACTANT INJECTION  * 

CC  THICKNESS (FT) : 19  FT        INJ. RATE (FT3/DAY) : 385 CFD    *  

CC  WIDTH (FT) : 66   FT                                   2 GPM    * 

CC  POROSITY : 0.27                PROD. RATE:           577.5 CFD  * 

CC  GRID BLOCKS : 2040                                     3 GPM    * 

CC  DATE :  08/19/98             * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                  * 

CC    RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION                                         * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC Run number 

*---- RUNNO 

UTEX51 

CC 

CC Title and run description 

*---- title(i) 

RUN # EX51 (BASED ON HILLAFB SEAR TEST)  

PHASE II SURF. INJ  

USING UTCHEM 9.0 

CC 

CC SIMULATION FLAGS 

*---- IMODE IMES IDISPC ICWM ICAP IREACT IBIO ICOORD ITREAC ITC  IGAS  IENG  

        1    2     0     0    0     0     0     1      0     0    0     0  

CC 
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CC no. of gridblocks, flag specifies constant or variable grid size,unit 

*---- NX    NY    NZ  IDXYZ  IUNIT 

      20     17    6     2      0  

CC 

CC GRID SIZE OF BLOCK IN X DIRECTION  

*---- DX(I), FOR I=1 TO NX 

          45        12        9         6         4         2.5       2.5       

2.5       2.5       2.5  

          2.5       2.5       2.5       2.5       2.5       4         6         9         

12        45  

CC 

CC GRID SIZE OF BLOCK IN Y DIRECTION 

*---- DY(I), FOR I=1 TO NY 

          9         6         4         2.5       2.5       2.5       2.5       

2.5       2.5       2.5  

          2.5       2.5       2.5       2.5       4         6         9  

CC 

CC GRID SIZE OF BLOCK IN Z DIRECTION  

*----DZ(I), FOR I=1 TO NZ 

        6.5     4.5     3       2       1.5     2  

CC 

CC total no. of components, no. of tracers, no. of gel components 

*----n    no    ntw    nta    ngc    ng    noth  

     6    0      0      0      0     0      0  

CC 

CC Name of the components 

*----spname(i) for i=1 to n 

Water  

Oil  

Surf.  

Polymer  

Chloride  

Calcium  

CC 

CC flag indicating if the component is included in calculations or not 

*----icf(kc) for kc=1,n  

      1  1  1  0  1  1  

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                  * 

CC    OUTPUT OPTIONS                                                * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 
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CC 

CC FLAG TO WRITE TO UNIT 3, FLAG FOR PV OR DAYS TO PRINT OR TO STOP THE RUN 

*---- ICUMTM  ISTOP  IOUTGMS 

        0       0       0  

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE PROFILE OF KCTH COMPONENT SHOULD BE WRITTEN 

*---- IPRFLG(KC),KC=1,N 

        1  1  1  0  1  1  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR PRES.,SAT.,TOTAL CONC.,TRACER CONC.,CAP.,GEL, ALKALINE PROFILES 

*---- IPPRES IPSAT IPCTOT IPBIO IPCAP IPGEL IPALK IPTEMP IPOBS 

        1      1      1      0     0     0     0     0      0  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES TO UNIT 4 (Prof)  

*---- ICKL IVIS IPER ICNM ICSE IHYSTP IFOAMP INONEQ 

       0    1    0    0    0    0    0    0  

CC 

CC FLAG  for variables to PROF output file 

*---- IADS IVEL IRKF IPHSE 

       0    0    0    0  

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                  * 

CC    RESERVOIR PROPERTIES                                          * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC 

CC MAX. SIMULATION TIME (DAYS) 

*---- TMAX  

      22.4  

CC 

CC ROCK COMPRESSIBILITY (1/PSI), STAND. PRESSURE(PSIA) 

*---- COMPR                PSTAND 

        0                   14.7  

CC 

CC FLAGS INDICATING CONSTANT OR VARIABLE POROSITY, X,Y,AND Z PERMEABILITY 

*---- IPOR1  IPERMX IPERMY IPERMZ IMOD 

        0      2      3      3     1  

CC 

CC CONSTANT POROSITY FOR WHOLE RESERVOIR  

*---- PORC1 

       0.27  

CC 
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CC VARIABLE PERMEABILITY FOR EACH CELL 

*---- PERMX(I),FOR I=1 TO NX*NY*NZ 

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   2280      

2500      2425      3360      10790     14630  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   14870     16020     8660      8630      

9461      8230      11540     6423      5371      6399      3412      17540     

5399      10340     16350     6946      17740  

          30080     8079      19060     15810     4749      7984      4286      

7575      5451      5690      11170     29090     31690     17230     11750     

9469      8120      8843      3036      2761  

          27100     9843      11480     16350     28790     19160     14790     

10160     21990     12240     8192      9732      7980      10170     5765      

3318      11530     16580     5381      3523  

          58190     29160     19240     30450     23660     19930     18160     

17440     12390     7561      15880     18300     19670     21130     19880     

9469      16310     11850     8385      2129  

          31870     47070     50540     34340     51820     58090     16720     

11570     6503      7387      37000     49090     48410     28940     57510     

78590     37670     24250     7709      4395  

          13770     8106      8857      26490     28490     51070     15960     

6730      4305      3216      2202      9864      16890     21380     104600    

131800    248600    54100     40170     43000  

          5738      7777      13270     22550     63960     45080     10870     

2669      3525      8935      12260     12320     28970     29290     51840     

47050     171800    212700    228500    259500  

          21620     15760     19590     103800    223000    74060     50880     

16410     6621      13510     13320     23800     25270     82940     34390     

50810     30300     53540     91030     0.00001  

          8007      31930     145100    210200    158900    42980     23790     

15200     8058      5184      5070      12670     13600     18350     25140     

32510     20250     35580     35160     0.00001  

          21360     19900     20500     28320     13820     9690      11970     

3662      5964      4623      3090      3053      5862      13480     14440     

20260     18300     23520     33880     0.00001  

          5588      6039      5633      15400     7678      10820     10160     

12740     5614      10860     7885      7841      6965      11710     10770     

10880     20450     99720     237900    0.00001  

          1701      3346      3820      6662      4701      11760     34000     

8667      8950      8497      8016      3468      4443      34000     8696      

5808      4813      8558      10220     0.00001  

          711.3     814.2     1298      1909      5365      3882      6854      

12240     12950     8552      6867      9015      4432      4887      2676      

6323      8277      14880     27350     0.00001  
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          880.9     1747      1665      2218      1749      2634      4171      

3778      6447      4287      3947      4339      9766      5248      5559      

4600      6505      8871      0.00001   0.00001  

          306.8     578.2     1606      3254      4742      7075      4634      

9992      3527      3008      6702      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          168.4     681.3     1257      3006      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   18680     2305      

3921      6039      15900     7412      4278  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   18500     5182      8688      1418      

1305      645.9     3602      5641      3534      10860     3673      6299      

5843      3263      6346      10920     8152  

          0.00001   0.00001   48470     8827      18070     25490     16930     

11960     19200     15550     4338      4218      2911      4107      8471      

9688      12590     16920     15870     9829  

          38570     12740     12770     11630     27640     22530     34000     

9514      8063      8413      2929      3956      6920      34000     1093      

1811      3957      6969      12390     0.00001  

          11230     11360     30950     14320     14330     14850     9656      

12250     11300     8407      13080     12810     25550     20170     12380     

10730     7510      1774      1395      0.00001  

          12420     19650     40780     67170     43210     16000     17240     

30760     27790     30970     8863      7184      14850     18220     24080     

22420     31810     4439      1729      0.00001  

          9699      32970     27180     9550      13700     27700     6292      

23250     14940     4909      3476      8360      5597      14020     42110     

20130     30910     31490     18340     0.00001  

          7841      16440     10930     15220     26230     38350     34000     

6113      4636      2203      34000     1301      4290      34000     16070     

32330     28270     34000     51990     0.00001  

          4571      4007      7139      8121      8653      21690     19120     

14560     12000     5919      6620      5379      3940      6703      16340     

8847      31570     15100     10980     0.00001  

          3185      3383      3856      3437      4130      8420      21320     

31220     20950     9128      20330     22480     13270     6971      15750     

15970     12710     6450      12000     0.00001  

          1654      842.7     5054      3190      3912      4150      10630     

17710     34880     28830     33420     21230     26060     8919      4502      
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11610     7775      19120     0.00001   0.00001  

          1147      1805      2084      1259      5095      6726      34000     

11900     7016      5028      11210     22180     22220     34000     5102      

10500     10980     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          354.8     898       548.6     1047      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   3206      6588      24990     13260     17770     0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          284.3     423.4     379.4     993.8     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          370.5     521       1254      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          1564      1479      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

77740     54470     59610     0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   16220     

16720     26120     63050     27730     13670     13020     27990     46480     

30990     50180     50220     0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   18900     25110     34000     

9048      5448      12330     7157      6634      7507      34000     24980     

16240     15160     25040     10510     0.00001  

          50820     30010     17350     22930     17970     15390     18400     

7992      1655      3175      1807      3708      3800      4353      3082      

4169      6982      4191      6191      0.00001  

          16940     11320     21040     37580     22760     27260     13750     

9962      4942      1594      2829      4389      2757      3870      6125      

2444      3911      1899      3085      0.00001  

          12800     30620     16470     27740     12280     12080     6050      

2965      3377      6572      3777      8192      6145      4489      6511      

4545      2072      454.2     0.00001   0.00001  

          15610     14230     60280     10860     24060     15780     34000     

5061      8268      10720     34000     11100     27740     34000     9192      

11950     8404      34000     0.00001   0.00001  

          52800     26100     39200     26980     23890     37410     25290     
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10350     4332      20030     49220     10540     16230     32430     9007      

7608      7475      6005      0.00001   0.00001  

          24610     19800     10710     4653      12780     13290     10070     

14790     7952      4223      14650     10260     19150     7845      2993      

3468      2246      4226      0.00001   0.00001  

          4095      2016      3399      1593      2949      0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   8733      3246      5042      2360      3509      2121      0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          762.7     894.4     937       841.4     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          628.5     189.9     184.3     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          541.7     788.4     557.5     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   1975      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   30440     13720     28340     10420     

16870     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   34000     

16220     7133      54690     43290     36970     33250     34000     9783      

15870     24610     13140     0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   11890     2117      3385      

3091      11220     11030     8987      3156      568       4266      8616      

16850     15200     10660     0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   99550     84230     76410     54890     12380     2554      

2486      1147      2013      1798      2322      1652      7869      6532      

5077      6287      24960     0.00001   0.00001  
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          23530     28480     31970     62650     28450     20170     6894      

3727      2473      2069      6356      4298      1845      2418      2788      

5804      4872      16720     0.00001   0.00001  

          9990      15750     16780     8482      12810     8830      34000     

703.3     736.4     1625      34000     2348      3045      34000     2543      

4413      6253      34000     0.00001   0.00001  

          4508      9443      24450     77080     62710     10470     2753      

1271      1998      2309      4238      2030      2644      2549      4637      

3163      3296      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          2239      5846      6114      13280     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   2783      5305      6815      3112      10550     0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          2914      2089      2763      5439      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          6927      8890      4875      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          953.2     1097      1282      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          6384      5215      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   5330      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   
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0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   5130      14070     7812      11840     29910     39200     

36050     19700     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   1398      

1076      737.8     5252      5602      4595      4789      26720     40230     

65380     42520     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   141400    0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   3896      4758      

3480      985       1947      5405      4329      12030     35430     40590     

15910     13270     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   135900    24390     0.00001   10000     7466      34000     

4753      6360      12230     34000     13450     8621      34000     4353      

5250      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   42310     6819      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   8998      11040     16150     6284      4393      0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   11330     7456      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   3435      12650     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   3377      2652      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   1102      296.8     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   1367      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   7680      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   
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0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   58380     23290     17980     9332      22870     26990     

20490     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

26720     25800     75330     62690     41310     30250     21290     43600     

106200    0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   177700    0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

13320     25470     31070     34000     70970     19190     34000     6972      

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   63610     11260     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   46260     46100     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   19260     18550     0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   10410     5737      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   2174      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   3222      0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  

          0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   

0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001   0.00001  
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CC 

CC Y DIRECTION PERMEABILITY IS DEPENDENT ON X DIRECTION PERMEABILITY 

*---- CONSTANT PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER FOR Y DIRECTION PERMEABILITY 

        1  

CC 

CC Z DIRECTION PERMEABILITY IS DEPENDENT ON X DIRECTION PERMEABILITY 

*---- CONSTANT PERMEABILITY MULTIPLIER FOR Z DIRECTION PERMEABILITY 

        0.5  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE DEPTH, PRESSURE, WATER SATURATION,INITIAL AQUEOUS 

PHASE cOMPOSITIONS 

*----IDEPTH  IPRESS  ISWI  ICWI 

       0       0      2     -1  

CC 

CC CONSTANT DEPTH (FT)  

*---- D111 

       0  

CC 

CC CONSTANT PRESSURE (PSIA)  

*---- PRESS1 

       16.107  

CC 

CC INITIAL WATER SATURATION FOR EACH GRIDBLOCk IS SPECIFIED  

*---- S(I),I=1 TO NX*NY*NZ 

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         
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1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         
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1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

0.99873   0.99953   1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  
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          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

0.99934   1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         
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1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         0.80139   1         1         1         1         

1         1         0.9997    0.99923   0.99862   0.99849   1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         0.8033    1         1         1         1         

1         0.79906   0.79749   0.79803   0.79565   0.7898    1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         0.81855   0.81023   0.80977   0.80101   

0.79944   0.7989    0.79496   0.7847    0.79412   0.78848   0.85517   0.79522   

0.80046   0.80073   1         1         1  

          1         1         1         0.80543   0.80995   0.82079   1         

0.79742   0.79501   0.78537   0.7945    0.78571   0.87406   1         0.80972   

0.79918   0.84302   1         1         1  

          1         1         1         0.81705   0.80594   0.81163   0.79587   

0.79768   0.79782   0.79561   0.78542   0.79354   0.78873   0.81641   0.79368   

0.79581   0.80143   0.90032   1         1  

          1         1         1         0.83112   0.80721   0.80742   0.80001   

0.7999    0.79861   0.79765   0.79722   0.79745   0.79633   0.78876   0.79327   

0.79607   0.80068   0.8022    1         1  

          1         1         1         1         0.80381   0.80401   0.8091    

0.80128   0.80011   0.79319   0.79281   0.79604   0.80089   0.8206    0.7949    

0.79468   0.80058   0.80067   1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

0.83542   0.80107   0.81048   0.80679   0.88271   1         1         0.85127   

0.79798   0.801     0.80108   1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         0.80269   0.80478   0.92843   0.80197   0.80099   1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         
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1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         0.80004   1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         0.80018   1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         0.80026   1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         0.80046   1         1         1         1         1         

1         0.99776   0.99541   0.99334   0.9922    0.9936    1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         0.80073   1         1         1         1         1         

0.99815   0.79414   0.78905   0.78398   0.79068   0.87996   0.99419   1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         0.80221   1         0.80029   0.79923   1         

0.78446   0.78103   0.78201   0.85243   0.86944   1         1         0.83003   1         

1         1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         0.80018   0.78687   

0.79154   0.79272   0.79008   0.78473   0.78271   0.80524   1         0.78537   

0.79008   0.79894   1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         0.79836   

0.798     0.79687   0.79572   0.79361   0.79085   0.7859    0.78555   0.78607   

0.79244   0.79905   1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         0.79695   0.79599   0.79361   0.78756   0.7845    0.79259   0.79499   

0.79981   1         1         1  
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          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         0.99737   0.99071   0.98525   1         1         0.99317   0.99962   1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         0.80013   1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         0.80007   1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         0.80014   0.8       1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         0.8001    0.8       1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         0.80013   0.8       1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         0.79999   0.8       1         1         1         1         

0.99602   0.99382   0.99269   0.98915   1         1         1         0.97973   1         

1         1         1         1  

          1         0.80028   1         1         1         1         0.99616   

0.79082   0.77969   0.77834   1         1         1         1         0.96298   

0.98594   1         1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         0.9961    

0.78951   0.77621   0.7797    0.78793   0.91451   1         1         0.85311   
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0.78677   0.99859   1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

0.99604   0.9967    0.79538   0.78606   0.78225   0.78541   0.86016   0.78269   

0.7826    0.99934   1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         0.99675   0.99289   0.98911   0.98824   0.98886   0.99433   0.99862   1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

          1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         1         

1         1         1  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR RESERVOIR PROPERTY MODIFICATION 

*----IMPOR  IMKX  IMKY  IMKZ  IMSW 

       1     1     1     1     0  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF REGIONS WITH MODIFIED POROSITY 

*---- NMOD0 

       1  

CC 

CC FIRST AND LAST INDEX IN X,Y,Z DIRECTION,MODIFIED METHOD,CONSTANT VALUE. 

*---- IMIN    IMAX    JMIN    JMAX    KMIN     KMAX    IFACT    FACTX 

        20      20       17       17       6        6        1        0.01  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF REGIONS WITH MODIFIED X PERMEABILITY 

*---- NMOD1 

       11  

CC 

CC FIRST AND LAST INDEX IN X,Y,Z DIRECTION,MODIFIED METHOD,CONSTANT VALUE. 

*---- IMIN    IMAX    JMIN    JMAX    KMIN     KMAX    IFACT    FACTX 

        7      7       13      13      1        2        1        34000  

        7      7       9       9       2        5        1        34000  

        7      7       5       5       2        4        1        34000  
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        14     14      13      13      1        2        1        34000  

        14     14      9       9       2        6        1        34000  

        14     14      5       5       2        4        1        34000  

        11     11      9       9       2        6        1        34000  

        18      18      9       9       2        4        1        34000  

        8       13      3       6       1        6        2        0.7  

        15      16      7       11      1        6        2        0.05  

        8       13      12      14      2        2        2        0.7  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF REGIONS WITH MODIFIED Y PERMEABILITY 

*---- NMOD2 

       11  

CC 

CC FIRST AND LAST INDEX IN X,Y,Z DIRECTION,MODIFIED METHOD,CONSTANT VALUE. 

*---- IMIN    IMAX    JMIN    JMAX    KMIN     KMAX    IFACT    FACTX 

        7      7       13      13      1        2        1        34000  

        7      7       9       9       2        5        1        34000  

        7      7       5       5       2        4        1        34000  

        14     14       13      13      1        2        1        34000  

        14     14       9       9       2        6        1        34000  

        14     14       5       5       2        4        1        34000  

        11     11       9       9       2        6        1        34000  

        18     18       9       9       2        4        1        34000  

        8      13       3       6       1        6        2        0.7  

        15     16       7       11      1        6        2        0.05  

        8      13       12      14      2        2        2        0.7  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF REGIONS WITH MODIFIED Z PERMEABILITY 

*---- NMOD3 

       11  

CC 

CC FIRST AND LAST INDEX IN X,Y,Z DIRECTION,MODIFIED METHOD,CONSTANT VALUE. 

*---- IMIN    IMAX    JMIN    JMAX    KMIN     KMAX    IFACT    FACTX 

        7      7       13       13       1        2        1      32000  

        7      7       9       9       2        5        1        32000  

        7      7       5       5       2        4        1        32000  

        14     14       13      13      1        2        1       32000  

        14     14       9       9       2        6        1        32000  

        14     14       5       5       2        4        1        32000  

        11     11       9       9       2        6        1        32000  

        18     18       9       9       2        4        1        32000  

        8      13       3       6       1        6        2        0.7  

        15     16       7       11      1        6        2        0.05  

        8      13       12      14      2        2        2        0.7  
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CC 

CC BRINE SALINITY AND DIVALENT CATION CONCENTRATION (MEQ/ML) 

*---- C50       C60 

      0.0017    0.0017  

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                  * 

CC    PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA                                        * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC 

CC OIL CONC. AT PLAIT POINT FOR TYPE II(+)AND TYPE II(-), CMC 

*---- c2plc  c2prc   epsme   ihand  

        0      1     0.002     1  

CC 

CC flag indicating type of phase behavior parameters 

*---- ifghbn   

        0  

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 1 

*---- hbns70   hbnc70   hbns71   hbnc71   hbns72   hbnc72   

        0.1    0.131       0.191     0.02     0.363     0.131  

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 2 

*---- hbns80  hbnc80  hbns81  hbnc81  hbns82  hbnc82   

        0       0       0       0       0       0  

CC 

CC LOWER AND UPPER EFFECTIVE SALINITY FOR ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*---- csel7   cseu7   csel8   cseu8 

       0.1521    0.1521     0       0  

CC 

CC THE CSE SLOPE PARAMETER FOR CALCIUM AND ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*---- beta6    beta7    beta8  

        0.8       -2       0  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR ALCOHOL PART. MODEL AND PARTITION COEFFICIENTS 

*---- ialc   opsk7o   opsk7s   opsk8o   opsk8s  

        0      0        0        0        0  

CC 

CC NO. OF ITERATIONS, AND TOLERANCE 

*---- nalmax     epsalc  

        20       0.0001  

CC 
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CC ALCOHOL 1 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*---- akwc7     akws7    akm7     ak7      pt7    

       4.671    1.79      48     35.31    0.222  

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 2 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*---- akwc8     akws8    akm8    ak8     pt8   

        0         0        0      0       0  

CC 

CC ift model flag 

*----  ift    

        1  

CC 

CC INTERFACIAL TENSION PARAMETERS  

*---- chuh     ahuh  

      0.22       9  

CC 

CC LOG10 OF OIL/WATER INTERFACIAL TENSION  

*---- xiftw 

       0.68  

CC 

CC ORGANIC MASS TRANSFER FLAG 

*---- imass icor 

        1       0  

CC 

CC OIL PART. IN WATER WITH NO SURF 

*---- WSOL 

       0.0008  

CC 

CC CAPILLARY DESATURATION PARAMETERS FOR PHASE 1, 2, AND 3 

*---- itrap      t11      t22      t33 

        1        1865    59074    364.2  

CC 

CC  FLAG FOR RELATIVE PERMEABILITY AND CAPILLARY PRESSURE MODEL 

*---- iperm 

        0  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE REL. PERM. PARAMETERS 

*---- isrw    iprw    iew  

        0      0       0  

CC 

CC CONSTANT RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*---- s1rwc    s2rwc     s3rwc  

       0.2      0.2      0.2  

CC 
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CC CONSTANT ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*---- p1rwc     p2rwc    p3rwc 

       0.388       0.429      0.388  

CC 

CC CONSTANT REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*---- e1wc     e2wc     e3wc  

       3.3       2.8       3.3  

CC 

CC RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*---- s1rc   s2rc   s3rc 

       0      0      0  

CC 

CC ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*---- p1rc   p2rc   p3rc 

       1      1      1  

CC 

CC REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*---- e13c   e23c   e31c 

       3.3      2.8      3.3  

CC 

CC WATER AND OIL VISCOSITY, RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE 

*---- VIS1    VIS2   TSTAND 

       0.9      0.77      0  

CC 

CC COMPOSITIONAL PHASE VISCOSITY PARAMETERS 

*----   ALPHAV1   ALPHAV2   ALPHAV3   ALPHAV4  ALPHAV5 

          3.4       1         3         1         1  

CC 

CC PARAMETERS TO CALCULATE POLYMER VISCOSITY AT ZERO SHEAR RATE 

*---- AP1      AP2      AP3 

       73      1006     10809  

CC 

CC PARAMETER TO COMPUTE CSEP,MIN. CSEP, AND SLOPE OF LOG VIS. VS. LOG CSEP  

*---- BETAP    CSE1     SSLOPE 

       2      0.01      0  

CC 

CC PARAMETER FOR SHEAR RATE DEPENDENCE OF POLYMER VISCOSITY 

*---- GAMMAC   GAMHF   POWN 

       160       188      1.843  

CC 

CC CC FLAG FOR POLYMER PARTITIONING, PERM. REDUCTION PARAMETERS 

*---- IPOLYM    EPHI3    EPHI4    BRK     CRK 

        1         1       1      1000    0.0186  

CC 
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CC SPECIFIC WEIGHT FOR COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,8 ,Coeffient of oil and GRAVITY FLAG 

*---- DEN1     DEN2    DEN23     DEN3    DEN7    DEN8    IDEN  

      0.4334     0.5981     0.5981     0.4615     0.433    0        2  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CHOICE OF UNITS ( 0:BOTTOMHOLE CONDITION , 1: STOCK TANK) 

*----- ISTB 

        0  

CC 

CC COMPRESSIBILITY FOR VOL. OCCUPYING COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8  

*---- COMPC(1)  COMPC(2)  COMPC(3)  COMPC(7)  COMPC(8) 

       0.000003        0.000003         0.000003         0         0  

CC 

CC CONSTANT OR VARIABLE PC PARAM., WATER-WET OR OIL-WET PC CURVE FLAG  

*---- ICPC    IEPC   IOW  

       0       0      0  

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETER, CPC0  

*---- CPC0  

       2.9  

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETER, EPC0  

*---- EPC0 

       2  

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEF. KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 1  

*---- D(KC,1),KC=1,N 

         0        0        0        0        0        0  

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEF. KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 2  

*---- D(KC,2),KC=1,N 

         0        0        0        0        0        0  

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSION COEF. KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 3  

*---- D(KC,3),KC=1,N 

         0        0        0        0        0        0  

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 1 

*---- ALPHAL(1)     ALPHAT(1) 

         0.01           0  

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 2 

*---- ALPHAL(2)     ALPHAT(2) 

         0.01           0  

CC 
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CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 3 

*---- ALPHAL(3)     ALPHAT(3) 

         0.01           0  

CC 

CC flag to specify organic adsorption calculation 

*---- iadso 

        0  

CC 

CC SURFACTANT AND POLYMER ADSORPTION PARAMETERS 

*---- AD31    AD32   B3D    AD41   AD42   B4D   IADK  IADS1   FADS   REFK 

      1      0.5    1000    0.7     0     100     0     0      0      0  

CC 

CC PARAMETERS FOR CATION EXCHANGE OF CLAY AND SURFACTANT 

*---- QV      XKC     XKS     EQW 

      0    0     0      419  

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                  * 

CC    WELL DATA                                                     * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR SPECIFIED BOUNDARY AND ZONE IS MODELED 

*---- IBOUND     IZONE 

        1      0  

CC 

CC FLAG OF BOUNDARY CONDITION,DEPTH TO THE WATER TABLE 

*----  IBL    IBR     IBT      WTABL     WTABR 

        1      1      0      0      0  

CC 

CC LEFT BOUNDARY CONDITION 

*----  PBL    C1BL    C5BL     C6BL 

        16.107      1       0.0017       0.0017  

CC 

CC RIGHT BOUNDARY CONDITION 

*----  PBR     C1BR     C5BR     C6BR  

        16.107     1        0.0017        0.0017  

CC 

CC TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS, WELL RADIUS FLAG, FLAG FOR TIME OR COURANT NO. 

*---- NWELL   IRO    ITIME    NWREL 

        8      2       1        8  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 
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*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       1     7     13       4      0.17       0       3      2      2      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*----  WELNAM 

U21(EXT-1) 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0         50000      0        10000  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       2     7     9       4      0.17       0       3      5      5      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*----  WELNAM 

SB1(EXT-2) 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0         50000      0        10000  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       3     7     5       4      0.17       0       3      4      4      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*----  WELNAM 

SB5(EXT-3) 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0         50000      0        10000  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       4     14     13       1     0.17       0       3      2      2      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*----  WELNAM 

SB3(INJ-1) 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 
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*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0        50000      0        10000  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       5     14     9       1     0.17       0       3      6      6      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*----  WELNAM 

SB2(INJ-2) 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0         50000      0        10000  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       6     14     5       1     0.17       0       3      4      4      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*----  WELNAM 

SB4(INJ-3) 

CC 

CC ICHEK, MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0         50000      0        10000  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       7     11     9       4     0.17       0       3      6      6      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*----  WELNAM 

SB6(M1) 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0         50000      0      10000  

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW    IW    JW    IFLAG    RW     SWELL   IDIR   IFIRST   ILAST   IPRF  

       8     18     9       1     0.17       0       3      4      4      0  

CC 

CC WELL NAME 
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*----  WELNAM 

SB8(HC) 

CC 

CC ICHEK , MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*---- ICHEK     PWFMIN     PWFMAX    QTMIN    QTMAX 

        0          0         50000      0       10000  

CC 

CC ID TOTAL PRODUCTION RATE  

*----  ID      QI(M,1) 

 1            -712  

CC 

CC ID TOTAL PRODUCTION RATE  

*----  ID      QI(M,1) 

 2            -712  

CC 

CC ID TOTAL PRODUCTION RATE  

*----  ID      QI(M,1) 

 3            -712  

CC 

CC  ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID     QI(M,L)     C(M,KC,L) 

       4      481      1      0      0      0     0.1249      0.0051  

       4      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

       4      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC  ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID     QI(M,L)     C(M,KC,L) 

       5      481      1      0      0      0     0.1249      0.0051  

       5      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

       5      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC  ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID     QI(M,L)     C(M,KC,L) 

       6      481      1      0      0      0     0.1249      0.0051  

       6      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

       6      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC ID TOTAL PRODUCTION RATE  

*----  ID      QI(M,1) 

 7             0  

CC 

CC  ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID     QI(M,L)     C(M,KC,L) 

       8      1348      1      0      0      0      0.0051      0.0051  
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       8      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

       8      0      0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILES 

*---- TINJ     CUMPR1     CUMHI1     WRHPV     WRPRF      RSTC  

       1      1        1        0.1      0.999       200  

CC   

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. courant numbers 

*----  DT      DCLIM     CNMAX      CNMIN 

       1E-08       0.003      0.1         0.005  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR INDICATING BOUNDARY CHANGE 

*---- IBMOD 

        0  

CC 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS 

*----  IRO    ITIME     IFLAG   

        2       1        4      4      4      1      1      1      4      1  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----  NWEL1 

         0  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*---- NWEL2     ID  

        3        4      5      6  

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID      QI(M,L)      C(M,KC,L)   

       4       481        0.9245   0      0.0755        0      0.1155      0.0051  

       4         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

       4         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID      QI(M,L)      C(M,KC,L)   

       5      481         0.9245      0      0.0755      0      0.1155      0.0051  

       5         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

       5         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID      QI(M,L)      C(M,KC,L)   

       6       481        0.9245      0      0.0755      0      0.1155      0.0051  

       6         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

       6         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  
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CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILES 

*---- TINJ      CUMPR1      CUMHI1      WRHPV      WRPRF     RSTC 

       4.4       1.7         5         0.05       1.699        17  

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. TIME STEPS 

*----  DT      DCLIM     CNMAX    CNMIN  

       0.0000001       0.003      0.05       0.001  

CC 

CC FLAG FOR INDICATING BOUNDARY CHANGE 

*---- IBMOD 

        0  

CC 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS 

*----  IRO    ITIME     IFLAG   

        2       1        4      4      4      1      1      1      4      1  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----  NWEL1 

         0  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*---- NWEL2     ID  

        3        4      5      6  

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID      QI(M,L)      C(M,KC,L)   

       4         481        1      0      0      0      0.0051      0.0051  

       4         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

       4         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID      QI(M,L)      C(M,KC,L)   

       5         481        1      0      0      0      0.0051      0.0051  

       5         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

       5         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC ID,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*----  ID      QI(M,L)      C(M,KC,L)   

       6         481        1      0      0      0      0.0051      0.0051  

       6         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

       6         0          0      0      0      0      0      0  

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILES 
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*---- TINJ      CUMPR1      CUMHI1      WRHPV      WRPRF     RSTC 

       22.4       9         9         0.1       8.999        22  

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. TIME STEPS 

*----  DT      DCLIM     CNMAX    CNMIN  

       0.0000001       0.003      0.1       0.005  

 

C.2 DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF IMPROVED OIL RECOVERY PROCESSES 

 
CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                   * 

CC    BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DATA SET : UTCHEM (VERSION 9)           * 

CC                                                                   * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                   * 

CC  SURFACTANT/POLYMER FLOOD TEST (gammc), 11x11x6                   * 

CC  quarter of a 40-acre five spot pattern.                          * 

CC  LENGTH (FT) : 660               PROCESS : SURFACTANT/POLYMER     * 

CC  THICKNESS (FT) : 30             PRESSURE CONSTRAINT          * 

CC  WIDTH (FT) : 660                COORDINATES : CARTESIAN          * 

CC  POROSITY : 0.16                 PORE VOLUME SPECIFICATION        * 

CC  GRID BLOCKS : 11x11x6           COURANT NUMBER SPECIFICATION     * 

CC  UNIFORM GRIDBLOCK SIZES         WELL SKIN = 0                   * 

CC  (1.8 PV pre; 0.25 surf slug; 0.5 PV poly)      * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                   * 

CC    RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION                                          * 

CC                                                                   * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC   

CC 

*----RUNNO 

OXYjzh 

CC   

CC 

*----HEADER 

OXYjzh  Water FLOOD until 98% water-cut A Stochastic PERMEABILITY FIELD 

a vertical injector and a vertical producer 

1.8 PV waterflood 

CC 
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CC SIMULATION FLAGS 

*---- IMODE IMES IDISPC ICWM ICAP IREACT IBIO  ICOORD ITREAC ITC IGAS ieng  

        1    2    0      0    0     0     0      1     0      0    0   0  

CC 

CC NUMBER OF GRID BLOCKS AND FLAG SPECIFIES CONSTANT OR VARIABLE GRID SIZE 

*---- NX   NY  NZ  IDXYZ  IUNIT 

     11   11   6   0       0            

CC 

CC  CONSTANT GRID BLOCK SIZE IN X, Y, AND Z 

*---- DX        DY         DZ 

       60.      60.        5.         

CC 

CC TOTAL NO. OF COMPONENTS, NO. OF TRACERS, NO. OF GEL COMPONENTS 

*----N   no NTw nta ngc  ng  noth 

     6    0  0   0  0    0    0 

cc 

cc 

*---- species name 

water 

oil 

surf 

polymer 

anion 

calcium 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE COMPONENT IS INCLUDED IN CALCULATIONS OR NOT 

*----ICF(KC) FOR KC=1,N 

     1  1  1  1  1  1 

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                   * 

CC    OUTPUT OPTIONS                                                 * 

CC                                                                   * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC   

CC  

CC FLAG FOR PV OR DAYS 

*----ICUMTM  istop   IOUTGMS 

     1       1        0 

CC 

CC FLAG INDICATING IF THE PROFILE OF KCTH COMPONENT SHOULD BE WRITTEN 

*----IPRFLG(KC),KC=1,N 

     1  1  1  1  1  1 

CC 
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CC FLAG FOR PRES,SAT.,TOTAL CONC.,TRACER CONC.,CAP.,GEL, ALKALINE PROFILES 

*----IPPRES IPSAT IPCTOT IPBIO IPCAP IPGEL IPALK IPTEMP IPOBS 

      1      1      1      0      0     0    0     0     0      

CC 

CC FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES TO UNIT 6 (PROFIL) 

*----ICKL IVIS IPER ICNM ICSE  IHYSTP   IFOAMP  INONEQ 

      1   1    0    1    1     0        0   0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR WRITING SEVERAL PROPERTIES TO UNIT 6 (PROFIL) 

*----IADS  IVEL IRKF IPHSE 

      1    0    1    1  

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                   * 

CC    RESERVOIR PROPERTIES                                           * 

CC                                                                   * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC   

CC 

CC MAX. SIMULATION TIME ( pore volume ) 

*---- TMAX 

      20.6 

CC 

CC ROCK COMPRESSIBILITY (1/PSI), STAND. PRESSURE(PSIA) 

*----COMPR   PSTAND 

      0.      1975. 

CC 

CC FLAGS INDICATING CONSTANT OR VARIABLE POROSITY, X,Y,AND Z PERMEABILITY 

*---- IPOR1 IPERMX IPERMY IPERMZ  IMOD 

       0      2     3      3      0 

CC 

CC CONSTANT POROSITY 

*---- PORC1 

     .16             

CC 

CC Variable X-PERMEABILITY (MILIDARCY) FOR LAYER K = 1,NZ (mf2_5) 

*---- PERMX The permeability data is removed for the purpose of printing this 

file 

 80 

CC 

CC Dependent Y-PERMEABILITY (MILIDARCY) FOR LAYER K = 1,NZ 

*---- PERMY   

      1 

CC 
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CC Dependent Z-PERMEABILITY (MILIDARCY) FOR LAYER K = 1,NZ 

*---- PERMZ   

      .1 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE DEPTH, PRESSURE, WATER SATURATION 

*---- IDEPTH  IPRESS  ISWI  ICWI 

      0        0       0    -1 

CC 

CC CONSTANT DEPTH (FT) 

*---- D111 

     4700. 

CC 

CC CONSTANT PRESSURE (PSIA) 

*---- PRESS1 

    1975. 

CC 

CC CONSTANT INITIAL WATER SATURATION (residual) 

*---- SWI 

    0.293 

CC 

CC CONSTANT CHLORIDE AND CALCIUM CONCENTRATIONS (MEQ/ML) 

*---- C50       C60 

    1.026     0.0701 

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                   * 

CC    PHYSICAL PROPERTY DATA                                         * 

CC                                                                   * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC 

CC OIL CONC. AT PLAIT POINT FOR TYPE II(+)AND TYPE II(-), CMC 

*---- C2PLC   C2PRC  EPSME    IHAND 

      0.      1.     .001    0 

cc 

cc 

*---- IFGHBN 

       0 

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 1 

*---- HBNS70 HBNC70 HBNS71 HBNC71 HBNS72 HBNC72 

     0.0     0.08     0.    0.029  0.     0.06 

CC SLOPE AND INTERCEPT OF BINODAL CURVE AT ZERO, OPT., AND 2XOPT SALINITY 

CC FOR ALCOHOL 2 
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*---- HBNS80 HBNC80 HBNS81 HBNC81 HBNS82 HBNC82 

     0.     0.     0.     0.     0.     0. 

CC 

CC LOWER AND UPPER EFFECTIVE SALINITY FOR ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----CSEL7  CSEU7  CSEL8  CSEU8 

     0.35    0.54  0.     0. 

CC 

CC THE CSE SLOPE PARAMETER FOR CALCIUM AND ALCOHOL 1 AND ALCOHOL 2 

*----BETA6  BETA7  BETA8 

     0.8     -2.    0. 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR ALCOHOL PART. MODEL AND PARTITION COEFFICIENTS 

*----IALC  OPSK7O  OPSK7S  OPSK8O  OPSK8S 

     0     0.      0.      0.      0. 

CC 

CC NO. OF ITERATIONS, AND TOLERANCE 

*----NALMAX   EPSALC 

     20       .0001 

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 1 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*----AKWC7   AKWS7  AKM7  AK7     PT7 

     4.671   1.79   48.   35.31   .222  

CC 

CC ALCOHOL 2 PARTITIONING PARAMETERS IF IALC=1 

*----AKWC8   AKWS8  AKM8  AK8     PT8 

     0.      0.     0.    0.      0. 

cc 

cc 

*---- IFT  

     1 

CC 

CC INTERFACIAL TENSION PARAMETERS 

*----CHUH AHUH 

     0.3 10 

CC 

CC LOG10 OF OIL/WATER INTERFACIAL TENSION  

*----XIFTW 

     1.3 

CC 

CC mass transfer flag 

*----imassa  ICOR 

     0      0 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY DESATURATION PARAMETERS FOR PHASE 1, 2, AND 3 
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*----ITRAP   T11        T22        T33 

     1       1865.      59074      364.2  

CC 

CC relative perm. flag (0:imbibition corey,1:first drainage corey) 

*----iperm 

     0 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR CONSTANT OR VARIABLE REL. PERM. PARAMETERS 

*----ISRW  IPRW  IEW 

     0      0    0 

CC 

CC CONSTANT RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*----S1RWC  S2RWC  S3RWC 

     .293    0.33  0.293 

CC 

CC CONSTANT ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*----P1RW  P2RW  P3RW 

     .3    .6    .3 

CC 

CC CONSTANT REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT LOW CAPILLARY NO. 

*----E1W  E2W  E3W 

    2   2   2 

CC 

CC  RES. SATURATION OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----S1RC  S2RC  S3RC 

     .0    .0    .0 

CC 

CC ENDPOINT REL. PERM. OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----P1RC  P2RC  P3RC 

     1.    1.    1. 

CC 

CC REL. PERM. EXPONENT OF PHASES 1,2,AND 3 AT HIGH CAPILLARY NO. 

*----E13CW  E23C  E31C 

     1    1    1 

CC 

CC WATER AND OIL VISCOSITY , RESERVOIR TEMPERATURE 

*----VIS1   VIS2  TEMPV 

     0.7     5      0. 

CC 

CC VISCOSITY PARAMETERS 

*----ALPHA1 ALPHA2  ALPHA3  ALPHA4  ALPHA5 

     2.     2.      0.    .9      .7 

CC 

CC PARAMETERS TO CALCULATE POLYMER VISCOSITY AT ZERO SHEAR RATE 
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*----AP1     AP2     AP3 

     11.     0     0   

CC 

CC PARAMETER TO COMPUTE CSEP,MIN. CSEP, AND SLOPE OF LOG VIS. VS. LOG CSEP  

*----BETAP CSE1  SSLOPE 

     1.   .01   -0.2 

CC 

CC PARAMETER FOR SHEAR RATE DEPENDENCE OF POLYMER VISCOSITY 

*----GAMMAC  GAMHF  POWN 

     130.     1500.    1.7 

CC 

CC FLAG FOR POLYMER PARTITIONING, PERM. REDUCTION PARAMETERS 

*----IPOLYM EPHI3 EPHI4 BRK    CRK 

     1      1.    1    100.  0.0563 

CC 

CC SPECIFIC WEIGHT FOR COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8 , AND GRAVITY FLAG 

*---- DEN1  DEN2  den23   DEN3 DEN7 DEN8 IDEN 

     .433  .377  0.377   .42  .346  0.  2 

CC 

CC  FLAG FOR CHOICE OF UNITS ( 0:BOTTOMHOLE CONDITION , 1: STOCK TANK) 

*-----ISTB 

      1 

CC 

CC  FVF FOR PHASE 1,2,3 

*-----(FVF(L),L=1,NPHAS) 

      1    1    1 

CC 

CC COMPRESSIBILITY FOR VOL. OCCUPYING COMPONENTS 1,2,3,7,AND 8  

*----COMPC(1)  COMPC(2)  COMPC(3)  COMPC(7)  COMPC(8) 

     0.0  0.0        0.        0.        0. 

CC 

CC CONSTANT OR VARIABLE PC PARAM., WATER-WET OR OIL-WET PC CURVE FLAG  

*----ICPC   IEPC  IOW  

     0       0     0 

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETERS, CPC  

*----CPC  

     9.  

CC 

CC CAPILLARY PRESSURE PARAMETERS, EPC  

*---- EPC 

      2. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 1 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 
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*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6) D(7) D(8) D(9) D(10) D(1 

     0.   0.   0.   0.    0.  0. 

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 2 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6) D(7) D(8) D(9)  D(10)  D(11) 

     0.   0.   0.   0.   0.   0.   

CC 

CC MOLECULAR DIFFUSIVITY OF KCTH COMPONENT IN PHASE 3 (D(KC),KC=1,N) 

*----D(1) D(2) D(3) D(4) D(5) D(6) D(7) D(8) D(9) D(10)  D(11) 

     0.   0.   0.   0.   0.   0.    

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 1 

*----ALPHAL(1)     ALPHAT(1) 

     0.16          0.04 

CC 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 2 

*----ALPHAL(2)     ALPHAT(2) 

     0.16          0.04 

CC 

 

CC LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSIVITY OF PHASE 3 

*----ALPHAL(3)     ALPHAT(3) 

     0.16          0.04 

cc 

cc 

*--- IADSO 

     0 

CC 

CC SURFACTANT AND POLYMER ADSORPTION PARAMETERS 

*---- AD31  AD32  B3D    AD41   AD42  B4D      iadk   iads1   fads refk 

    4.5    0.25   1000.  1.4    0.5    100.       0       0     0    50 

CC 

CC PARAMETERS FOR CATION EXCHANGE OF CLAY AND SURFACTANT 

*----QV     XKC   XKS  EQW 

     0.0    0.   0.  804. 

CC 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC                                                                * 

CC    WELL DATA                                                      * 

CC                                                                  * 

CC******************************************************************* 

CC 

CC 

CC flag for right and left boundary 
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*---- ibound   IZONE 

      0         0 

CC   

CC TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS, WELL RADIUS FLAG, FLAG FOR TIME OR COURANT NO. 

*----NWELL   IRO   ITIME  NWELR 

      2      2      1     2 

CC 

CC WELL ID,LOCATIONS,AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW  IW   KW   IFLAG    RW     SWELL  IDIR  IFIRST   ILAST    IPRF 

      1    1    1     3      .2      -2     3      1       6        0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

INJ-V 

CC 

CC MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK   PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

     0       0.0     1251.   0.0     4000. 

CC 

CC WELL ID, LOCATION, AND FLAG FOR SPECIFYING WELL TYPE, WELL RADIUS, SKIN 

*---- IDW  IW   KW   IFLAG    RW     SWELL  IDIR  IFIRST   ILAST    IPRF 

      2   11   11     2       .2       -2     3      1        6       0 

CC 

CC WELL NAME 

*---- WELNAM 

prod-v 

CC 

CC MAX. AND MIN. ALLOWABLE BOTTOMHOLE PRESSURE AND RATE 

*----ICHEK   PWFMIN   PWFMAX  QTMIN   QTMAX 

     0       0.0     1251.   0.0     4000. 

CC34567890---------2---------3---------4---------5---------6---------7---------8 

CC id,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE(L=1,3)(preflush) 

*---- ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1   2666.935  1.0     0.   0.0   0.0  1.026  0.0701  

     1     0.        0.    0.   0.    0.    0.    0.      

     1     0.        0.    0.   0.    0.    0.    0.     

CC 

CC id, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 or 3) 

*----id   PWF 

     1    2500 

CC 

CC id, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 or 3) 

*----id   PWF 

     2     300 
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CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV OR DAY) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILES 

*---- TINJ  CUMPR1  CUMHI2 WRHPV(HIST) WRPRF(PLOT) RSTC 

     1.8    0.2     0.2     0.01       0.2       1.8 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. time steps 

*----DT     DCLIM   CNMAX   CNMIN     

     0.00001   0.05   0.100   0.001 

CC 

CC  

*--- IBMOD 

      0 

CC34567890---------2---------3---------4---------5---------6---------7---------8 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS (Surf DRIVE) 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG 

       2   1     3  2 

CC   

CC NUMBER OF WELL CHANGES IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 

CC   

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE CHANGES, ID 

*----NWEL1   Id 

     1        1 

CC 

CC id,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*---- ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1  2666.935    0.98  0.0  0.02  0.075  0.445   0.0 

     1    0.        0.     0.   0.     0.   0.      0.      

     1    0.        0.     0.   0.     0.   0.      0.     

CC 

CC id, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 or 3) 

*----id   PWF 

     1    2500 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILES 

*---- TINJ   CUMPR1  CUMHI2(SUMARY) WRHPV(HIST) WRPRF(PLOT) RSTC 

     2.05   0.2    0.2        0.01       0.1         2.05 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. time steps 

*----DT     DCLIM   CNMAX   CNMIN     

     0.00001     0.01   0.025   0.0025  

CC 

CC 
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*---- IBMOD 

       0 

CC34567890---------2---------3---------4---------5---------6---------7---------8 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS (Polymer Drive) 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG 

       2   1     3  2 

CC   

CC NUMBER OF WELLS changes IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 

CC   

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE changes, id 

*----NWEL1   Id 

     1        1 

CC 

CC id,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*---- ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1  2666.935  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.075  0.34   0.0 

     1    0.      0.   0.   0.   0.   0.      0.     

     1    0.      0.   0.   0.   0.   0.      0.   

CC 

CC id, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 or 3) 

*----id   PWF 

     1    2500 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILES 

*---- TINJ  CUMPR1  CUMHI2(SUMARY) WRHPV(HIST) WRPRF(PLOT) RSTC 

     2.55    0.2     0.2         0.01       0.1        2.55 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. time steps 

*----DT     DCLIM   CNMAX   CNMIN     

     0.00001    0.01   0.025   0.0025 

CC 

CC 

*---- IBMOD 

       0 

CC34567890---------2---------3---------4---------5---------6---------7---------8 

CC IRO, ITIME, NEW FLAGS FOR ALL THE WELLS (Polymer Drive) 

*---- IRO ITIME IFLAG 

       2   1     3  2 

CC   

CC NUMBER OF WELLS changes IN LOCATION OR SKIN OR PWF 

*----NWEL1 

      0 
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CC   

CC NUMBER OF WELLS WITH RATE changes, id 

*----NWEL1   Id 

     1        1 

CC 

CC id,INJ. RATE AND INJ. COMP. FOR RATE CONS. WELLS FOR EACH PHASE (L=1,3) 

*---- ID  QI(M,L)  C(M,KC,L)   

     1  2666.935  1.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.34   0.0 

     1    0.      0.   0.   0.   0.   0.      0.     

     1    0.      0.   0.   0.   0.   0.      0.   

CC 

CC id, BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE FOR PRESSURE CONSTRAINT WELL (IFLAG=2 or 3) 

*----id   PWF 

     1    2500 

CC 

CC CUM. INJ. TIME , AND INTERVALS (PV) FOR WRITING TO OUTPUT FILES 

*---- TINJ  CUMPR1  CUMHI2(SUMARY) WRHPV(HIST) WRPRF(PLOT) RSTC 

     20.6     0.2     0.2         0.01       0.2        4.3 

CC 

CC FOR IMES=2 ,THE INI. TIME STEP,CONC. TOLERANCE,MAX.,MIN. time steps 

*----DT     DCLIM   CNMAX   CNMIN     

     0.00001    0.05   0.100   0.001 
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